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•ATLANTIC  REGION  

CHAPTER I 

DEMAND FOR SHIPPING SERVICES  

Commercial Cargoes  

This  Chapter examines waterborne trade patterns and 

volumes for both coastal and  international  trade in the Atlantic . 

Region and makes forecasts of future trade volumes tci 1980 which are 

usecLas the basis for establishing Shipping requirements. For the 

purpose Of this analysis, the waterborne trade > in the Atlantic Region 

has been divided into the following cargo movements: 

(a) • Coastal trade - between Canadian ports Within the area consisting 

of'the Atlantic Coast; Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St. 

Lawrence Rivet up to and including Montreal; 

(b) trade between the area described above and U.S. Atlantic and 

Gulf Coast; 

(c) off-shore trade between the Atlantic area and offshore ports. 

• The inclusion of Montreal and the Lower St. Lawrence 

area in the Atlantic Region is in accordance with the D.B.S. definition 

of the region. Information on trade in the Lower St.  Lawrence  area is . 

therefore presented in this part of the report rather than in the Great 

Lakes and St. Lawrence Region section. (Trade between the. Atlantic 

Region and the Great Lakes is "inland" trade and is dovered in the 

Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Region section), 

The method of forecasting has involved the division of 

each of the above trades (a) to (c) into its main components, this 
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ATLANTIC REGION COASTAL TRADE (1)  

BY MAJOR COMPONENTS  

1958 - 1967  
(million tons - 2,000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 . 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Ores, concentrates 
and minerals 	 3.1 	2.5 	2.4 	1.6 	1.6 	1.7 	1.6 	2.8 	2.3 	2.8 

Petroleum 	 3.3 	3.7 	4.2 	5.0 	5.0 	4.7 	5.6 	5.5 	5.6 	5.8 

Forest products 	 2.8 	3.2 	3.5 	3.3 	2.6 	2.6 	2.3 	1.9 	2.2 	1.8 

Coal 	 1.9 	1.8 	1.4 	1.8 	1.5 	1.0 	- 0.6 	0.5 	0.5 	0.3 

Unspecified and 
general cargo 	 2.1 	2.1 	2.2 	2.5 	1.9 	2.0 	2.9 	1.3 	1.2 	1.2 

Total ILI 	13.3 	13.7 	14.2 	12.6 	12.0 	13.0 	12.0 	11.8 	11.9  

(1) Trade within the Region including the Atlantic Coast, Gulf of St. Lawrence, 
and St. Lawrence River up to and including Montreal. 

Note: Figures on coastal trade have a minor degree of approximation because the 
statistics for cargoes loaded and unloaded differ slightly. 

Source: 	DBS. 
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ATLANTIC REGION 

WATERBORNE TRADE  

1953 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

Coastal (1) 	 International  
(within „Reul,m) 	U.S.(2) 	Offshore(3)  Total 	Total 

1967 	 11.9 	 15.0 	41.3 	56.3 	68.2 
1966 	 11.8 	 16.8 	45.3 	62.1 	73.9 
1965 	 12.0 	 17.1 	45.4 	62.5 	74.5 
1964 	 13.0 	 18.1 	41.3 	59.4 	72.4 
1963 	 12.0 	 15.3 	36.3 	51.6 	63.6 
1962 	 12.6 	 15.7 	32.1 	47.8 	60.4 
1961 	 14.2 	 9.9 	33.9 	43.8 	58.0 
1960 	 13.7 	 10.1 	31.2 	41.3 	55.0 
1959 	 13.3 • 	12.7 	26.4 	39.1 	52.4 
1958 	 13.2 	 10.0 	24.4 	34.4 	47.6 
1957 	 13.8 	 14.2 	25.4 	39.6 	53.4 
1956 	 13.1 	 13.9 	27.7 	41.6 	54.7 
1955 	 11.5 	 11.5 	23.0 	34.5 	46.0 
1954 	 9.6 	 7.8 	19.5 	27.3 	36.9 
1953 	 9.0 	 6.3 	20.4 	26.7 	35.7 

(1) Trade between Canadian ports in the Atlantic Region and 
St. Lawrence River area up to and including Montreal. 
Coastal trade figures have a minor degree of approx-
imation due to differences in statistics between 
cargoes loaded and unloaded. 

(2) Trade with U.S. Atlantic Coast. 

(3) Foreign trade excluding U.S. Atlantic Coast. 

Source: 	DBS. 
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division being mainly by commodity groups. The forecast for each of 	• 

these components has been based on a.projection of the 1958-1967 trend 

as determined by computer analysis, with this projection modified in 

accordance with any developments indicated by a general analysis of 	. 

the trade and economic prospects for the commodity.. The forecast 

for eaéh of the trades has been assembled by totalling.the forecasts 

• for its main components. 

This does not purport to be an exhaustive  forecast, but 

rather a broad  indication of trade volumes and its main components for 

the purpose of establishing additional ship requirements and ship types. 

Coastal trade is given first priority in the analysis.because'it is the 

main area of activity'for Canadian built and registered vessels.. 

International trade"is also examined as Canadian built and registered-

vessels  are  involved to an extent, and because the forecast growth in 

ship traffic may provide an .indication of future repair requirements. 

. 	Table A-1 shows the volumes of waterborne trade.in the 

Atlantic Region by its major trades for the period 1953-1967.. In 1967, 

the Atlantic Region waterborne trade totalled' 68.2 million tons. Of 

this total 60 7.  was with Offshore sources, 22% with the U.S. Atlantic 

and Gulf Coasts  and 187. cioasting trade .  within the Region. 

. Chart A-1 illustrates the 1953-1967 trade growth as 

shown in Table A-1, together with the forecasts to 1980 which are 

discussed in detail in the sections following. 

Coastal Trade 	. 	. 

Table A-2 shows the coastal trade with the Atlantic 	- 

Region by its major càmponents for the period 1958-1967. The Region 
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includes the Atlantic Coast, Gulf of St. Lawrence and St. Lawrence 

River up to and including Montreal. This trade and the forecasts 

to 1980 are illustrated on Chart A-2. 

In 1967, the major components of the xegional coastal 

trade were ores and  concentrates, petroleum proddctS, forest products, 

coal, and unspecified and general cargo. 	: 

Ores, Concentrates.and Minerals:  In 1967 this  traffic 
• consisted of titanium ore (64%), iron ore (13%), non-metallic 

minerals (20% consisting mainly , of gypsum but also including 
fluorspar, salt and stone) and base metal concentrates (3%). 
After levelling off between 1961 and 1964, 'shipments have 
grown between 1965 and 1967. The overall 1958-67 trend is down.  

, but this appears to be pessimistic:in light. of . the growth since 
1965. The growth to 1980 has been projected on the.basis, of the 

• 1961-1967 trend which .indicates potential shipments  of 3.0, 3.7 
and 4.5 million tons per annum in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively. -.: 
This may prove to be conservative if any Substantial expansion 
of the gypsum or titanium mining industries occurs. While further 

• base metal development is expected, particularly in thé'Eastern 
Arctic area, base concentrates. are only a small part of the total 
ores and concentrates .  shipments at present, and • hey would not be 
a major' factor in the projected growth Of-shipments of 1.6 million 
tons per annum between 1967 and 1980. In addition, Axctic ores 

' and concentrates are likely to find off-shore markets, and would - 
therefore not add .significantly to coastal shipments. 

Petroleum:  The petroleum traffic consists of the distribution of 
refined products from refineries to'secondary distribution centres. 
Since . 1958 shipments have shown a steady increase with some . 
levelling off of the growth rate since 1964. 'It appears.that in 
addition  to normal - economic growth, the replacement  .of coal.by 
petroleum fuels was a'factor in the growth of petroleum shipments 
to 1964: Chart A-2 Shows that the decline  'of  coal shipments is 
coincident with the growth of petroleum with both tending to level 
off since 1964. The projection . of  the' 1958-67 trend (not a.linear 
projection) indicates potential  volume of 6.2, 6 ..8 and 7.3 million 

. 

	

	tons in 1970, 1975 and 1980. This could'however be optimistic 
for the following réaSons:- 

(a) About 1.2 million tons of the 1967 shipments consisted 
of deliveries from Montreal to Quebec City. The 
construction of refinery capacity in Quebec City is 

• now under way and this will reddce the waterborne 
deliveries from Montreal, particularly when this 
refinery capacity is expanded in future years. 
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"(b) This reduction may be partially offset by inCreased 
flows:of sPecialized . produCts (e.g. jet fuels) from 
now eastern refineries (Come-by-Chance . and Pt. Tupper) 

' toward Montreal: 

- 	The foregoing deVelopments are expected to be gradual, 
and the projection indicated should be reasonably aCcurate. The 

. major  exception  to the foregoing arises from'the possibility  of 
 significant oil diacoveries in the Canadian Eastern Arctic areas. 

This would constitute . a new source of supply with majorimplicat-
ions to the Atlantic  Region, by the creation of a coastal crude 
oil trade. Because of its broader national iffiplications,'this 
possibility is dealt With in the Canada paper rather than here. 

Forest Products': In,1967, the foreat•products shipments.  consisted 
mainly of pulpwood (94%). The declining volume of waterborne 
pulpwood shipMents has been the main factor in the decline of 
forest product traffic since 1960. The interim'figurea indicate. 
that the decline continued in 1968 tô 1.7 million tons. The 
main reason for the decline appears to be the construction of 
new pulp mills closer to the.pulpwood sources. Thèse  mills 
are relatively new end are utiliÉing local .Sources of pulpwood 
which do not require water transport. This,:however, tends  to  be 
a temporary situation bedause after local  sources are exhausted 
the resumption of waterborne shipments,becomes.fiecessary. -For 
this reason, it is not believed that the 1958-1967 dôwn trend : 
can he projected as a longer-term forecast. Since à large part 
of the new mill capacity added during=the last  expansion cycle 
is now in operation, the decline in shipments should soon level 
off, if it has not already done so. Since a specific upturn • 
cannot be lorecast, the forecast.is taken at  1 .7 million tons 
per annum through the :1970's, but with the expectation that 
this Will be conservative probably by the Mid to late 1970's. 

. Coal: Coal shipments bave declined steadily since 1958, reflecting . 
its loss of energy-Markets to petrôleum fuels. ••The  rate.of. 
decline has levelled  off  since 1964. It is posèible-that the 

..deCline may be over, Marketahaving been-reduced to those Where 
Nova,Scotia coal can retain its competitive advantage. The 
1968 shipments showed a ,very small increase over 1967. A 
significant reVival ôf coal sbipments-is not foreseen .and 
.shipments of 300,000 tons per annum are forecaat to 1980. 

Unspecified ComModities and General Cargo . :  This Category consists' 
of  -a wide range of food and industrial products including cement 
(19%) and steel (10%). The 1966-1967 volumes of 1.2  million tons  
per annum appear to be the . basic-normal supply requirements for . 
the waterborne dependent areas. Very: substantial increases in 
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traffic have occurred when major new projects are under way and 
• construction materials and supplies have to be moved. -  It appears 
that.the extensive iron ore and other development along the,Gulf 
of St. Lawrence north shore were respOnsible  for the  higher level 
of shipments to 1964. While the basic level of shipments can be 
expected to increase gradually with normal population growth and 
economic development, periodic increases in.actiVity from new 
major projects can be expected. While projectà.of the size of the 
Quebec-Labrador iron mines will be rate, such developments as the 
Ungava asbestos and base metal projects and Baffin Island iron 
development will probably be:dndertaken during the 1970'S. The 
forecast therefore calls for an average annual cargo volume of 
1.6 million tons per annum through the 1970's, with the probab- : 
Ility that this,may be substantially exceeded in some yearsand 
may be conserVàtive toward thé end of the decade, 	. 

Summary  

The following table summarizes the forecasts of Atlantic 

Region waterborne coastal trade (within region) for 1970, 1975 and 1980: 

. Year 

Ores and Minerals 
Petroleum 
Forest Products 	. 
Coal . 
Unspecified and General Cargo 

3.0 .  
6.2 ' 
1,7 
0.3 
1.6 

4.5 
7.3 
1.7 
0.3 - 
1.6 

Total 	• 	 . 	12.8 	14.1 	15.4 

The'forecast indicates  an end to the declining volume 

experienced since 1961,. attributable to lower coal and forest products 

shipments, both of which are expected to level off. Sustained growth 

1:)f ore and mineral shipments and regional petroleum distribution, and 

high general cargo shipments due to major mining developments,  are 

 expected to be the main factors in the increased edastal trade., 

International Off-Shore Trade 	• 

International off-shore trade includes trade between the 

Atlantic Region (up to and including Montreal) and all foreign countries 

except the Continental U.S 
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TABLE A-3 

ATIANTIC REGION INTERNATIONAL OFFSHORE (1) 
TRADE BY MAJOR COMPONENTS 

1958 - 1967  
(million tons - 2,000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Ex.zots 

Grain 	 5.0 	4.4 	4.1 	6.9 	5.7 	9.4 	10.9 	10.7 	11.6 	6.7 
Ores and Concentrates 	4.1 	5.0 	6.2 	5.2 	3.7 	4.2 	5.1 	6.7 	6.0 	7.7 
Forest products 	 1.2 	1.3 	1.7 	1.9 	2.1 	1.9 	2.6 	2.6 	2.8 	2.2 
Unspecified and 

general cargo 	 3.7 	3.5 	4.1 	4.4 	4.2 	4.8 	5.6 	5.4 	4.5 	4.3 

Total 	 14.0 	14.2 	16.1 	18.4 	15.7 	20.3 	24.2 	25.4 	24.9 	20.9 

Imports 

Ores and concentrates 	2.5 	2.5 	3.1 	2.8 	2.7 	2.7 	3.0 	3.1 	3.9 	3.7 
Petroleum 	 5.9 	7.4 	9.6 	10.3 	11.4 	11.1 	11.7 	14.1 	13.7 	14.6 
Raw sugar 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	 0.6 	0.6 	0.6 
Unspecified and 

general cargo 	 2.0 	2.3 	2.4 	2.4 	2.3 	2.2 	2.4 	2.2 	2.2 	1.5 

Total 	 10.4 	12.2 	15.1 	15.5 	16.4 	16.0 	17.1 	20.0 	20.4 	20.4 

Total trade 	 24.4 	26,4 	ILI_ 	12,2 	32.1 	36.3 	41.3 	45.4 	45.3 	41.3  

(1) Includes trade with all foreign countries except the Continental U.S. 

Source: 	DBS. 

1111131111111111111118111111111•1111111711111111111111M111131111111111111111111 
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• • Table A-3 shows this trade by its major components, 

for the years 1958-1967. These are illustrated on Chart A-3 

together with the forecasts to 1980 which  are discUsSed_in the 

section's following. 	• 

Experts..  

• The major components of the off-shore export trade 

are . grain, ores and concentrates, forest products and unspecified 

coimuodities and general cargo. 	 • 

Grains: Grain shipments consist of wheat.and coarse grains, 
inclUding reloading  of  U.S. grain shipped fram the U.S. 
-Lakes to Gulf of St.. Lawrence  ports. The sharp decline 
in shipments  in 1967  reflects decreased demand from 
European markets due to high domestic production, and 
etrong competition from other wheat producing countries. 
It appears doubtful'if the peak grain exporting.yearà of . 

1965-1966 will be exceeded for a considerable time to come 
because wheat production in the . traditional Canadian 
markets has been increased-by greater acreage planted and 
the use of new higher yielding strains. On the other 
hand, the post-1967 shipMents are probably lowet than - 
long-term prospects because : the unusually good weather 
conditions expèrienced in all major world wheat producing 
areaa cannot be expected - to continue in the longer term. . 
There does not appaar to be any genetal agreement among 
grain experts as . to  what the future export prospects are: 
However, the 19634965 period is favoured as a typical 
period.. The forecast assumes that the basic ttend is 	- 
Upward from  the 1967-1970 level to 11.9 million  tons per 
annum by 1980, with  the 1963-1964 average of 10.1 million 
tons being regained by  1975 based on the following 
assumptions: 

(a) The upturn in shipment's will be gradual because 
of high stocks in Europe  at the end of 1969. 

(b) Demand will increase in Europe due to population 
increases. 	- 

(c) There may bè'a decline in European wheat -production 
due to  diversion  Of land to feed grainSbecause 

• - 	- of increaàçd meat demand. 

(d) A greater portion of Canadian exports may be feed 
grains (for which markets are stronger) because 
of diversion of Western Canadian lands to coarae 
grain production-. 
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. 	It Must be . recognized that-notwithstanding thejong- 
'term average forecast,there May be sharp fluctuations in yearL 
to-year exports due to weather conditions. 

Ores & Concentrates:  In 1967, ore and . concentrate exports 
consisted of 7 million tons of iron ore and 0.8 million tons 
of base metal concentrates. Since 1958, the trend of ore and 
concentrate exports has been sharply upward although showing 
some fluctuations from year-to-year. Base metals have 	• • 
increased in significance from 2.5% of the total ore volume 
in 1958 to 107. in 1967. 

The destination of the iron ore is northern Europe, 
and is now being shipped in ore carriers of the 100,000 DWT 
class.. While the demand for iron ore - should Continue to grow, 
strong competition will coMe frdm a number of.other sources of 
iron ore which can be transported to markets by water. The 
projected growth of shipments to 9.0, 11.0 and 13.0 million tons 
per annum in 1970,1975 and :1980 respectively, may be optimistic 
in the early 1970's due to competitive pressure, but should be 

. achieved later in the dedade when the supply demand situation • 
is expected to come' into . better balance. 

Not inclUded in the projections are potential new • 
iron ore developments in the Arctic . (particularly Baffin Island) 
which could add two-to four million tons per annum to shipments 
in the late 1970's. Alsà in the 1970's there will be base metal 
concentrate shipments from Ungava which, while high in value, : will 
probably not add significantly to total tonnage. The destination. 
of all of the potential Arctic ore production will prObablY be 
Europe. 

Forest Pràducts:  The forest products exports consist mainly of.puip 
and paper. The growth of volume since 1958 has generally been 
steady, and the upward trend is.well defined. The projected trend 
indicates . potential shipments of 3.2,3.9 and 4.6 million tons per 
annum in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively. There aPpears to be. 
ample forest resources in:the Region to meet this growth-trend.. ' 
HoWever, the addition of Mill capacity  tends  to be . cyclical and . 
1970 shipments will probably fall below the total.projected, with 
this probably being made up in subsequent Years. 

Unspecified Commoditieà and General Cargo: This consisté  of a wide 
range of'foods and manufaCtured materials, thé main items in 1967 
being raw metals and alloys (23%) and asbestos (14%).'. While therè 
have been:fluctuations fràm year-to-year,  the basic trend ià upward, 
with the trend projection indicating potential shipments of 5. .2, 
5.8 and 6.4 million tons per annum in 1976, 1975 and 1980 respect- . 
ively. This forecast is considered .  to be conservative for a number 
of rèabons: 
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•(a) There will be a number of new container terminals in 
• Eastern Canada which will add to Atlantic Region 

exports at the expense of other Regions. It is 
estimated that the diversion of general cargo from 
the St. Lawrence Seaway to Atlantic Coast ports 
•could be 1.5 million tons per annum by 1980. 

(b) The Canadian Atlantic ports have the prospect for 
handling a significant amount of U.S. Mid-West 
cargo traffic. 

The foregoing does not assume the development of 

any "land-bridge" traffic. 

Imports  

The off-shàre to  Atlantic Region imports. consist Of 

petroleilm, ores and concentrateS, raw sugar and general  cargo. -  

Petroleum.:  This consists of crude oil imported from the Mid-East 
and. South America - as feed stocks for Atlantic  Coast  refineries 
and fuel oil  and gesoline imperted from South America and the 
Caribbean. This does not include.the Montreal refinerY require- 
ments which are provided Via-the.Portland - Montreal pipeline. 	. 
Petroleum imports have  grown sharply since 1958, although the 
growth rate hasslowed. since 1962. In 1967,the total tonnage iè 
about equally divided between crude oil and refined products. 

The trend projection indicates potential shipMents of 
15.8, 17.8 and 19.8 milliOn tons perannum by 1970, 1975 and 1980 
respectively. This projection may be conservative for the follow- 

- ing reasons: 

(a) Substantial additional refining capacity is being 
established east of Montreal, which new capacity 
will be supplied by waterborne crude. 

(b) Some of this new capacity will produce specialized 
products for export markets. Crude requirements 
should . therefore grow faster than domestic demand. 

It is apparent that the import balance between crude and 
refined products will move sharply towerd crude oil being the major 
portion of the imports. 

The projection assumes no change in the National Oil 
Policy. Any substantial discovery of Arctic or Eastern off-shore 
crude would have the effect of transferring some crude oil movement 
from the international to the coastal trade category. 
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Ores and Cencentrates:  elese imports consist mainly of bauxite 
for the  aluminum industry (73%) but also includes iron:manganese 
and other.ores. The main increases in shipments will be created 

• by increases tn the refining capacity of the aluminum industry. 
There are some indications that such increases are levelling-off' 
'due te the substantial growth of foreign capacity recently 	• 
completed or now underway. The projection of 4.0, 4.6 and 5.3 
million tons per annum in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively . may 
therefore be optimistic. 

Reference has also been heard asto  the possible 
commencement of imports of iron ore from off-shore-sources. which 

'would be transferred in the Atlantic Region to inland vessels for 
.movement to  the  Great Lakes area.. This prospect cannot yet be 
assessed. 	 • 

Raw Sugar:  This is a relatively recent import Commodity, commencing•
with the Completion  of Atlantic region refining capaéity in 1964. 
Future shipments are projected at 600,000 tons per annum to 1980. 

Unspecified Commodities and General Cargo:  This consists of a wide 
range of manufactured goods. While the trend since 1960 has been 
downward, a revival is forecast to the 1964 high of 2.4 million 
tons per annum during the 1970's. The main reason is the ex-
pectation that the Atlantic Coast ports will become the major 
container terminals for Eastern Canada. This will increase 
import volume as well as export volume for the Region. No growth 
is being projected because it is not possible as yet to estimate 
the impact of containers on trade patterns, but this is obviously 
conservative. 

The following table summarizes the projections for 

waterborne off-shore trade: 
Year  

(million tons) 	 1970 	1975 	1980 

Exports: • 
Grain 	 • 	9.2, 
Ores and Concentrates 	 9.0 
Forest Products 	 3.2 
Unspecified and General Cargo 	5.2 

10.1 
11.0 
3.9 
5.8 

11.9 
13.0 
4.7 
6.4 

Sub-total 	 26.6 	30.8 	36.0'• 

I 
4) 
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ATLANTIC REGION - CONTINENTAL U.S. TRADE (1) 

BY MAJOR COMPONENTS 

1958 - 1967  
(million tons - 2,000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Exports  

Ores and concentrates 	4.9 	5.4 	3.7 	3.6 	9.0 	8.3 	10.3 	9.4 	8.3 	7.4 
Non-metallic minerals 	2.7 	4.5 	4.2 	3.8 	4.2 	4.7 	5.0 	4.9 	4.8 	3.9 
Forest products 	 0.9 	0.9 	0.9 	0.9 	0.9 	0.9 	1.0 	1.0 	1.2 	1.0 

Unspecified and 
general cargo 	 0.3 	0.4 	0.2 	0.4 	0.6 	0.4 	0.6 	0.5 	0.8 	0.7 

Total 	 8.8 	11.3 	9.0 	8.7 	14.7 	14.3 	16.9 	15.8 	15.1 	13.0 

Imports  

Coal 	 - 	- 	- 	0.2 	0.1 	0.1 	0.1 	0.4 	0.7 	0.5 

Ores and concentrates 	- 	0.5 	0.4 	0.6 	0.4 	0.4 	0.3 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 

Unspecified and 
general cargo 	 1.2 	0.9 	0.7 	0.4 	0.5 	0.5 	0.8 	0.7 	0.7 	1.1 

Total 	 1.2 	1.4 	1.1 	1.2 	1.0 	1.0 	1.2 	1.3 	1.7 	2.0 

Total trade 	 10.0 	12,7 	10.1 	9,9 	15.7 	15.3 	18.1 	17.1 	16.8 	15.0  

(1) Includes trade between Atlantic Region and Continental U.S. 

Source: 	DBS. 
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Year 
(million tons) 	 1970 	' 1975 	1980 

Imports:  
Petroleum 	 15.8 	17.8 	19.8 
Ores and Concentrates 	 4.0 	4.6 	'5.3 
Raw Sugar 	 0.6 	0.6 	0.6 
Unspecified and General Cargo 	2.4 	2.4 	2.4 

Total 

	

22.8 	25.4 	28.1 

	

49.4 	56.2 	64.1 

The forecast shows a substantial increase in off-

shore traffic which may be optimistic With regard to ore exports. 

This is probably offset by conservative petroleum'import  projections.  

The forecast for general cargoes maY also be conservative. Thé 

Atlantic Region ports are likely to become the major container 

terminals for Canada - Europe trade and in *addition there.is' 	- - 

potential for handling  the U.S. Mid-West - Europe container Cargoés.• 

U.S. Atlantic Coast Trade  

Table A-4 summarizes.the trade bètween  the Atlantic  

Region and the U.S. Atlantic and Gulf Coasts by its major components. 

Trade between the Region and the U.S. West Coast is minimal. The 

trade from 1958-1967 and the forecasts to 1980 are illustrated by 

Chart A-4. 

Exports  

The main exports are ores and concentrates, non- 

metallic minerals, and forest products. 
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. Ores and Concentrates: This consists mainly of iron ore shipped by 
bulk carriers from.the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Eastern Seaboard 
and then by unit-train to the steel-making centres. After a sharp 
growth in shipments to 1964, which was made possible by .the 
develcipment of the,Quebec-Labrador mines, shipments have declined 
steadily since 1964. -This can be attributed to'several factors: 

(a) The total exports of Atlantic Region ore to the U.S., 
have levelled off since  1 964. This is at least - 
partially due to competition from Australia and 
Africa. 

(b) Some ore shipments have been diverted to the Seaway 
.route because of its cost advantage. 'This .diversion 

' started in 1964 when an adequate . fleet of large ore 
' carriers becameavailable. 

The prospects are fora  continuing decline in ocean 
shipments ;  although probably at a slower rate of decline than in 
recent years. The availability:-of larger ocean-soing  carriers.  
and a possible increase in seaway tolls wOuld narrow the seaway's .  
cost advantage, but More rapidly increasing costs of rail . transport 
should'act in the opposite -direction. 

The cemplexity of the situation makea any reliable 
forecast difficult.  The  forecast is for a continued - decline 
to 6.0 million tons per annum to 1970, holding at th.at leVel' 
to 1980. -This may be conservative after 1975 when a better • 
balance of .iron ore:eupply  and  demand maV increase shipments 
from Quebec-Labrador.  Also U.S. taw steel production  is 
gradually being decentralized from the Mid-West, .so that ocean-
going shipments to the south may increase. 

Non-Metallic Minerals:  . This consisted mainlV of gypsum in 1967. 
It is primarily used in building products and for that reason 
shipments tend to fluctuate in accordance with . building activity. 
The long-term  prospects are good and the growth forecast ià the 	• 
projection of thé 1958-1967 trend. This indicates shipments of 
4.7 million tons in 1970 (probably high due .to deprégsèd housing 
Market) and 5.1 and 5. :6 Million tonalPer . annum in 1975 and 1980: 
respectively. Wide year-to-year fluctuations will probably ,  
continue to be . experienced. 

Forest Products:.•  Shipments Consist largely.of newsprint and other . 
. papers to the New York City area. The' marketrgrewth is steady 

but relatively slow; The trend projections  indicate*shipMents 
of 1.2', 1.3 and 1.4 million tons Per annum in 1970, 1975 and 
1980 respectively. 
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Unspecified Commodities and General Cargoes: This includes a 
wide range of food.  particularly Sea foods) and manufactured 
materials and products. The growth has been relativel y . 
steady with a well-defined upward trend indicating a volume 
of 1.8, 2.1 and 2.4 million tons per annum in 1970 1975  and  
1980 rèspectiVely. 

Imports  

The imports from . the U.S.  Atlantic and Gulf RegiOn 

have consisted of.coal, orea and minerals« (mainly phosPhates) and 

general cargo.  The  tOtal is relatively small àt 2.0 million tons 

per annum in 1967. Thè forecast of the total imports is taken as 

a projection of the 1958-1967 trend which indicate's pôtential 

volume of 1.8, 2.2 and 2.5 million tons per annum in 1970,  1975' 

and 1980 respeCtively. This may be conservative in the - light of« 

the higher growth rate shown since 1965. 	- 

Stimmary: 

The U.S..-Canada ocean-going.tr. ade projections to 

1980 are,summarized in the following table:, 

Year 

(million  tons) 	 1970 	1975 	1980 

Exports: 
Ores and Concentrates 	 6.0 	6.0 	Ea 
Win-Metallic Minerals 	 4.7 	5.1 	5..6 
Forest Products 	 1.2 	1.3 	' 1.4 
Unspecified and General Cargoes 	1.8 	2.1 	2.4 

Sub-total 	 13.7 	14.5 	15-.4 

Imports: 	 1.8 	2.2 	2.5 

Total 	 « 	15.5 	16.7 ' - 17.9 

There aré major uncertainties in the foregoing 

totals, Particularly with regard to ore and conéentrate exports. 
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Fishing Vessels  

Present Situation and. New  Developments . 

The Atlantic,fisheriès consist of groundfish, herring 

and in-shore fishing operations. The nature of the operationa and 

types of vessels .used çan bè summarized asfollows: 

Groundfish: Groundfish are caught off the off-shore banks by 
trawling. The preferred vessel is a steel hulled stern trawler 
with a length of 150', beam of 30', of about 600 gross reg. tons. 
The stern trawler is a relatively new development, and many of 
the older side trawlers are still in operation. The groundfish 
supply is good except certain species such as haddock which is 
showing signs of depletion and is being protected by international 
action. Similarly,scallop dragging is carried out in fishing 
vessels of 75-100', mainly of wooden construction. 

Herring: Herring fishing is relatively new in the East. Some of 
these operations are carried on by Pacific fishermen who moved 
into the area when the Pacific herring fisheries were closed 
several years ago. The Atlantic herring operations are still 
in the development stage. The Pacific boats are not entirely 
suitable to Atlantic conditions and a number of new boats are 
now in operation. These are approximately 80-125' long and are 
wide-beamed at 30-35'. 

In-Shore: These operations consist of in-shore drift or gill netting, 
lobstering and scallop dragging. The boatS are generally small, 
up to 65'. Nearly all in-shore boats are of wood construction. 

The Atlantic groundfish markets are emerging from a 

depressed period caused by an invasion of traditional Canadian fisheries 

markets by cheaper products from abroad. The causes were partially 

natural, as a result of very large catches, and partially because of 

very substantial additions to Canadian capacity caused by government 

action in the form of boat building subsidies and low interest loans 

for processing plants. The contraction has been largely completed 

and a better balance of supply and demand is developing. 
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Further develàpments in fishing boat construction will 

come from the following sources: 

1. There will have to be Some increase in the groundfish fleet to 
meet growing demand. 

2. Replacement of obsolete side trawlers.will be necessary. There 
are  approximately 40 of these in operatiàn, and while some 
are lèàs than 10 years-old, replacement will be necessary 
shortly. 	. 

3. Additional herring boats will have to be built. The markets are 
good, but it is expected that when the Pacific herring fisheries 
are eventually re-opened a number of the boats will be returning 
to that area, and will probably,  have to be replaced with new 
vessels. 

There are also  •a number of new àevelopments underway 

which might have a future impact. Being closely .watched is a U.K. 

process for thawing and refreezing fish. This enables relatively . 

large freezer veSsels (20022.5') to operate in remote areas and 

deliver their catch frozen for processing , and refreezing. This is 

attractive to the processing industry as it would allow a better 

balance of their produétion by using frozen catches in off-peak 

periods. The process is not however yet economic for, Canadian . 

fisheries where the fishing grounds are relatively close to shore. 

Some officials foresee greater differentiation of the 

fishing fleet, including the use of smaller boats making  short trips 

to the closer banks, and larger vessels Making longer trips to the 

farther banks. In principle, this involves a better balancing of 

transit-time, crew requirements, and.fish capacity for greater economy, 

but at some loss of vessel use flexibility. There will also likely 

be'an inçreasing'sophistication of bàth fishing and fish finding 

equipment. 



44,000  SteelVessels per annum , 1970-1979. 
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New Fishin& Vessel Requirements  

Projections concerning new vessel requirements for 

both the expansion and replacement of the Atlantic Region fishing 

fleet have been derived from interviews with Provincial fisheries 

officials and industry sources. The following table summarizes 

these projections for the period 1970-1979: 

No. and Size 	 Total GRT. Type 

Steel: Trawlers & 
Trawler/Seiners 

Wood: Crab & Shrimp 
draggers, in-shore 
trawlers 

40 	80'-  115' 	 14,000 
55 	140' - 160' 	 30,000  
95 

 
44,000.  

600 ' 	45' - 80' 
30 	80' - 110' 

The projection for steel trawlers and Trawler/Seiners 

appears to be realistic. The majority of the  new construction 

represents fleet additions, including additional herring seining 

capacity, but there is also provision for replacement of older 

trawlers, including some relatively new but obsolete sidetrawlers, 

The smaller steel vessels are Gulf and mid-water groundfish trawlers 

or combination Trawler/Seiners. 

The projection for small 45 1 -80' wooden boats may 

well be optimistic. The major part of this construction would be 

for Newfoundland in-shore fisheries and is dependant on continuation 

of the 50% construction subsidy. There is considerable doubt if 

wooden vessel construction is competitive with ferro-cement or 
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fiberglass construction for the smaller boats. The continuance of 

wooden boat construction must be at least partially regarded as a • 

social-economic measure. : • 

•Source of Fishing Vesselà.for the Atlantic Fleet 	 • 

The. construction of new fishing trawlers (:)f 75 and 

over in Canadian yards dates from 1961 when the subsidization  of  

such construction started. As at March 31,  1967 the total Canadian- 
. 

fishing'fleet under 5 year's of age was 45,400 GRT ( 100 GRT and over 

only) of which approximately 20,000 GRT was produced in Atlantic 

and St: Lawrence Region yards. During 1967, a further 23,600 GRT 

were delivered from Canadian yards but this subsequently droPped 

to 8,500 GRT in 1968 and 2,600 GRT in 1969 due to  changes. in  sub- 

sidization and depressed conditions in the fishing industry. It 
. 	, 

is apparent that more than one-half of the modern fleet is  of 

Canadian origin. 

At present, the supply of new trawlers on the inter-

national market is plentiful and price competition is prevalent. , 

Poland, Spain and Yugoslavia are particularly active in the market 

as are sucbtraditional suppliers as the U.K., . 



IABLE A-5 

ATLANTIC REGION  

SUMMARY OF WATERBORNE TRAFFIC IN COASTAL TRADE 

1963 - 1967  

1963 	 1964 	 1965 	 1966 	 1967 

Share of Cargo Market (million cargo tons by registry of vessel) 

Tons 	% 	Tons 	 Tons 	 Tons 	 Tons 

Canada 	 9.1 	75.8 	10.8 	83.0 	9.8 	81.5 	10.1 	85.5 	10.9 	91.5 
Commonwealth 	 2.9 	24.2 	2.2 	17.0 	2.2 	18.5 	1.7 	14.5 	1.0 	8.5 

Total 12.0 	100.0 	13,0 	100.0 	12,0 	100.0 	11,8 	100,0 	11.9 	100.0  

Traffic Summary  (including departures only) 

Total: 	Departures (000) 	85.4 	 81.6 	 79.6 	 81.7 	 72.2 
NRT (millions) 	 72.0 	 74.1 	 78.9 	 85.0 	 77.3 
Average size-NRT 	850 	 900 	1,000 	 1,050 	 1,100 
Cargo (million tons) 	12.0 	 13.0 	 12.0 	 11.8 	 11.9 
Tonnage ratio 	 .17 	 .18 	 .15 	 .14 	 .15 

Canadian: 	Departures (000) 	83.4 	 79.8 	 78.5 	 80.8 	 71.5 
NRT (millions) 	 78.6 	 71.4 	 76.9 	 83.3 	 76.1 
Average size-NRT 	 850 	 900 	 1,000 	 1,050 	 1,050 
Cargo (million tons) 	9.1 	 10.8 	 9.8 	 10.1 	 10.9 
Tonnage ratio 	 .11 	 .15 	 .13 	 .12 	 .14 

Commonwealth: Departures (000) 	2.0 	 1.8 	 1.1 	 .9 	 0.7 
• NRT (millions) 	 3.4 	 2.4 	 2.0 	 1.7 	 1.2 

Average size-NRT 	1,600 	1,350 	 1,950 	 1,850 	 1,900 
Cargo (million tons) 	2.9 	 2.2 	 2.2 	 1.7 	 1.0 
Tonnage ratio 	 .85 	 .92 	 1.10 	 1.00 	 .83 

Source: 	DBS. 
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CHAPTER II 

SUPPLY OF SHIPPING SERVICES' 

- Coastal: Trade Traffic  . 

The Atlantic Region is the only area in Canada where 

vessels of . foreign (Commonwealth) registry carry  .a significant-part of 

the waterborne coastal trade. However,  the Commonwealth  registry share 

of the càastal trade in this region has been declining steadily from 

24.2% in 1963 to 8.5% in 1967. Table A-5 shows the share àf the coastal 

cargo market held by vessels of Canadian and Commonwealth registry 

between 1963 and 1967, tOgether with thé traffic summary.• 

• . The developments - indicated in Table . A-5 are as follows: 

(a) Coastal trade by Canadian vessels consists of very heavy 
movement by relatively small vessels. While the average 
size of vessel used has been increasing steadily since 
1963, it waà still only 1050 NRT in 1967. Small populations 
in a large number ,  of ports require frequent service by 
relatively small vessels, resulting in a large number of 
arrivals and departures. The very low "tonnage ratio" 

• probably results from the dominance of package and general 
cargo on the Canadian vessels and one-way trade patterns. 
The "tonnage ratio" used here consists of the cargo carried 
divided by NRT vessel movement, and is used to obtain a 
relationship between cargo and ship movement. 

(b) The vessels of Commonwealth registry are, on the average, 
almost twice as large as the Canadian ships. In general, 
the Commonwealth vessels are engaged in bulk commodities 
movement on a regularly chartered basis. The higher ,  density 
bulk cargoes provide significantly higher tonnage ratios. 

Water transportation constitutes a basic part of the 

Atlantic Region transportation structure. -  The same situation . exists,. 	' 

bût to a lesser èxtent in the Pacific Region.. This'differs greatly ,  from 

.the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Region, where water transportation 

ûperates mainly as a carrier of bulk.commodities in which trade it is . 

competitive with highly developed railway and road transpOrtation systems. 
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The Atlantic Coastal Fleet  

As at December 31,1_967 (the date  being ùsed for 

projection  purposes), the Atlantic coastal fleet Was made ùp 

as follows (as reported by the Canadian Mari,timerCommission ) : 

No. 	 (000) GRT 

Dry Cargo/Passenger, 

Ferries  

Tankers 

Total self-propelled 
(1000 GRT and over) 	 58 	 191.7 -  

Tugs (100 GRT and over) 	39 	 6.1 

Barges, scows, dredges 
' (100 CRT and over) 	 326 	 85.2 

ïpe  

Small self-propelled vessels 
(100-999 GRT) 	 200-25  (est.) 

613 

The foregoing includes both government and privately_ 

owned vessels operating in the  commercial seètor. 	- 

The estimate  of  200225 small ships of betWeen 100 and 

1000 gross tons in commercial service at the end of 1967 is based on 

the façt that as of March 31, 1967 there were 263 such dry cargo Vessels 

. totalling 85,000 GRT in service in Canada, and the majority of these 

were on the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Atlantic Coast service- The 

estimated total gross tonnage of these vessels in the Atlantic Region 

is 60,000 at an average size of 3 20 gross. tons. 

Of the tota1.85,200 GRT of barges and scows  in .  the  region 

it is estimated that 27,500 GRT Were on the Atlantic Coast, and 57,700 

GRT located in thé  St. Lawrence River area up to Montreal. A significant 
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proportion of this St. Lawrence tonnage consists of dredges and 

their supporting scows and barges. This tonnage is not a - significpnt 

factor in cargo movement. 

Ship Types in the Coastal Trade  

The coastl trade ships are.relatively small, speCial-

izing in short-diaul, frequent-stop traffic to small ports. Pulpwood 

is usually carried as deck cargo particularly in the protected waters 

Of'the Gulf of St. Lawrence. . • 

The small size of the average coastal vessel is 

indicated by the fact that of the 341 vessels in Canadian coastal 

service in 1967, only 108 were larger than 1000 gross registered • tons. 

Since the Pacific Region'self-propelled -coastal fleet is relatively 

small, most of these 233 veasels of betWeen 100 and 1000 gross tons 

were in service on the Gulf of St. Lawrence and/or the Atlantic Coast. 

The exception to the small coastal vesSels ate those.ships in regularly 

scheduled, or Arctic sapply  service. The  main regularly, scheduled 

run is Montreal to Newfoundland. These ships are designed for rapid 

tarn-around and flexibility as to the type of cargo which can be - 

• carried. 

Barges are not as yet a significant factor in the . 

Atlantic Region. . In 1967, barge movement accounted  for  only 574,000 

NRT of the total 77 million NRT all-vessel departures in coastal trade 

in the Region,  or  less than  1.07. of the total vessel :  movement in thiS 

category. This traffic consisted.almost entirely  of the distribution 

of  Petroleum products froM refineries, and occurred mainly in , Nova 

• Scotia and New Brunswick. 
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In 1967, the barge fleet in the Region was.estimated 

to total 85,000 GRT vs. approximately 292,000 tons for the self- • 	. 

propelled fleet (including,all vessels over 100 GRT except tugs). 

It is probable that the barges  Carried a much larger proportion of . 

the cargo tonnage than.their proportion of total movement, particillarly 

on the Atlantic Coast where the 27,500 GRT of barges accounted for 827. 

of the entire Region barge movements. During 1967 there was no reported. 

barge movement in Newfoundland. 

Source of  Vessels for the Atlantic Coastal Fleet  

As at December 31, 1968 there were a total of 63 ships 

in the Atlantic coastal fleet including dry .cargo, ferry and tanker 

vessels of 1,000 GRT and over. 

The source of these ships were as follows:- 

Country of Construction 	 No. 	(000) GRT  

Canada 	 37 	 130.0 

U.K. 	 .18 	. 	31.6 	. 

	

6 	 .20,7 

Other 	 2 	 8.5  

Approximately 68 7. of the gross tonnage of self-propelled 

vessels over 1,000 gross tons was built in Canada. 

The Atlantic Coast fleet has a record of frequent transfers 

between the fleet and foreign registry. In the years 1963 to 1966 in-

clusive there were about 8 transfers to the fleet and 12 transfers out. 



TABLE  A-6 

ATLANTIC REGION  

SUMMARY OF WATERBORNE TRAFFIC lg INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

1963 - 1967  

1963 	 1964 	 1965 	 1966 	1967 

Share of Cargo Market  (million cargo tons by registry of vessel) 

	

Tons 	% 	Tons 	% 	Tons 	% 	Tons 	% 	Tons 	% 

Canada 	 0.8 	1.4 	1.3 	2.2 	1.5 	2.4 	1.2 	1.9 	1.5 	2.7 
Foreign 	 50.7 	98.6 	58.2 	97.8 	61.0 	97.6 	60.9 	98.1 	54.8 	97.3  

	

51.5 	100.0 	59.5 	100.Q 	62.5 	100.0 	62.1 	100.0 	56.3 100.0 

Traffic Summary  (vessel movement including arrivals and departures) 

Total: 	Arrivals & departures (000) 21.2 	 23.0 	 23.9 	 24.7 	 22.1 

NRT (millions) 	 70.0 	 79.7 	 86.7 	 89.0 	 81.8 

Average size-NRT 	 3,250 	3,500 	3,600 	3,600 	3,700 
Cargo (million tons) 	51.5 	 59.5 	 62.5 	 62.1 	 56.3 
Tonnage ratio 	 .74 	 .75 	 .72 	 .70 	 .68 

Canadian: 	Arrivals & departures (000) 	4.5 	 5.1 	 5.0 	 5.5 	 5.2 
NRT (millions) 	 1.9 	 2.9 	 3.1 	 3.3 	 3.3 
Average size-NRT 	 400 	 550 	 600 	 600 	 650 
Cargo (million tons) 	 0.8 	 1.3 	 1.5 	 1.2 	 1.5 
Tonnage ratio 	 .42 	 .45 	 .49 	 .36 	 .45 

Foreign: 	Arrivals & departures (000) 16.6 	 17.9 	 18.9 	 19.2 	 17.0 

NRT (millions) 	 68.1 	 76.8 	 83.6 	 85.7 	 78.5 
Average size-NRT 	 4,100 	4,300 	4,400 	4,500 	4,600 

Cargo (million tons) 	51.5 	 59.5 	 62.5 	 62.1 	 54.8 

Tonnage ratio 	 .76 	 .77 	 .75 	 .72 	 .70 

MI MIL 	1M1111 	 MI OM 
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International Trade 

Table A-6 shows the share of the ocean-going inter-

national cargo markets held by vessels of Canadian and foreign . 

'registry, together with the traffic,,summary for the years 1963 tO 
• 

1967.- .This combines  both the off-shore and Condneirtal U.S. trade 

as the available statistics do not show these movements separately. 

The folleeing comments cover the main factors: 

(a) The Canadian share of the Atlantic Region international 
ocean-going trade has fluctuated between 1.4% and 2.7% 
between 1963 and 1967, with some slight upward tendency. 
The Canadian traffic consists mainly of movement between 
the Region, the U.S. Northeast Atlantic Coast and the 
Caribbean. The individual shipments tend to be small, 
although some bulk cargoes including iron ore and 
petroleum are handled. 

(b)  The  ships of foreign registry are on the average considerably 
larger than the Canadian« averaging 4,600 NRT in 1967. The 
foreign flag movement includes the major part of the bulk' 
comiliodity traffic including petroleum, grain  and  iron ore. 
This is largely one way trade accounting for the relativelY 
low tonnage ratio despite the high density carees. The 
main foreign flag carriers are Norway, Liberia and the 
United Kingdom. 	 • 

Canadian flag participation in the Atlantic Region 

ocean-going trade is made up of the following: 

) Regular service by the small number of deep-sea ships of 
Canadian registry. 

(b) Occasional or off-season service by coastal vessels with 
ocean-going capability. This would include periodic 
off-season service to and from the Atlantic Region by 
Great Lakes boats with ocean-going capability. 

Regular service by the coastal fleet in coasting service 
to the U.S. Northeast Atlantic Coast and the Caribbean. 

ii 

(c)  
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'Item (b) arises IroM the fact that for reasons of 

weather, ice and economic actiVity the-peak coastal shipping season 

is in summer. The larger vessels are therefore free to engage in 

international deep-sea service in the winter months which may or  may 

 not include the carriage of Canadian international cargoes. 

The Atlantic  Region Deep-Sea Fleet  

As of December 31, 1967  the  Canadian deep-sea fleet 

in the Atlantic Region consisted of the foIlowipg: 

No. 	 Total GRT (000)  

Combination bulk carriers 
and  oil tankers 

Dry Cargo Vessels 

Tankers. ' 

4 	 65.0 

In addition, the following ceastal and Great Lakes 

vessels had ocean-going capability: 

No. 	 Total GRT (000)  

Type 

7.2 

15.2 

ypç 

Great Lakes: 
Package Freighters 

' Bulk Carriers 

TOTAL  17 	 119.4 

The coastal and lake vessels'engage in off-shore 

trade during the off7 season. Thé total 184,000 GRT Of vessels with 
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ocean-going capability does not therefore constitute the active 

international trading fleet. Only.65,000 GRI is so engaged  on  

.a full-time basis. the participation of the balance depends on 

seasor.v, the,market for cargoès, etc. 

. 	With the exception of one small vessel -  of 1,000 

GRT the entire 184,000 GRT Atlantic fleet with Ocean-going 

capability was built in Canada.  
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CHAPTER III 

SHIP AND TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY 

Waterborne Transportation Developments  

The new water transportation developments in the 

AtlantiC Region will consist of the use of larger ocean-going ships, 

the large scale advent of containerization, the greater utilization 

of barges, and ice strengthening of vessels. 

Ship Size:  There is no doubt that a significant increase in the 
average size of ocean-going bulk carriers will occur in the 
next 10 years. To accommodate this development existing ports 
are being enlarged (Sept- Iles), new terminals are being built 
(at Saint John) or new industrial development is being located 
where the necessary deep water is available (refineries at Pt. 
Tupper and Come-by-Chance). 

Containerization:  The exact extent and impact of containerization 
cannot yet be forecast, other than it will be substantial. It 
can be expected that the Atlantic Region ports will become major 
container terminals in Eastern Canada. Apart from the container-
ization of the Atlantic ports' traditional general cargo trade, 
additional volume can be expected through diversion from the 
Seaway route of both Canadian and the U.S. Mid-West cargoes. 

Containerization will have  several direct effects on 
the shipping industry: 

(a) A number of new, large and fast container ships will bé 
required, which for reasons of their speed.and . rapid-turn-
around will'have . the cargo Carrying capability mOre than 
double the equivalent tonnage of conventional general 
cargo vessels.., 

(b) For the above reason, a surplus of general cargo vessels 
can be expected in the 1970's. This may mean more com-
petition and fewer off-season employment opportunities in 
ocean-going trade for the coastal and lakes general cargo 
fleets. 

■ 
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The advent of containers with their effect of-con-, 
centrating ocean-going at relatively few terminals will'probably 
require some adjustments to the coaStal services: 	, 

(a) -  The Region distribUtion network will tend to centre on the 
Container ports wheremutgoing cargoes will be Consolidated 
and inbound Cargoes broken up. - 	> 

(b) .Coastal distribution vessels will on the average be larger 
with quick turn-around capability to handle many calls. 
Sailings will be made on a more regular basis to coincide 
with the regular overseas container services. While no 
significant degree of containerization is expected for 
regional cargo, a greater use of unitization of cargoes 
will be necessary to allow more rapid turn-arounds for 
larger coastal ships. 

Barges:  To date, the utilization of barges in the Atlantic Region 
has been limited mainly to petroleum product distribution, 
although some pulPwood , and Chip movement has started. While , 
petroleum movement by barge will continue to grow', it is probable 
.that a major future use of barges will le in chip and pulpwood 
movemerit This would inVolve primarily the use of  well develOpect. 
Pacific Region techniqUes in the Gulf ,  Cf St. Lawrence, including 
specialized chip barges, self-loadind'and dumping log and pulpwood 
barges„etc. In 1967, cOastal pulpwood movements were approximately' 
1.6 million tons, and  it is 'expecteethat,by 1980 most of this will 
be moved by barge. 

Ice Strengthening:  Seasonal navigation limitations in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence and Labrador coastal areas due to ice have been major 
adverse factors in the economics of coastal shipping. The matter 
of navigation and vessel requirements in ice infested waters has 
been receiving much more attention in recent years and it is 
expected that through the necessary strengthening of coastal ships 
and barges, a substantial extension Of the navigation season will 
be achieved. 

Lash Systems:  No application of Lash concept is expected in the 
Atlantic Region. In general, the source, destination and the 
nature Of the cargoes are not well suited tO the Lash principle 
for  off-Shore trade. In the-Coastal trade, the relatively small 
cargo drop-offs would not appear to justify the large investMent 
that the system would require. 	' 
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• 	 Competitive Transportation Developments  

- There are no significant competitive transportation 

developments _which threaten the dominant position of waterborne trade 

in the Atlantic Region. There is of course no alternative to water-

borne ,  carriage for off-shore cargoes. For coastal trade, geography 

and a relatively small population scattered . in  SMall coastal centres 

precludes the development of competing rail or road services at the 

high capital costs which such 'develOpment would entaili The unit, 

train which will have a significant impact on the Great'Lakes kegion 

waterborne trade is not expected, therefore, to have much effect on 

the Atlantic Region. 

Pipelines, for both Solids and liquids-, will also-not 

have any significant effect before 1980. :Solids pipelines will. 

probably initially consist of wood pulp movement and will be confined 

to movements from inland forests to the coastal mills, rather than ' 

to wood transportation parellel to the coastline. A new oil pipeline 

from Portland, Me., to Québec City is an eVentual- possibility, but 

the build-up in refining capacity in the Quebec City area will not 

justify such -a line Until after 1980. 	 • 
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CHAPTER IV  • 

FUZURE,DEMAND FOR SHIP'S AND SERVICES  

Commercial Demand  

The futtire demand for ships and services for the Atlantic 

Region will derive from the following sources; 

(a) increased demand for cargo capacity due to•incréases in trade; . 

(b) replacement of tonnage scrapped due to age or obsolesence; 

(c) * increases in requirements of the commercial non-cargo 
carrying sector such as .ferries and passenger ships;, 

(d) repair and overhatil of the expanding domestic fleet and 	 - 
the foreign flag vessels entering the region's ports. 

The fleet size forecasts combine both the coastal 

requirements and Canadian-flag participation in international trade. 

This is necessary because à part of the international trade is carried. 

by the coastal fleet. - 	• 

Demand from Trade Growth 	 • 

The method used to forecast demand due to trade grdwth 

was as follows: 

(a) Waterborne trade volumes were forecast (GliaPter I). -  . 	 . 

(b) Past traffic was analysed to,determine vessel movement in 	- 

net registered tOns reqUired . to move cargo volumes over 	 • 

past,years. From this analysis were determined share of 

market held by Canadian vessels and a tonnage  ratio whiéh 
indicates vessel , utilization. Assumptions were made as to  

the future values of these indices. 

The share of market and tonnage ratio assumptions were applied 

to the forecast cargo movements té, determine future vessel 

traffic requirements. 

(d) The size of the fleet in the base year was determined and the 

increase in its size in future years was assumed to be 
proportional to the increase in vessel traffic. 

(e)  
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It is recognized that this method of forecasting 

does not provide an absolute basis of determining future ship 

requirements, as Many factors such as speed increases, faster • 

turn-around, etc., canilave an effect. However, within  the  limi-

tations of the assumptions that traffic patterns and.vessel 

characteristics will remain basically the same; it provides. 

a basis for forecasting of ship moveMent and fleet size. 

For the purpose of forecasting the growth of the - 

Atlantic Region fleet,. 1967 was chosen  as the base year,. 

general., it was a period of strong economic .activity although ' 

waterborne trade volumes were down slightly froM 1966. The main 

doubt about the 1967 data was the relatiVely sMall Commonwealth 

share of the coastal ,cargo market which at 8.5 7. in 1967 was down 

from.14.5% in 1966. This share of market has been adjusted to 10% 

in the projections -. Similarly, the Canadian flag shàre of the 

international trade, at 2,7 7. in 1967., was consIderably higher than 

the 1.9% in 1966; this has been adjusted to 2.4%.„ 	, 

The following table summarizes the main assumptions: 

Waterborne Trade Assumptions  

Share of Market 	Tonnage Ratio  

Coastal: 
Canada 	 90% 	 .14 
Commonwealth 	 10 	 .83 

Ocean-Going: 
Canada 	 2.47. 	 .45 
Non-Canadian . 	 97.6 	 . 	.70 



11.9 
10.9 
76.1 

12.8 
11.5 
80.3 

15.4 
13.9 
97.0 

14.1 
12.7 
88.8 

17.9 
62.2 
80.1 

1.9 

Canadian Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 	3.3 

Total Canadian Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 79.4 

Fleet Size (000 GRT) 266.8 

4.2 

101.Z 

340.0 

3.8 

92.6 

311.0 

3.3 

83.6 

282.0 

ATLANTIC REGION 

PROJECTIONS CANADIAN FLAG VESSEL TRAFFIC AND FLEET SIZE 

YEAR 

1967 
Actual 1970 	1975 	1980 

Coastal: 	 . 
• 
Cargo tons (millions) 
Canadian Share - 907.  
Canadian Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 

International: 

Cargo tons - U.S.(millions) 	 15.0 	 15.5 	16.7 
Cargo tons - Off-shore " 	 41.3 	 46.8 	54.4 

Total 	 56.3 	 62.3 	71.1 

Canadian Share - 2.4 7., 	 1.5 	 1.5 	1.7 
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It has been assumed that during 1967, the coastal 

fleet consisted of the cargo fleet as at DeceMber 31, 1967, as 

folloWs: 

Deep-Sea 
Dry Cargo 	 49,700 GRT 
Tankers 	 15 200 

64,900 

Coastal 
Dry Cargo (1,000 	GRT) 
Tankers 	(1,000 	GRT) 	 - 
Small Dry Cargo Vessels (100-999 GRT) 
Barges * 

Total 

53,700 GRT 
53,200 
60,000 
35 , 000 

201,900.  
266.800  

* includes 27,500 Atlantic Coast plus estimated 7,500GRT 
in active cargo service in St. Lawrence River. 

' 	Table A-7 opposite summarizes the Canadian fleet 

growth projection. The projection indicates total veaael movements 

of 85.5, 94.6 and 103.5 million NRT per annum in 1970; 1975 and 1980 

respectively. On the basis of the 1967 year-end Atlantic Region 

fleet size of 266,800 GRT, the projected fleet sizes are as follOws: 

1970 	282,000 GRT 
1975 	311,000 " 
1980 	340,000 " 

The total increase of 58,000 GRT between 1970 and 

1980 would require an average of 5,800 GRT øf neW construction per 

annum to Cover cargo ; trade growth. 

Demand for Replacement Vessels 	 • 

The replacement requiremnt can arise from scrappage 

due to age or obsolesence. It has been assumed that all vessels 

reaching 30 years of âge  during the 1970's will be replaced. It is 
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'rçèpgnized that a:number of small vessels (100-999 GRT) now in . 

areas in 1967. The expansion or replacement of this fleet is-con-' 

sidered  hère  to be a commercial demand, notwithstanding the 

that other considerations may be involved. The main operator of 

service are over 30 years old and are quite serviceable from a 

mechanical 'point of view However, it iaexpected•that most o 

these vesàels will,becOme obsolete  due  to their small Size and 

competition from . barges, particularly  in the  Gulf of St,. Lawrence. 

The following reiuld be the estimate of the tonnage 

tOn .- fOr which will be replaced during the 1970's on a 

Over 1,000 GRT: 
12 dry cargo & 2 tankers 	37,000 GRT 

Because of increasea in 'average size, speed.  and turnaround Capability, 

the ratio of  new tonnage to replacement tonnage has been,estimated 

at 0.85:1.0. On this basis replacement tonnage would average 6,000 

tons per annum. 

Other  Commercial Demand 

In-addition to . the dry .cargo.and tanker fleets, there, 

were 17, ferries totalling $5,000 GRT  in the  Atlantic and St, LaWrence 

ferries is the C.N.R. with approximately.9 veasels. Two new vessels 

are on order to expand the Prince Edward'Island  service but are not 

included in this forecast. , The further -expansion of the P.E.I. 

100-999 GRT: 
100-120 vessels 

Total .70 e 000  

, 000 GRT: 



Fleet expansion: 
and Tankers  - 

Replacement 
Ferries; 

Dry Cargo 

Total 

service iS considered possible. diiring. the 1970'S but cannot be 

forecast with sufficient certainty so as to allow inclusion of any 

new tonnage in the forecast. There is also the possibility that 

traffic increases across the St. Lawrence will require additional 

ferries. 

- 	Replacement requirements Will be relatively . sMall, in 

view of the present age of':the.fleet, posàiblyno' More:than-5-10,000 

GRT. It ià therefore forecast'that all Atlantic Region ferry require.i. 

ments dnring tha:1970's will be 10,000 GRT, an average, of,  1,000- GRT- 

per annum. 

The forecast advent of sizeable barge service in the 

Atlantic Region and the Gulf of St. Lawrence will bring about a need 

for additional large tugs in the 3,000 h.p. or more clas s . 

addition, a number of such tugs will be required to assist in docking 

the larger tankers and ore carriers. While it can be estimated that 

5 to 6 tugs will be required for docking purposes, the number and 

size that:will be required for barge towing cannOt yet be-estiMated. 

In terms of gross tonnage the total - tug requirements . per annum would 

be relatively small; they have'not been inclnded  in the  forecaSt. 

Summary of Commercial Demand 

. 	The following table suMmarizes the projected annual. 

ship-requirementà forcoMmercial services in  the  Atlantic and St. 

Lawrence Region, for the period 1970-1979. 

5,800 'GRT/annuM 
6,000 GRT/annum 
21' 000 GRT/annum, 
12,800  GRT/annum 
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. ATLANTIC REGION 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOREIGN FLAG VESSEL TRAFFIC PROJECTION 

1970 - 1980  

1967 	1970 	1975 	1980 
Actual 

Projected Cargo: (million tons) 

Total Cargo 	 56.3 	62.3 	71.1 	80.1 

Foreign Share % 	 97.3 	97.6 	97.6 	97.6 

Foreign Flag Cargo 	 54.8 	60.8 	69.4 	79.2 

Tonnage Ratio 	 .70 	.70 	.70 	.70 

Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 	 78.5 	86.7 	99.2 	113.0 
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Types of New Ship Construction 

There are not expected to be any significant changes 

in the dry-cargo vessels and tankers of over 1,000 GRT used in the 

region, except that they will be of larger average Size than at 

present with more emphasis on rapid turnaround capability. 

It is unlikely that the small (under 1,000 GRT) dry 

cargo fleet will be replaced by similar ships and more probable that 

barges will take over à substantial part of the Gulf of St. Lawrence 

pulpwood haulage which is an important cargo for the small vessels. 

This should accelerate the retirement of the older boats, and sharply 

reduce new construction of email coastal vessels. 

The construction of barges, particularly for the pulp-

wood and pulp chip trade will probably constitute the major portion 

of new vessel demand. As a general estimate only, a large part of 

the 33,000 GRT replacement requirement in the small vessel fleet may 

be barges. This would constitute about 257 of the total projected 

commercial tonnage requirements during the 1970's. The advent 

a large barge service on the East Coast  would require an increase 

in the tug fleet. 

Off-Shore Trade  

It is not necessary for present purposes to forecast 

the increase in fleet size required to service the increase in Canada's 

Atlantic Region international trade. However, Table A-8 opposite does 

show the projected increase in vessel traffic which the forecast cargo 



flow might require. The projection indicates a. traffic increase 

of 1.45 times from 78.5 million NRT in 1967 to 113.0 NRT by 1980. 

ThenUmber  of  vesse arrivals and dePartures Will:probably decline - 

because a substantial increase in the average size Of vesSèl ›,itsèd: 

is expected. 

-RepairSerVices.  

The projected increase in ship tonnage Movements in 

the region wgl-bring: about an incréased - requitement-for'shiP repair 

and,overhanrservicès.- 

A detailed forecast for -repair 'services has not been 

prepared on a regional basis but information for Canada, as .a whole, ,  

and on,repairs in each Regiob is presented in the Canada Section'. , 
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' 	• CHAPTER V 

THE SUPPLY POSITION ,OF' THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY  , 

: Introduction 

The data and information on shipping services and  ships 

presented in Chapters I to IV are based on the Atlantic Region as 

defined by D.B.S. in its shipping statistics, i.e. the tradel tonnages 

include cargoes moving in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Montreal and 

belaw, as well as cargoes on the Atlantic Coast. 

The information in this chapter on the supply position 

of the shipbuilding industry relates to shipyards located in the 

Atlantic Region proper, i.e. the three Maritime provinces and New-

foundland. Questionnaire data have been used to supplement D.B.S. 

data in certain respects. 

The Level and Composition of 
Activity in the Industry  

The activity of the shipbuilding industry in the 

Atlantic Region has been primarily in new construction (commercial 

and government), and ship repair; reconditioning and conversion, 

manufacture of fabriçated.industrial products have been carried, on 

to a liMited extent. 

shows the ,folloWing as being.the number of 

shipyarda and the  value of work perfOrmed.in the Region - during 

and 



ATLANTIC REGION 

ACTIVITY IN ,  THE SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR 
INDUSTRY BY CATEGORY .  

Value of 	Value of New . Value of 	Value of 
All Work 	Construction 	Repair Conversions and 
Performed 	Work. 	Work 	Industrial Work 
$  Million 	$ Million 	$ Million . $ Million 

1969 Est. 	$.52.8 , 	$ 39.0 	$ 11.1 	$ 	3.7 
1968 	 55.3 	" 39.2 	- 	14.5 	 1.6 
1967 	 46.3 	' 	35.2 	 9.9 	 . 1:2 	. 
1966 	" 	33.2 	 19.3 	" 	9.9 	 4.0 
1965 	 28.8 	• 16.0 	' 	8.2 	 4.6 
1964 	 34.7 	' 23.5 	 9.2 	 2.0 
1963 	r 	31.7 	 21.9 	" 	7.8 	 2.0 
1962 	- 	 26.8 " 	18.3 	 '7.7 	 0.8 -  
1961 	 26.8 	- 	16.1 -. 	 8.3 	 2.4 
1960 	. 	19.1 	' 	5.6 	" 	9.7 	 3.8 
1959 	- 	13.3 	, 	4.8 	 7.2 	 1.3 
1958 	 13.4 	.. 	6.4,-, 	____-3-- 	_211- ---- --- 	----- 

5gA.g( 	 9,ti5-. 	 /ec't  

. 	Per 	 Per 	. 	• 	Per 	 Per 
.Cent 	- Cent 	 Cent 	 Cent 

1969 Est. 	100% 	 74% 	 20% 	 6% 
1968 	 100 	 71 	 26 	 3 
1967 	 100 	 75 	 21 	 4 
1966 	 100 	 58 	 30 	 12 
1965 	 100 	 56 	 28 	 16 
1964 	 100 	 68 	 27 	 5 
1963 	 100 	 69 	 25 	 6 
1962 	 100 	 68 	 29 	 3 
1961 	 100 	 60 	 31 	 9 
1960 	 100 	 29 	 50 	 21 
1959 	 100 	 36 	 54 	 10 
1958 	 100 	 48 	 47 	 5 

-- 	 -- 	 _____- 	 -- 

'7 

Source: Questionnaires to yards representing 77% of the wdrk 
performed by all yards in the region in 1967: 

SI 



NuMbér of 	 Value of 
• Establishments 	 Work Performed 

Ntimber 	 $ Million 

1967 	 26 	 60 
1966 	 24 	 44 
1965 	 25 	 40 
1964 	 24 	 45 
1963 	 24 	 36 
1962 	 23 	 31 
1961 	 22 	 26 
1960 	 22 	 23 
1959 	 23 	 21 
1958 	 23 	 22 

Although published information on the types of 

activity carried on in the • region is not available, responses by 

yards to the questionnaire provided this kind  of information. 	. 

Table' A-9 shows the level and trend of activity - in total and by 

category since 1958 in the questionnaire yards, which  made  up some 

77% of the, value of work performed by all yards in the region in 

1967: It might be noted that the questionnaire dicinot ask for the 

value of conversions and of industrial work separately,. and these 

are therefore combined in the last column of'the Table. 

Total activity increased up to 1965, hesitated in 

that year and the next, and expanded substantially in 1967 and 1968 

although preliminary,  indications are of a slight fall 7off in 1969. 

Despite this, activity'in 1967-69 has been at a level considerably 

above that reached earlier. 

New construction  has come to occupy a much more im-

portant place in overall activity in the Atlantic Provinces, growing- 



1969 Est. $ 39.0 
1968 	39.2 
1967 	35.2 
1966 	19.3 
1965 	16.0 
1964 	23.5 
1963 	21.9 
1962 	18.3 
1961 	16.1 
1960 	5.6 
1959 	4.8 
1958 	6.4 

15.2 
23.7 
9.5 
0.4 

5.1 
4.0 
1.9 
0.9 
0.5 
3.8 
3.5 

TABLE A-10 

ATLANTIC REGION 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT IN NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 

All 	 New Construction 	 Federal Government 
New 	 For Federal GovernMent 	as % of Total  
Construction 	Naval Civilian  Total 	Naval Civilian  Total 

$ 	 $ 	$ 	$ 
Million 	Million Million Million 	% 	% 	% 

Source: Questionnaires to Yards 

	

0.8 	$ 16.0 	390/ 	2 7. 	41 70  
II 

	

0.9 	24.6 	61 	2 	63 
- 	9.5 	27 	- 	27 

	

1.7 	2.1 	2 	9 	11 

	

- 	II - 	- 	- 	_ 

	

0.2 	5.3 	22 	1 	23 

	

2.5 	6.5 	18 	11 	29 

	

4.5 	6.4 	10 	25 	35 II 

	

2.4 	3.3 	6 	15 	21 

	

2.7 	3.2 	8 	49 	57 

	

0.5 	4 0 3 	80 	11 	91 
II 

	

2.8 	6.3 	55 	45 	100 
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six-fold in dollar value and increasing from less than.50% of total 

activity in the late 50's to about 75 7. in the late.60's. Repairs 

have.grown in dollar. value although they have declined in ,relative 

significance. Induàtrial and conversion work  in. the  region has been 

relatively small, associated with the limited scale of the market 

for industrial products in the region. The following  figures compare  

the patterns of 'activity'in the Region and in Canada during recent 

years: 	 • 	 • 

Approximate importance of activity  of questionnaire 
 yards ih recent years of: 	• ' 	 . 

New. 	 Conversion and ' 
• 	. Construction 	Repairs' 

Atlantic Region 	70 - 75 7e 	20 - 25 7.  

Canada 	, 	 55 - 60 	 '15 

Industrial 

57°  

30 

New Construction 

The recent increase in importance of new construction 

has arisen very ,  largely from government naval work, as is shown in 

Table A-10. In the late '50's and early '60's both naval and civilian 

government work were significant in Atlantic Region construction 

activity. Subsequently, civilian procurement in the region fell off 

and has been small since the mid - 1960's. The contracts for the 

M.S. ships expanded the role of naval work in the region during 

1967 and later. 



TABLE A-12 .  

ATLANTIC REGION AND CANADA 
II 

' SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY . 

. PURCHASED MATERIALS.AND UTILITIES, WAGES OF 'PRODUCTION 	• 	 II 
AND RELATED WORKERS, AND OVERHEAD.AND PROFIT, I 

AS PERCENT OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED  

II . 	 . 

	

1967 	1966 	1965 	1964 	1963 	1962 	1961 
I 

Atlantic ReGion 	 • 	 : 

Percent of Value 	 II 
' of Shipments  'made  

up by: 
Purchases 	49% 	42% 	43% 	38% 	41% 	38% 	40% II Production Wages 	28 	35 	32 	34 	45 	47 	43 
Overhead & Profit 23 	23 	25 	28 	14 	15 	17 	' 

Total 	T.0-5-19 ' ' '767 TôTZ 	17674  Wii 	ifiô% 	10079 	
• II 

Canada  
ell. ! 

Percent of Value 
of Shipments made 

II up by: 	 • 

Purchases 	46% 	44% • 44% 	42% • 	42% 	40% 	37% 
Production Wages 	31 	31 	29 	30 	34 	39 	36 
Overhead & Profit 23 • 	25 	27 	28 	24 	21 	27 	II• 

Total 	• 101 	100% 	100% 	1.01. 100% 	101 	100% 

II 
Source: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 



All 
New 	- 	Dry , 

Construction' Cargo  Tankers Ferries 

	

$ 	> 	$ 
Million 	Million Million Million 

39.0 
39.2 
35.2 
19.3 
16.0 
23.5 
21.9 
18.3 
16.1 
5.6 
4.8 
6.4 

••■ 

6.4 
3.0 
6.7 
2.6 
2.7 
6.7 
7.8 

7.8 
9.3 
3.9 
3.3 

•■■• 

$4.0 

2.0 
3.1 

0.5 
1.7 
1.2 

1969 Est. 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 

	

$ 4.7 	$ 2.0 	$ 1.3 	$ 11.1 $ 23.1 

	

10.4 	0.1 	0.8 	3.2 	14.5 

	

18.4 	- 	0.7 	- 	25.5 

	

10.0 	2.2 	1.9 	 17.1 

	

5.9 	0.3 	1.2 	- 	16.1 

	

3.5 	0.9 	 0.3 	18.2 

	

2.8 	0,6 	 - 	15.4 

	

0.9 	- 	 12.0 
- 	 - 	12.8 

	

1.1 	0.1 	 2.4 

	

0.4 	 _ 	0.4 

1 

l'ABLE A-11 

ATLANTIC REGION 

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND 
NONGOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 

Fishing 	 Total Non- 
Vessels  Barges  Tugs  Other Government 

$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 
Million Million Million Million Million 

Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 
Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 

1969 Est. 	100% 	 10% 	12% 	5% 	3% 	28% 	59% 
1968 	100 	- 	- 	 27 	- 	2 	8 	37 
1967 	100 	18% 	- 	- 	52 	 2 	- 	73 
1966 	100 	16 	- 	 52 	11 	10 	- 	89 
1965 	100 	42 	- 	13 	37 	2 	7 	- 	100 
1964 	100 	11 	33% 	13 	15 	4 	- 	1 	77 
1963» 	100 	12 	42 	- 	13 	3 	- 	- 	71 
1962 	100 	37 	21 	3 	5 	 - 	65 
1961 	100 	49 	21 	10 	- 	- 	- 	- 	79 
1960 	100 	- 	- 	22 	21 	1- 	- 	43 
1959 	100 	- 	 - 	- 	8 	 9 
1958 	100 

Source: Questionnaire to Yards 

Note: Totals may not add due to rounding 

••• 
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Non-goVernment construction business lias  fluctuated 

both in value and in the types of vessels that have Constituted 

the market for Atlantic yards.  Details are given in Table A-11 . 

 which shows the wide variety of vessels ordered in past years. 

Dry cargo Vessels were  important in 1961-67 and tankers in 1961-64. 

Aétivity in ferries has been sporadic and in barges  quite small 

except in the years 1966 and 1969. Some tugs have béen'built 

since 1964. Business in the construction  Of fishing vessels has 

been continuous during the 1960's with peak activity in 1967; 

subsequently there was a fall-off associated with declining demand 

and  reduction in the rate of  Subsidy. An offshore drill-rig 

(classed as other'in the table) was being built in 1969. 	' 

The Resources Used in the Industry 

This section uses available data to assess the use 

of resources in the shipbuilding and repair industryin the Atlantic 
P 

Region. 

Table A-12 shows, for the Region and Canada, the 

relative proportions of purchased materials and utilities, wages of 

production and related workers, and overhead and profit, cf the 

total value of all work performed. These data are drawn from the 

annual D.B.S. publications on the industry, which treat purchases 

of fuel and power as material purchases and include all hourly 

paid labour in one total of production and related workers,(whereas 

the industry's practice in its internal assessments is to class 

fuel and power, and indirect labour, as overhead costs). 



Est. Est. 

ATLANTIC REGION  

RELATIVE USE OF RESOURCES BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
IN THE SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR INDUSTRY  

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 

New Construction 	Repairs  
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

74% 	75
0/s 	69% 	48% 	20% 	21% 	25% 	47% 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 

Materials 	 57% 	60% 	38% 	43% 	18% 	18% 	15% 	22% 

Labour 	 27 	23 	33 	31 	35 	35 	38 	35 

Overhead & Profit 	16 	17 	29 	26 	47 	47 	47 	43 

Total 	101 am 10% 19_41 	101 1n01 101 100% 

Industrial 	 Conversion  

1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Importance  of Activity 
in Total Activity 4% 	3% 	6% 	5% 	2% 	small small small 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 

Materials 	 40% 	36% 	29% 	36% 	24% 

Labour 	 27 	25 	20 	45 	38 

Overhead & Profit 	33 	39 	51 	19 	38 

Total 	100% 1UU2 	100%  101 	10Z 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards 

Note: Fuel and power purchases and indirect labour are included 
in overhead, and the proportions are thus not comparable 
with those in the preceding table, which was based on • 

D.B.S. data for all yards and on its classification of 
these cost items. 
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Variation in the amouhts of government - and non- 

government work, in types of commercial vesselà built, and in  

the mix of building, repair and industrial work, have ah  l affected 

the resource ratios in the-Region COmpared to Canada as a whole. 

.1n general, however, it appears that the industry has:been even 

more labour intensive ih the region than nationally. Wages have 

generally been a higher proportion of value added (value of work 

performed minus purchases of,materials and utilities) in recent 

years than in Canada. . 

Further  information on relative-use of resources 

by type of activity is shown in Table A-13, on the basis of .  

questionnaire returns from Atlantic yards which reported utilities 

and Indirect labour as overhead items in accord with the industry's 

usual practice. The pattern of resource use is quite similar to 

that for Canada presented earlier - greater use,of materials, 

lesser use of labour, and a lower percentage for overhead and 

profit, in new construction as compared with repair activity. 

Other data indicate that thefl level of fixed assets 

per worker is much the same in the Atlantic Region as nationally, 

and also administrative, office, distribution and sales salaries 

in relation to value of work performed. Fringe benefits in 

relation to production wages are generally lower:in the Atlantic 

industry 'than elsewhere, ranging from 10 - 20 7 wheyeas the national 

average is close to 20 7. 
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ATLANTIC REGION AND CANADA 

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY  

VALUE ADDED, LABOUR COSTS AND MAN-TOURS 

1961 , 67  

Value Added per 	Average Wages per 
Value Added per 	Man-Hour,Production 	Man-Hour,Production 

	

'Dollar of Labour Cost 	and Related Workers 	and Related Workers  
Atlantic 	 Atlantic 	 Atlantic 

	

Region 	Canada 	Resion 	Canada 	Region 	Canada 

1967 	$ 1.83 	$ 1.74 	$ 3.98 	$ 4.77 	$ 2.16 	$ 2.74 
1966 	1.69 	 1.85 	3.47 	4.70 	2.05 	2.55 
1965 	1.79 	 1.96 	3.45 	4,75 	1.92 	2.43 

	

3.78 	1.86 	2.2 
2.3 

1963 	1.30 	 1.70 	2.42 	
« 1964 	1.80 	 1.95 	3.68 	4.58 	2.03 

1962 	1.32 	 1.53 	2.60 	3.27 	1.96 	2.14 	' 
1961 	1.40 	 1.74 	2.38 	3.55 	1.70 	2.04 

Percent Increases: 
1961 - 67 	 677e 	34% 	27% 	34% 

Source : 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
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Éxamining labOur costs in more detail, the more 

labour intensive nature of industry activity in the region has 

resulted in value added per dollar of labour. cost being con-

sistently lower in the region . than in Canada until 1967, when the 

substantial expansion in activity asàociated with naval and fishing. 

vessels raised output per labour dollar above the national average, 

as is shown in Table A-14. (Value added is total value of work 

performed less purchases of materials and utilities; it is thus 

a measure of activity Within the shipbuilding industry itself). 

The effect of the increased scale of activity is 

also apparent in valUe added per man-hour which, aè the table alao 

shows, expanded by 67 7e  during 1961-67 in the region compared with 

34% in Canada. 'It should'be noted that a large part Of thiè growth 

in the -region occurred in 1967 and the regional figure-in that year 

remains-below the national average. These data are, unfortunately, 

• not yet available for 1968 and 1969, but the continuation of-

activity at a high Level (as'reported 'on questionnaires) suggests 

that a higher level of.P roductivity has been maintained. It has 

not been possible to measure productivity in volume terms, apart 	. 

from price changes, since necessary data do not exist for the 

region.. 

Wage costs per man-hour paid increased at a slower 

rate (27%) in the region in 1961-67 than in Canada as a whole (347). 

More recent information on wage rates, derived from the questionnaire 
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reaponses and relating in the region to yards that pay higher rates 

than the regional average l.'s: 

Average Wages per Man-Hour Paid  

1966 	1969 Est.  % Increase 1966-69  

	

$ 2.31 	$ 2.85 	 123 

	

$ 2.57 	$ 3.25 	 26 

On the basis of these data, wage rates in the.  industry in the region 

have continued to inCrease less rapidly, than in Canada as a whole. 

Shipyard Facilities and Methods  

Accàrding to data published by the Dominion. Bureau  

of Statistics for 1967 there were 26 shipyards in the Atlantic 

Region i.e. the Provinces ofl\lew Brunswick, Prince  Edward Island, 

Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. One major repair* establishment was 

not listed in that publication and at least one yard has clbsed 

and another one has started in business since then..  The breakdown' . 

of.the present  establishments  is as follows: 

- 2 Major Shipbuilding Yards 
- 3 Small Shipbuilding Yards 
- 10 Ship Repair Establishments 
- 12 Boatbuilding Yards 

To this list might be added a wooden boatbuilding 

facility in virtually every fisherman's backyard in many areas of 

the Atlantic Region. All of the five shipyards listed carry out 

ship repairs on steel vessels and many of the boatbuilding yards 

also do repair work on a minor scale. 
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Seven of the twenty-seven establishments listed were 

visited by the Committee. 

World War II requirements for shiPs of all types 

brought about a resurgence of shipbuilding activity in the Atlantic 

Region which has continued and expanded to the present time. 

Facilities now exist in the region to build all types of ships, 

ranging from 100,000 dwt. steel vessels to wooden craft and emall 

reinforced plastic craft. The largest vessel that has been produced 

in this region was 32,000 dwt. Sophisticated destroyers, destroyer 

escorts, research vessels, modern trawlers, and special purpose 

vessels have been built for either Government departments or private 

industry. 

The ship repair facilities in the Atlantic Region 	• 

provide necessary services to the commercial coastal fleet and to 

ships of the various Government departments that are in the region, 

including National Defence; Transport, Energy, Mines and Resourceà, 

Fisheries, the Canadian National ferry fleet, and the R.C.M.P. 

Repair business is .also generated by ocean-going vessels calling in 

the ports of the region, particularly in the winter season. It 

should be noted that the region's docking facilities extend up to 

about 100,000 dwt.and this will be insufficient to service the large 

bùlk vessels that will be operating in the region in the immediate 

future. Practically no repair business is carried out in the 

Atlantic region foi. the Canadian inland fleet mainly because these 

vessels are prohibiteà from travelling outside the inland water limits 

east of Anticosti Island. 
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Building Facilities  

A full range of types of building facilities is 

available in the Atlantic Region; these have been outlined in 

Table C-34. 

The two major shipbuilding yards and the major 

repair yard are equipped with graving docks. One of the major 

shipbuilding yards also has a floating dock and a number of marine 

railways. All six yards that answered the questionnaire have launch-

way facilities and three of the small yards are equipped with marine 

railways. 

Elevator lift ,type docks were not reported by any of 

the six yards that answered the questionnaire.. However', from other 

sources it Is known that such a dock is'available in one of the yards 

in the region, capable of handling ships 270 feet long with a lifting 

capacity of 3,000 tons. 

• 	 The largest size shiP that can be built in one. piece 

in this region varies'from yard to yard, the low being 140 . feet. by 

30 feet and the high 1,100 feet by 120.feet. Two yards indicated 

that they could build ships in-two sections to be joined afloat. 

Four of the steel ship builders use the block method 

to build the steel hulls. One major yard has a maximum lifting ..  

capacity of 100 tons and the other 140 tons.' The other steel yards, 

which are classified as small  yards, are capable of handling blocks 

in the 15 to 20 ton range..  
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Lofting 

• Lofting in the major yards is done by the 1/10th scale 

method and supplemented by wooden templates; in one of these yards 

some loft work is also done using the projection method. The small 

yards continue to use wooden templates exclusively. 

• In general, the lofting techniques employed in this 

region are much the same as in the whole of the Canadian industry. 

Steelwork 

The comments that follow obviously do not apply to 

yards engaged in the construction of wooden vessels. 

In one major yard steel is stored outside in the flat 

and handled with overhead cranes. In the other major yard, plates 

are stored either in the flat or on edge; when it is required, it is 

loaded onto rail cars by,either rail cranes or mobile cranes and 

brought into the shop where it is cut and prepared. After preparatiOn 

it is transported, either by overland trucks or by rail cars, to the 

assembly shop. 

The two small steel shipyards of this region use much 

the same storage and handling methods as the first major yard mentioned 

above. None of the yards in this region have a steel preparation 

system of the kind that is in some yards in the other regions. 

The two major yards are equipped with burning facilities 

which are controlled by reduced scale drawings. One small yard uses 

tracer type equipment for contour burning. Oxy-plant burning is also 

available in these yards. The other small yards use  hand burning only. 
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Apart from a large variety of semi-automatic welding 

processes using low hydrogen, inert gas, electro-gas and carbon 

dioxide, used for special applications, production welding in the 

two major yards is done with the standard unionmelt machines and 

with stick electrodes. The standard unionmelt process is also used 

in one small yard but the other small yards use stick electrode 

welding only. 

Some of the yards have made improvements in lofting, 

burning and welding techniques but not in steel handling facilities. 

Looking at the indicated possible capital investment over the next 

ten years, it would appear that only one yard has an overall, inte- 

grated plan to modernize and improve its present layout and facilities 

to the point where substantial productivity improvements may be 

realized. Two other yards have plans for possible future capital 

investments that would likely result in some improved productivity. 

Outfitting 

The steel yards in the Atlantic Region do not differ 

appreciably from those of other Regions with regard to the number of 

outfitting operations that are sub-contracted. 

In steel shipyards, the type of work sub-contracted 

during 1958-68 consisted of deck covering, insulation, and some sheet-

metal work. However, a large volume of work in the two major yards 

in the region during 1969 created strain on certain parts of their 

operations and at the same time brought about a temporary shortage of 
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skilled tradesmen, forcing them to sub-contract to a greater degree 

than usual; this will not necessarily be a permanent practice. 

Only one major yard has taken definite steps towards 

outfitting at the block stage, using this particularly ,  in piping 

systems. The other yards have shown very little interest in adopting 

this practice. The difficulties in doing so are attributed to the 

wide variety of vessels built in the Region and to the short lead 

time traditionally available to shipbuilders in Canada. 	 . 

Shipyard Personnel 

In the Atlantic Region, 75% of shipyard wrkers were 

employed on marine work in September 1969, 4% on industrial work, and 

overhead and administration provided employment to 21%. This latter 

proportion compares with 23% in Canadian yards as a whole; the make- 

up.of these personnel-by function in the.region and nationally was 

as follows: 

Function 

Percent of Total 
Overhead and Administration 

Employees  

Region 

Marketing 	 1.9% 
Research and Development 
Design and Drafting 	 13.3 
Production Control; 

Planning and Scheduling 	 6.7 
Supervision 	 21.9 
Management 	 3.3 
Maintenance, Cranes and Stores 	24.3 
Other 	 286  

Total, Overhead & Administration 	100% 

Canada 

3.5% 
1.3 

13.0 

3.9 
21.8 
3.9 

30.5 
22.1 

100% 



important than elaewhere, baàed on relative.  numbers of,personnél 

'employed in this function. 
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While these figures may not be fully representative 

'because they relate to the position  in one  Month OnlY, they do 

indicate sâme differeneeein.praetices in _régional yards : eompared 

to those. èlsewherè. 	 ' 

.,Thus the marketing fUnetion in .Atlantic  yards  was 
. 	 . 	. 

only half as significant -as nationally and virtUally no personnel  

were engaged in research and developMent. - . ProdUctioneontrol, - 

planning  and scheduling in the region,' however,: was relativèly more 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

CHAPTER I  

DEMAND FOR SHIPPING SERVICES  

Commercial Cargoes  

This.Chapter examines Waterberne trade patterns and 

volumes for both.ceaStal and international trade in the Great Lakes 

and St. Lawrence Region and makes forecasts of future trade volumes. 

to 1980 which are uàed as the basis for establishing Shipping 

requirements for this  Region. 	 , 	 › 

For the purpose of this analysis, the waterborne trade 

in the great Lakeà and 8t.  Lawrence.  Region has been divided into the 

• 
following cargo moveMents: 

(a) Coastal lakes trade including all..moveMent between Canadian 
ports  en  the  Great Lakes; 

(b) Coastal Seaway.trade including all cargo movement between 
'Canadian ports. On the Great Lakes and Canadian ports in 
the Lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area, Montreal. and 
below; 

.(c) International Seaway trade including all cargo movement 
betWeen U.S.. Great Lakes ports and Canadian ports on the 
Lower St.  Lawrence and Atlantic area, Montreal.and below; 

• 
(d):International lakes trade inéluding all cargo moVement. 

between Canadian and U.S. Great Lakes ports; ' 

(e) Off-shore trade including all cargoes loaded or unloaded in 
Canadian Great Lakes ports for or from off-shore ports. 

Items (a) to (d) above are termed "inland trade" since 

they are essentially carried in inland vessels operating west of 

Anticosti Island; a snall  portion of these cargoes originating or 

terminating east of Anticosti Island has been included in inland 

trade for convenience. Coastal trade between ports on the Lower 
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St. Lawrence (Montreal and below) is "inland trade" but is included 

in Atlantic Region coastal trade in accordance with the DBS class-

ification of the cargo statistics. 

Forecasts were prepared by dividing each of, the above 

trades (a) to (e) into main components, the divisions being mainly 

by commodity groups. The forecast for each of these components has 

been based on a projection of the 1958-1967 trends as determined by 

computer analysis, with the projections modified in accordance with 

any developments indicated by a general analysis of the trade and 

economic prospects for that commodity. The forecast for each of the 

trades has been assembled by totalling the forecasts for its 

components. Also taken into consideration is the fact that the 

1959-1967 period includes the emergence of new traffic patterns 

following the completion of the Seaway, so that the traffic growth 

. 	 . 	 . 
rate  may have been greater than is in:prospect-for  the. future.  .It 

. 	 . , 	 . _ . 	 - 	. i 
has alào been recognized that the 1967 figures were affeCted "bY a 

six week tie-up of the Canadian Lake fleet by a strike. However, 

no attempt has been made to adjust the 1967 figures, or the trend 

projections using them; the effect on the trend is probably not 

great and periodic traffic interruptions may again be encountered 

during the 1970-1980 forecast period. 

This does not purport to be an exhaustive forecast, but 

rather a broad indication of trade volumes and the main components for 

the purpose of establishing additional ship requirements and ship types. 

Coastal trade is given first priority in the analysis because it is the 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

SUMMARY OF WATERBORNE TRADE  

1953 - 1967  

(million tons - 2000 lbs.) 

Inland 	1) 	 Total 
Region 

Coastal (2) 	International (3) 	Total 	Offshore Waterborne 
Lakes Seaway Total 	Lakes Seaway  Total 	Inland 	Total 	Trade 	›- 

1967 	9.4 	13.2 	22.6 	27.6 	16.9 	44.5 	67.1 	3.4 	70.5 
1966 	10.8 	17.0 	27.8 	29.7 	18.0 	47.7 	75.5 	3.0 	78.5 
1965 	10.5 	12.8 	23.3 	29.9 	17.0 	46.9 	70.2 	3.3 	73.5 
1964 	11.5 	12.3 	23.8 	30.2 	16.9 	47.1 	70.9 	2.5 	73.4 
1963 	10.3 	9.6 	19.9 	28.7 	13.2 	41.9 	61.8 	2.3 	64.1 
1962 	9.9 	7.6 	17.5 	26.3 	9.3 	35.6 	53.1 	2.1 	55.2 
1961 	11.6 	8.9 	20.5 	23.8 	6.8 	30.6 	51.1 	2.0 	53.1 
1960 	10.2 	6.2 	16.4 	25.0 	6.3 	31.3 	47.7 	2.6 	50.3 
1959 	11.1 	7.2 	18.3 	23.8 	7.3 	31.3 	49.6 	1.7 	51.1 
1958 	12.5 	5.7 	18.2 	21.7 	2.9 	24.6 	42.8 	0.6 	93.4 
1957 	11.0 	5.6 	16.6 	29.9 	4.5 	34.4 	51.0 	0.8 	51.8 
1956 	12.8 	7.3 	20.1 	31.1 	4.4 	35.5 	55.6 	0.7 	56.3 
1955 	9.3 	6.3 	15.6 	26.8 	3.3 	30.1 	45.7 	0.6 	46.3 
1954 	9.3 	6.0 	15.3 	22.1 	2.1 	24.2 	39.5 	0.5 	40.0 
1953 	11.9 	6.1 	18.0 	29.6 	2.0 	31.6 	49.6 	0.5 	50.1 

(1) Consists of inland cargo movements using the Great Lakes and Seaway system. 

(2) Trade between Canadian ports; Lakes trade consists of cargoes carried between Great 
Lakes ports only; Seaway trade consists of cargoes between the Great Lakes and the 
Lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area (Montreal and below). 

Trade between the U.S. and Canada; Lakes trade consists of cargo-es  between Great Lakes 
ports; Seaway trade consists of cargoes between U.S. Lakes ports and the St. Lawrence 
and Atlantic area (Montreal and below). 

Note: Figures on coastal trade contain a minor degree of approximation since 
statistics for cargoes loaded and unloaded differ slightly. 

(3) 
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main area of activity for Canadian built and registered vesselà. 

International trade is also examined as Canadian built and registered 

vessels are involved to some extent, and because the forecast growth 

in ship traffic may provide an indication of future repair requirements. 

All projections of trade using the Seaway are based on 

the assumption that there will not be any change in the dimensions of 

the Seaway locks during the forecast period, nor will there be any 

increase in tolls or other charges large enough to cause the diversion 

of traffic to alternate routes or methods of transportation. The 

validity of these assumptions is discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter III. 

Table L-1 shows the volume of Waterborne trade in the 

Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Region for each of the above trades for 

the period 1953-1967. Data for 1968 is not available in the detail 

necessary for its inclusion. The trends are illustrated in Chart L-1, 

together with the forecasts to 1980. 

The development of waterborne trade during the 1953- 

1967 period was influenced by the completion of, thé St. Lawrence Seaway 

in 1959. The impact was inmediately experienced in off-shore trade 

which tripled between 1958 and 1959 but the effect on Seaway.trade 

did not become fully apparent until after 1961. A very substantial 

lakes trade existed prior to 1959, so that the impact of the Seaway 

was proportionately smaller than in the ocean-going sector and it took 

several years to build up the fleet of larger vessels which could fully 

use the Seaway dimensions. 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAURENCE REGION 

SUMMARY OF INLAND COASTAL LAKES TRADE (1) 

1959 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

	

1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

- 
Ores & concentrates 	 0.7 	0.3 	0.7 	0.5 	0.5- 	0.7 	0.9 	0.8 	1.0 

Grain 	 5.5 	4.2 	4.6 	3.2 	3.6 	3.9 	3.5 	3.6 	2.9 

Petroleum products 	 2.3 	2.3 	2.6 	2.5 	2.5 	2.6 	2.8 	3.0 	2.7 

Non-metallic minerals 	 1.4 	2.1 	2.2 	2.3 	2.2 	2.4 	1.8 	1.9 	1.5 

Unspecified commodities and 
general cargo 	 1.2 	1.3 	1.5 	1.4 	1.5 	1.9 	1.5 	1.5 	1.3 

Total 11.1 	10.2 	11,6 	9,9 	10,3 	11.5 	10.5 	10.8 	9.4 

(1) Cargoes between Canadian ports on the Great Lakei. 

Note: Figures on coastal trade contain a minor degree of approximation 
since statistics for cargoes loaded and unloaded differ slightly. 

Source: DBS 

Jib IIIIM 	 Mil MI 	 Mr' 
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CANADA - U.S. WATERBORNE 
ORE & CONCENTRATE TRADE  

. 	1959 - 1967  
(million tons , 2000 lb.) 

Source of Ore:: 
From Lower St. Lawrence  

To U.S. via Seaway 
To Canada via Seaway 

Total Seaway 
To U.S. via Ocean 

Total.-  Lower St. Lawrence 

1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

	

5.1 	4.0 	3.5 	5.7 	7.9 	12.2 	11.7 	13.3 	13.6 

	

1.2 	0.3 	0.3 	0.1 	0.1 	0.1 	1.0 	2.0 	2.8 

	

6.3 	4.3 	3.8 	5.8 	8.0 	12.3 	12.7 	15.3 	16.4 

	

5.3 	3.7 	3.6 	9.0 	8.3 	10.3 	9.3 	8.3 	7.4 

8.0 	7.4 	14.8 	16.3 	22.6 	22.0 	23.6 	23.8  

From Lakes  

. To U.S. from Canada 
To Canada from U.S. 
Canada coastal 

Total 

Destination of Ore: 
To U.S. 

St. Lawrence via Seaway 
St. Lawrence via Ocean 

Subtotal - 
Canada Lakes 

Total - to U.S. 

To Canada. 
Coastal - Seaway 

. Coastal - Lakes 
. 	Subtotal - 

From  U.S.  Lakes 

Total - to Canada 

	

4.2 	3.9 

	

2.6 	4.9 

	

0.7 	0.3 

	

7.5 	9.1  

	

5.1 	4.0 	3.5 	5.7 	7.9 	12.2 	11.7 	13.3 	13.6 

	

5.3 	3.7 	3.6 	9.0 	8.3 	10.3 	9.3 	8.3 	7.4 

	

10.4 	7.7 	7.1 	14.7 	16.2 	22.5 	21.0 	21.6 	21.0 

	

4.2 	3.9 	3.7 	4.3 	4.3 	5.3 	4.4 	4.0 	4.2 

14.5 	11,6 	10.8 	19,0 	20.5 	27,8 	25.4 	25.6 	25,2 

	

1.2 	0.3 	0.3 	0.1 	0.1 	0.1 	1.0 	2.0 	2.8 

	

0.7 	0.3 	0.7 	0.5 	0.5 	0.7 	0.9 	0.8 	1.0 

	

1.9 	0.6 	1.0 	0.6 	0.6 	0.8 	1.9 	2.8 	3.8 

	

2.6 	4.9 	4.4 	5.0 	5.6 	5.3 	4.9 	4.4 	2.5  

	

3.7 	4.3 	4.3 	5.3 	4.4 

	

4.4 	5.0 	5.6 	5.3 	4.9 

	

0.7 	0.5 	0.5 	0.7 	0.9 

8.8 9.8 	10._4 	11.3 	10.2 	9.2 	7.7 

4.0 
4.4 
0.8 

4.2 
2.5 
1.0 

4,5 	5.5 	5.4 	5.6 	6,2 	6.1 	6.8 	7.2 	6.3 
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Iron ore is the main commodity carried on the-Great 

. Lakes and Seaway,. accounting for 307. of the regional waterborne 

trade in 1967.' It is also a major factor in the traffic'growth 

•projections.  Table L-2 summarizes the Region iron 'ore traffic 

• between 1959 and 1967. It does not include-U.S..lakes,coastal. 

trade which totailed  about 62 million tons in 1967. Table L-2 

is presented as a reference to indicate the growth relationships 

between the various  aspects of the iron ore trade discussed in 

the sections following, which include an analYais of the major 

components of each of the areas of trade and forecasts of water- . 

borne trade 'tonnages to 1980., 

Coastal Lakes Trade  

• This trade includes cargoes.bétween Canadian ports on 

the Great Lakes. The main components of coastal shipping within  the  

Great Lakes Region and•Which totalled 9.4 million tons in 1967, are 

iron ore, grain, petroleuM products, non-metallic Minerals and 

unspecified commodities and general cargo. Table L-3 provides 

volumes for each of the major components from 1959 to 1967. These 

are illustrated on Chart L-2 which also shows the forecasts to 1980 

discussed in the sections following. 

Iron Ore:  • Iron ore shipments have shown a relatively slow increase 
since 1959 to 1.0 million tons in 1967. The interim figures in-
dicate a substantial increase to 1.8 million tons in 1968. 
Subsequent to 1967, the full effect of the Griffith Mine production 
and other expansion is expected to increase waterborne shipments 
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by an additional 2.0 million tons to a total of 3.0 million' 
•  tons by 1970. There are other known depobits in the Ontario 
Lake Superior area and it is expected that some  of these will 
come into production in the micf-70's. The forecast calls 
for additional production oP 0.75 million tons per annuM by. 
1975 and a further . 0.75 million tons per annùm by 1980. .Total 
Ontario waterborne shipments could be 3.0 million .tons in 
1970,3.7 million tons by 1975 and 4:5 millien tons by 1980. 

This forecast could prove to be conservative for the folloWing reasons:: 

a) The demand foriron ores (mainly pellets and concentrates) in 
Ontario will-almost double during the 1970's as the steel 	• 
industry generally expects primary.steel output to indrease 
at a 7% per annum groWth rate from.10.8 million tons in 
1970 to. 21 million tons by 1980. 

b) . The advent of 1,000' upper-laker ore  carriers dould 
substantially.reduce the cost of transporting Lake Superior 
ores. By 1980, there may be more than 7 million tons per 
annum'of basic steel making capacity aboVe thelgelland 
Canal,  including Stelco's Lake Erie projéct; ,which could 	- 
use theSe larger carriers. 

. 	4 

Grain:  Grain shipments consist.of grain moved from Lakehead to 
Lakes and Seaway elevators for processing and storage. • There 
has been a sharp decline in this movement sinee 1959, largely 
it appears because more grain is being meved directly from the 
Lakehead to lower St. Lawrence elevators„ as shOwn en Table:L-4 - 
to folloW. The 1959-1967  trend' indidatesithat thé decline in 
interlake grain movement'is sladkehing. While year-toyear-
fluctuations can be expected to occur depending on international 
sales, a levelling off of lake traffic : at 3.0 to 3.5 million tons 
per annum level is projected. The direct movement of grain by 
deep sea'vessels from:lake ports accounts for only a emall part 
of international  shipments. -  Thè levelling off Of interlake 

. shipments probably reflects the normal processing and storage 
capacity of the lakes eleVators. Where' heavy . international 
movement is required the major portion is moved directly from 
Lakehead elevators to lower St. Lawrence ports. 

PetroleuM Products':  This consists mainly of primary distribution . 	• 
of refined petroleirm productS to industrial users and secondary: 
distribution centres around the lakes'. The growth of this ' 
.traffic since 1959 has been relatiVely steady.' The projection 
indicates potential shipments of 3.0, 3.4 and 3.8 million tons 
in 1970, 1975 arid 1980 resPectively. 
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Non-Metallic Minerals: These consist primarily of limestone (60%) 
and salt (30%). Shipments have declined since 1962, mainly due 

' to declines in limestone shipments. The trend projection indicates 
shipments of 1.9, 1.8 and 1.7 million tons per annum in 1970, 1975 
and 1980 respectively. However, this may be optimistic in light 
of the 1964-1967 decline, which was at a much greater rate than•
the long-term projection. 

Unspecified Commodities and General Cargo:  In 1967 the major 
components of this group were cement (27%), iron and steel (17%), 
with the balance consisting of a broad range of other manufactured 
and food products. The trend projection indicates a slow increase 
in these shipments to 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 million tons in 1970, 1975 
and 1980 respectively. It is apparent that year-to-year fluctuations 
can be expected. 

Summary. . 

The following table summarizeS the projected coastal 

waterborne trade for traffic Within the lakes system: 	: 

(Million tons) 	 Year 

Iron Ore 
Grain 
Petroleum 
Non-metallic 

Minerals 
Unspecified and 

General Cargo 

Total 

In general, the growth rate for traffic between Canadian 

lakes ports is forecast to be small during the 1970's. This however, 

represents a reversal of the slowly declining trend experienced in the 

1959-1967 period which arose primarily because of a decline in grain 

movements brought about by an increase in direct shipments via the 

Seaway. This appears to be the only major effect which the completion 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

SUMMARY OF INLAND COASTAL SEAWAY TRADE  (1) 

1959 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Grain 

Ores & concentrates 

Petroleum products 

Coal 

UnSpecified commodities and. 
general-cargo. 

Total  

	

3.5 	3.5 	5.5 	4.3 	6.4 	8.9 	8.1 	10.5 	6.3 

	

1.2 	0.3 	0.3 	0.1 	0.1 	- 	1.0 	2.0 	2.8 , 

	

1.0 	0.9 	0.8 	0.8 	1.0 	1.2 	1.4 	1.6 	1.6 

	

0.5 	0.3 	0.6 	0.7 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 	0.8 	0.8 

1.0 	1.1 	1.7 	1.7 	1.8 	1.8 	1.8 	2.1 	1.7 

7.2 	6. ? 	8,9 	7,6 	9,6 	.12 ,3 	12.8 	17.0 	13,2  

(1) Cargoes between Canadian Great Lakes ports and Canadian 
ports in the lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area, 
Montreal and below. 

Note: Figures on coastal trade contain a minor degree of 
approximation since statistics for cargoes loaded 
and unloaded differ slightly. 

Source: DBS 

JI,  - _ AIM MI MANI MI MI MAIL •IIIII MI OM 11•1 IIMI Mt MIR 
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of the Seaway had on the well ,  established pattern of interlake coastal 

. trade. Between 1967 and 1970, substantial increases in iron ore ship- - 

 ments shoilld increase overall traffic- tonnage. A stabilizing grain . 

situation would,allow a gradual increase in traffic arising fremmotmal 

• economic development. 

Coastal Seaway Trade 	 . 

The coastal Seaway trade is defined as cargo movements 

between Canadian ports on the Great Lakes and Canadian ports in the 

lower St. Lawrence and' Atlantic àrea below and including Montreal. The 

main components:of this trade are grain, irôn are, petroleum products, 

coal and unspecified commodities and general cargo, which totalled 13.2 

million tons in 1967. The àhipments for'each component frem 1959-1967 

are indicated on Table L-4, and are illustrated on Chart L-3 together 

with the forecasts to. 1980 Which are reviewed in the section following. 

Grain:  This traffic consists of wheat and other .grains moved mainly 
from the Lakehead ports to  Gulf of St. Lawrence elevators for 
transfer to ocean-going ships. The volume of grain movement 
depends mainly on export markets which have been weak since 1966. 
This weakness .has been caused by increased grain production in 
Europe (particularly France), good crops - in Russià due to favour-
able weather, and increased competitive.production from ether. 
exporting countrieà dué to increases in acreage and good weather. 
There are some indications that the 1968-1969  situation  may• 
reprèsent a low.  point .in  Canadian export shipments. Some receVerY 
is indicated by the December 1969 agreement by Russia te purchase 
6 million tons of wheat for shipment in 1970 and 1971. It 'is 
apparent, however, that recovery of shiPments to European'markets 
is not likely to reach the 1964 to.1966 levels in the foreseeable 
future. In addition, sharp fluctuations in volume may occur from 
year-to-year. While established markets remain available to provide 
a basic volume, there is no agreement among grain experts as to what' 
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traffic these markets will:Provide. For the purpose of this. 
forecast the level of - 1967 shipments (6.4 million tons) haa 
been taken as the median  for  shipments to 1980; This can 
probably be regarded as conservative, as it does not take into 
consideration any natural market growth. 

Waterborne carriage of train may receive stiff competition from 
unit trains in the late 1970's. The Wheat Board has started its 
programme of,assembling grain in blocks whidh could provide 	. 
consistent volumes for a unit train operatiOn. A series of large 
regional grain elevators will also probably be developed allowing 
the by-pass of the Lakehead'bottleneck where soMe of.the  grain:
cleaning operations are obsolete. The main advantage of the 
system would - be year-round operation reducing seasonal pressure 
on . shipping facilities. 	 . 

Possible unit train operations are not taken into consideration in 
the projections. The start of such a system is several years away 
and natural market growth will initially provide sufficient volume 
for both waterborne and rail systems. 

Iron Ore:  Iron  ore  shipments from the Gulf  of St. Lawrence to Ontario 
date only from 1965, but have shown very significant growth since 
that time. It is apparent that the steel industry is looking to 
this area as the major source of its future ore. In 1967, the 
Ontario steel industry used approximately.9.9 million tons of iron 

'ore. On the basis of the estimated increase ,in steel production 
referred to previously, iron ore consumption will rise to about 
20 million tons per annum by 1980 less soMe shrinkage for increased 
concentration of, ore received. Much of thia increase Will probably 
have to come from the. Quebec-Labrador area. The increase will 
probably be relatively slow.until after 1970 as it will be necessary 
for Ontario to first absorb a local production increase of about 2 
million tons per annum. 

• 
The projected increase in iron ore shipments from Quebec-Labrador are 

based on the increase in,Ontario demand less the increase in Ontario 
production, This totals 3.2 million tons in 1 970, 4.4 million tons 
in 1975 and 5.5 - million tons in 1980, and may be oPtimistic as it 
assumes only a moderate increase in Lake Superior ore traffic; and 
no significant increase in the voluMe,of Ontario railborne ores. 

Petroleum:•  There has been a steady increase in the movement of refined 
petroleum products westward from Montreal. since 1962.. While tech- . 
nically contravening the National Oil Policy most of this traffic 
represents refined products for which there is Insufficient refinery, 
capacity or appropriate feed stock in Ontario. In the absence of 
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any  basic changes in the situation, - ,the trend indicates Potential 
* shipments of 1.8, 2.3 and . 2.8 million tons in 1970, 1975 and 1986 
respectively. However, two factors could reduce this trade; a 
'change  in the National Oil Policy extending dOmestic supply eastward 
to include Montreal ; ' and/or an increase in refining capacity * in 

. Ontario. For .the Purpose of this projection no change in the Oil 
Policy and no surplus• of refining capacity in Ontario has been 	, 
aSsumed. 

Unspecified Commodities . and General Cargo:  This category consists 
• of two way traffic in a wide range -of commodities and manufactured 

goods, the main items  being salt, chemicals and steel. The tonnage 
has been relatively steady since 1961, although thé trend projection 
indicates potential traffic  of 2.0, 2.3 and 2., -5 million .tons per 
annum in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively.  The main threat to this 

•movement is competition from containers - carried on unit: trains.  
This is a particular threat for eastbound traffic from Torontoyto 
Montreal, because the géneral . imbalance in container cargoes Will 
'provide a surplus ofeaatbound. container-capacity. It is not-
expecteCthat.containerà will takè any substantial part of the: 

•present waterborne trade because a large part of the cargoes are 
unsuitable or marginal fàr containerization. However.,the_effect 
may be sufficient to limit thé growth of'this category, and the 
traffic volume,is projected to remain at 1.8 million tons to 1980. - „ 

Coal: • Shipments .  of éoal . from the Maritimes  to Ontario by Ontario 
' --TrYdro will end by 1970: No coastal coal movement Via the Seaway 

is forecast for the 1970's. - 

Summary 

The following table summarizes the projected coastal 

waterborne trade for traffic between the Great Lakes and lower St. 

Lawrence and Atlantic Regions. 

(Million tons) 

Grain 	 6.4 
Iron Ore 	 3.2 

, Petroleum 	 1.8 
Unspecified and 

General  Cargo 	1.8  

Year H 
1975 	. 1980 

6.4 
• 5.5 
2.8 

1.8 

1970 

Total 	 13.2 	 14.9 	 16.5 
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0.6 	0.7 	1.5 	1.8 	3.2 	2.2 	2.6 	2.3 	1.3 

	

0.6 	0.7 	0.'7 	0.7 	0.7 	0.7 	0.7 	0.6 	0.6 

0.4 	0.3 	0.7 	0.5 	0.7 	1.0 	1.0 	0.6 	0.5 

1.6 	1.7 	2.8 	3.0 	4.6 	3.9 	4.3 	3.5 	2.4 

7.3 

 

Exports 

Ores & concentrates 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 

Total 

GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

SINMARY OF INTERNATIONAL INLAND SEAWAY TRADE  (1) 

1959 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

	

5.1 	4.0 	3.5 	5.7 	7.9 	12.3 	11.9 	13.6 	13.7 

	

0.6 	0.6 	0.5 	0.6 	0.7 	0.7 	0.8 	0.9 	0.8 

	

5.7 	4.6 	4.0 	6.3 	8.6 	13.0 	12.7 	14.5 	14.5 

Imports 

Grain (2) 
Coal and Coke 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 

Total 

Total trade 6.3 	6.8 	9.3 	13,2 	16.9 	17.0 	18.0 	16.9 

(1) Cargoes between U.S. Great Lakes ports and Canadian ports 
in the Lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area (Montreal and 
below). 

(2) Mainly cargoes received for transfer shipment. 

Source:  •DBS 

MI le  WM MI UM 	 MI Mil MI 	ALI 
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There are, of course, major uncertainties in this forecast, particularly 

for grains and iron ore: In the case of grain, substantial fluctuations 

can be «expected from year-to-year. The increaSe in iron ore .require- . 

ments is reasonably assured, the main uncertainty being in the 

distribution of the tonnage rather than.  in total  requirements, 	• 

International Seaway Trade  

International Seaway trade includes cargoes between U.S. 

Great Lakes ports and Canadian ports in the lower St. Lawrence and 

Atlantic area, Montreal and below. 

The major components of this trade are shown on Table 

L-5 for the period 1959-1967. These are illustrated on Chart L-4, 

together with the forecasts to 1980 which are discussed in the sections 

following. 

Exports  

The export trade totalling 14.5 million tons in 1967 

consisted mainly of iràn ore from the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the U.S. 

lake ports, with less than 6 7 of the tonnage consisting of other 

commodities and general cargo. 

Iron Ore:  Shipments of iron ore via the Seaway have shown a strong 
surge of growth since 1959. This reflects the completion and 
expansion of the Quebec-Labrador iron mines. While total shipments 1 
to all countries have continued to grow despite some leveling off 
in the growth rate since 1964, total shipments to the United States 
have declined since 1964 as was shown on Table L-2. The decline 
can be accounted for mainly by the increased concentration of the 
ore, reducing the volume of the shipment without reduction of iron 
content, and by a sharp increase in the supply of taconite ores from 
Minnesota. However, between 1964 and 1967, shipments via the Seaway 
have increased at the expense of a sharp decline in shipments via 
the Atlantic Coast. 
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Because the 1959-1967 period includes the initial growth phase of 
 Quebec-Labrador prOjects, a.forecast based àn a projection 

of the trend would tend to overs'tate future  prospects. In 
arriving at the forecaat, the following factors'have.been 
considered: 	 • • 

(a) Quebec-Labrador will continue to be an important source of 
. 	iron ore to the U.S. steel industry: The mines are 	- 
. vertically intÉgrated with the steel induitry and the 

qùality of the.ore is good. . 

(b) The Seaway will continue to le the preferred route of ahip-
ment and it should experience . further growth of tonnage 

, 'moved at the exPense of the Atlantic ratite. However some 
of the increase in tonnagemill be offset bY a continuing 
trend toward concentration. An increase ln Seaway tolls 	. 
of the magnitude necessary to give the Atlantic route a 
cost advantage is not expected. .The Atlantic route requires . 
-additional handling  and useof railWays . and its costsCan. 
be expected to rise-faster than that of Seaway shipments. 

, '(c) U.S. primary steel production is becoming less concentrated 
- in the  Mid-West dué to population growth in other areas. 

The.Canadian ore sources ere not as well located in relation 
. to this new capacity as they are to the Mid-West, •and will 

face severe competition from cheap,sea-borne ores from stich . 
places.as  Africa and Australia. - 	' 

• 
(d) The advent of the 1000' upper-lakes.ore carriers in the early 

1970's will substantially reduce transportation costs for Lake•
Superior ores, This may cause increased development of U.S. 
domestiC taconite ores, mainly at the expense of QuebeCi.' 
Labrador production. 

• • 
Chart L-4.(which includes 1968 Seaway shipMent figures) indicates that 

the growth rate has leveled off since 1964. A projection of the . 
1964-1968 trend indicates shipments  of, 19.0 million tons Per annum 
by 1975 and 22 Million tons by 1980. This constitutes an. average -
increase of 600,000 tons per annum in shipments' tà the U.S.. between 
1968 and 1980.  This  may prove to be conservative, as it represents 	- 
an average growth  rate, of  only 4% per annum and there may be potential 
for further  diversion of Atlantic Seaboard shipments to the Seaway. 
.However, a conservative approach is used for reasons (c)and (d) above. 

Unspecified Commodities and Gênerai Cargo: The unspecified and general 
cargo consists mainly of pulp and paper products. The growth of 
tonnage has been quite steady pince 1962. The projection of the 
1959-1967 trend indicates a potential volume of 1.2 million tons in 
1975 and 1.4 million tons in 1980. 
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Imports  

The iMports..from the U.S. Lakes region to the Lower ' 

St.  Lawrence and Atlantic  area via the Seaway totalled- 2.4-million tons 

in 1967 	This censisted . .mainly of grain (56%) unloaded - at Gulf of 	, 

St. Lawrence ports for.transhipment off-shore,coat (15%) and un-

sPecified commodities and general cargo (29%). 

Grain:  The grain traffic consists primarily  of wheat,.Coarse grains 
and corn enroute'from the U.S.. Mid-We .stto European markets. In 
1967, it consisted of 40% wheat, 2% coarse grains and 58% corn. In - 
general, unloaàings of wheat have - been relatively.steady, in the  
500,000 to 700,000 ton per annum range, the main fluctuations occuring 
in corn tonnages. While the 1959-1967 period does not . indicate any 

- clear trend, a linear projection indicates 'Possible shipments of 3.7 
million tons per annum by 1975 and 5.5 million tons by 1980. These 
represent only moderate annual increases over the 1964 peak of 3.2 
million tons. These eXpectations are based mainly on increases in 
corn and,coarse grain shipments for use as feed graine in Europe, 
where.a rising standard of living should increase meat demand. ' 	• 
However, since feed grains tend to be highly sensitive to prices, 
there may be sharp fluctuations in shipments.from year to year . 
depending on the supply-demand  situation. 

Coal' and Coke:  Coal and coke shipments have declined slightly between 
1959  and. 1967. Ceal shipments  have  declined sharpl4T but coke tonnage 
has increased to offset much of this loss. It appears that the sea-
way route is only  holding  its own and increases in Atlantic Region 
coal and coke Consumption are being delivered by ocean from the U.S. 
Atlantic seaboard. The. trend indicates total coal and coke shipments 
of 500,000 tons per.annum in 1975 and 1980.. This conid be con-
servative if there is any significant increaee in Atlantic Region 
(particularly Quebec's) primary  steel  production.. 	- ' 

Unspecified Commodities and General Cargo:  This consists primarily of 
bulk cargoes including soya beans and industrial : supplies including 
salt, bentonite, eté. While shipments have declined since 1965,.the 
longer term trend is up,'with . potential shipments  of 1.6  million tons 
indicated for 1975 and 2.0 million tons for 1980. These shipments 
are primarily bulk Cargoes destined for diverse locations and there 
does not appear to be any significant threat of thè diversion of this-
trade to containers.or  unit-trains.  

• 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

SUWARY OF INTERNATIONAL INLAND LAKES TRADE  (1) 

1959 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967  

Exports  

Ores & concentrates 	 4.2 	3.9 	3.7 	4.3 	4.3 	5.3 	4.4 	4.1 	4.3 

Non-metallic minerals 	 1.6 	1.9 	1.6 	2.1 	1.8 	2.2 	1.6 	1.9 	2.1 

Forest products 	 0.4 	0.4 	0.5 	0.5 	0.4 	0.4 	0.4 	0.4 	0.4 

Unspecified commodities 
and general cargo 	 1.5 	1.1 	1.2 	1.3 	1.2 	1.1 	1.2 	1.2 	0.9 

Total 	 7.7 	7.3 	7.0 	8.2 	7.7 	9.0 	7.6 	7.6 	7.7  

Imports 

Ores & concentrates 	 2.6 	4.9 	4.4 	5.0 	5.6 	5.3 	4.9 	4.5 	2.5 

Coal 	 10.3 	10.1 	9.9 	10.2 	12.8 	13.1 	14.5 	14.6 	14.5 

Grain 	 0.3 	0.3 	0.4 	0.5 	0.4 	0.3 	0.3 	0.3 	0.4 

Non-metallic minerals 	 1.6 	1.4 	• 1.3 	1.5 	1.4 	1.6 	1.8 	1.9 	1.7 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 	 1.3 	1.0 	0.8 	0.9 	0.8 	0.9 	0.8 	0.8 	0.8  

Total 	 16.1 	17.7 	16.8 	18.1 	21.0 	21.2 	22.3 	22.1 	19.9 

Total - Lakes 	 23.8 	25.0 	23.8 	26.3 	28,7 	30.2 	29,9 	29,7 	27.6  

(1) Cargoes between U.S. and Canadian Great Lakes ports. 

Source: DBS 
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Summary 

' The folldwing table summarizes the projected totals of 

waterborne trade betweew the Lower St. Lawrence and Atlantic area and 

the U.S. Lakes via the Seaway. 

(Million tons) 	 1970 	 1975 	 1980 

Exports 

Iron  Ore' and  Conc. 
Unspecified and . 

 General Cargo 

Imports  

Grain 
Coal and Coke 
Unspecified and 

General Cargo 

Total Trade 	21,2  

3.7 
,5 	 - .5 

1.6 
5.8 

26.0 	31.4 

5.5 

The projections Must be used with caution as major un-

certainties exist with regard to Iron ore.and grain'voluMes. Iron ore . 

 shipments particularly may tend to level off.- However, the otential 

for achieving the projected tonnage does exist, and the forecast is 

a realistic basis for assessing future shipping requirements. 

International Lakes Trade 

The international lakes trade consists of cargoes between 

Canadian and U.S. Great Lakes ports. Table L-6 provides a breakdown 

of the major components of this trade between 1959 .and  1967: The trends 

are illustrated in Chart L-5, which also shows the forecasts to 1980 

discussed in the sections following. 
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Exports  

1 
1 

I. 

The exports which totalled 7.7 million tons in 1967 ,  

consisted mainly of iron ore, non-metallic-minerals', forest products, 

and miscellaneous and general cargo. 

Iron Ore:  Iron ore shipments have tended to level off since 1962 
and little if any growth can be expected in future years. While 
an increase in production in Ontario is expected, it will probably 
find domestic markets because of local demand, and the Ontario 
Government's restriction requiring Ontario ores to be processed in 
Canada. Exports are forecast at 4.5 million tons per annum from 
1970. to 1980, the small increase between 1967 and 1970 representing 
mainly additional production available since 1967, with no further 
increase after 1970. 

Non-Metallic Mineràls: -  In 1967, the non-metallic mineral exports 
consisted mainly dolomite (54%) and salt (46%). Since  1959, total 

. exports have shown slow but erratic growth. The tonnages indicated 
for 1975 and 1980 are2.3 and 2.5 million tons reàpectively. 

Forest Products:  Since 1959 forest products exports"consistinà mainly 
of pulp and paper have not shown any growth, fluctuating between 
400,000  and .500,000 tons per  annum. EXports are forecasè to stay 
at the 400,000 ton per annum level . because  of limitations in wood 
resourceS to support any substantial expansion of.output, and because 
growing domestic markets will absorb production in.creases. 

Unspecified Commoditieà and:General  Caro:  These.consisted of a .  wide 
range of.foods and manufactured products., In 1967 the main,itérils 
were textiles (34%) and cement (30%). The trend is a declining one 
with . projected cargoes, of - 800,000* tons,in.1975 and 500,000 tons in 
1980. The . decline is' likely'to be in manufactured goods, with -some: 
growth possible in bulk cargoes such as cement, steel, etc.  

Imports 

- The imports from the-U.S. Lakes area totalled  19.9 'million  

tons in 1967 and consistedmainly of. iron ,ores and conCentrateS„,coal, 

grain, and unspecified commodities and general cargo., 	• • 

Iron Ore:  Iron ore imports haveturned.down sharply àince 1963, re-
flecting in part a sharp increase in supplies from Quebec.and from 
Ontario sources. This deC>line is expected to  continue as increases 
in Ontario production have occurred since 1967,. including several 
new mineàand by-product pellets from base.metal. mines. However, 
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Canadian steel mills' will continue to import iron orè from  the 
 U.S. Lake Superiôr area in order to Maintain some diversity of 

supply.  The sharp drop in 1967 and 1968 imports .(both approx.. 
imately 2,5 million tons)  maybe. partially attribiltabie to shiPping 
interruptions. 

Canadian prOducerS are increasing their vertical integration and it 
appears that future ore supplies will mainly come from domestic . 
sources, - with some Outside purchases to provide diversity'of supply. 
The forecast that imports from the U.S. will remain at 3.0 million 
tons per annumuntil 1980 may'be conservative when the U.S. 1000' . 
upper-lakers become operational in sufficient quantities to meet 
their domestic requirements and be able to undertake export ship-
ments. These Ships'could reduce transportation'costs to the extent 
that . the Canadian steel industry would increase its purchaSes of 
U.S. ores. 

Coal; By 1970, Ontario will be importing-  its entire coal require-. 
ments from the United States - . In 1967 the l'.5' million tons of
imports were consumed by the steel industry (5;7 Million' tons), 
Ontario Hydro (4.6 million tons) and other industrial and domestic 
users-(4.2' million). -Consumption . by the steel industry and.hYdro 
will increase sharply.between 1970 and 1980 while im.dustrial use 
Will probably decline. The projections for coal shipments have 
been developed by projecting the requirements of the three main 
consuming groups indicated above. In the Case of Ontario Hydro, 
the figures used are their estimates. Coal constimption by the 
Ontario steel industry has been projected on:the . basis of primary 
steel output of 21 million tons. by 1980. This in.turn,depends. -.on 
a 7% annual growth rate from à 1970 output *of 10.8.million tons, 
both of these being assumptions made by  the steel  industry. 
Industrial use (excluding steel) is fôrecaat to stay  constant  at 
4.0 million tons. 

(Million tons) 	 Year 
1975 	 1980 

Ontario Hydro 	 10.7 	 14.8 . 	. 19.0(.1) 
Steel Industry(2) 	 6.0 	- 	8.5 	-11.5 

• Other 	 4.0 . 	• 	4.0 	• 	4.0 

Total 	 - 20.7 	 27.3 	 34.5 	- , 

(1) projected from Hydro estimates t6 1978; 

(2) includes industrial use for Hamilton amd'Sault Ste. Marie. 

The forecast indicates a very sharp increase in coal shipments - , with 
Ontario Hydro accounting for the major portion of the'increase. 

1970 
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Grain: ' Imports of grains into Ontario consist primarily of feed 
grains, predominantly corn. While shipMents havé fluctuated 	- 
between 268,000 and 550,000 tons per annum between 1959 and 1967 
the trend is flat at approximately 350,000 tons per annum. Sharp 
year-to-year fluctuations are expected to continue but average 
shipments of 350;000 tons per year are projected 

Non-Metallic Minerals:  - 2hese impàrts consiét mainly of.limestône, 
sand and gravel. Growth of volume has been steady'since 1961 

. indicating potential tonnages of 1.9, 2.1 and 2.3 million  tons pet. - 
annum in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively. 

Unspecified Commodities and General Cargo:  This category consisted . 
. in 1967 of a wide range of manufactured prodUcts, chemicals, etc. 
'Since 1961 the volume has been : relatively steady in the 700,000 to • 
900,000 ton Per annum range. The projection indicates:a continuation 
of  volume at:800,000 tons per annum through the 1980's: 

Summary 

• 	 The following Table SummariZes thé forecast totals of 

international lakes trade to 1980. 

(Million tons) 	 Year  
1970 	 1975 	 1980 

Exports 	 , 

Iron Ore 	 4.5 	 4.5 	 4.5 
Non-metallic Minerals 	2.0 	 2.3 	 2.5 
Forest Products 	 0.4 	 0.4 	 0.4 
Unspecified and General 
Cargo 	 1.0 	 0.8 	 0.5 

Total 	 7.9 	 8,0 	 7.9 

Imports 

Iron Ore 	 3.0 	 3.0 	 3.0 
Coal: 

Steel and other 
industrial 	 10.0 	 12.5 	 15.5 

Hydro 	 10.7 	 14.8 	 19.0 
Subtotal - coal 	 20.7 

	

27.3 	 34.5 
Grain 	 0.4 	 0.4 	 0.4 
Non-metallic Minerals 	1.9 	 2.1 	 2.3 
Unspecified and General 

Cargo 	 0.8 	 0.8 	 0.8 
Total 	 26.8 	 33.6 	 41.0 

- Total Trade 	 34.7 	 41.6 	Am 



SUMMARY OF FORECASTS 

1970, 1975, 1980  

(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

COASTAL AND INTERNATIONAL INLAND TRADE 

• 

1967 	1970 	1975 	1980 
(actual) 

Coastal: 
Seaway 	 13.2 	13.2 	14.9 	16.5 
Lakes 	 9.4 	12.7 	13.8 	15.0 

Total 	 . 

	

22.6 	25.9 	28.7 	31.5 

International: 
Seaway 	 16.9 	21.2 	26.0 	31.4 
Lakes 	 27.6 	34.7 	41.6 	48.9 

Total 	 44.5 	55.9 	67.6 	80.3 

Total Inland 	 67.1 	81,8 	96.3 	111,8 01 

IL 

1 
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The main uncertainties in the projections  relate to 

iron ore imports ancrekports; however, -the:effect of error in the 

total projection is lessened by the relative certainty of coal 

traffic estimates, particularly for the Hydro requirementS. 

Summary - Inland Trade Forecasts  ›, 	 • 	. 

Table L-7 summarizes the lakes and Seaway trade pro- . 

jections for both the:coastal and international movements, .as 

discussed in the preceeding sections, and as indicated on Chart L-1. 

The projection calls for a subStantial*increase in 

inland and lakes traffic from 67.1 million tons. in 1967 to 111.8 

million tons in 1980, but the increases will be largelY concentrated . 

in iron ore and ceal movements. While , there wilt probably be:,periods 

cf-higher shipments,.grain is. expected to decrease in importance as 

a factor in  inland and lakes-traffic. 

With the exception of coal  and iron• ore, other commodity 

movements largely refIeCt normal economic.growth. 

The major uncertainty .lies in the iron oré Hshipments 

which can be summarized as.fellows: 

(Million tons) 	 Iron Ore  

	

1967 	• 	1980 	Increase  
International: 

St: Lawrence to U.S. 
U.S. to Canada Lakes 
.canada to U.S. Lakes 

Total 

- Coastal: 
St. Lawrence to Great Lakes 

•  Great Lakes - interlake 

Total  

	

13.7 	22.0 	 8.3 

	

3.0 	3.0 	 -
•4.2 	4.5 	0.3 

	

20.9 	29.5 	 8.6 

	

2.8 	• 5.5 

	

1.0 	4.5 

	

3.8 	10.0 

Total 24.7 	•  39.5  
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The projection Calls for a virtual freezing of. the 

Canada-U.S. lakes ore trade between 1968 and 1980. The Ontario 

Governmenthas already taken one step in this direction by requiring 

domestic treatment of additional  ores  mined (with soMe  possible 

- 
The forecast increase in Quebec-LabradOr shipments to 

the U.S. is only about 47. per annum which may be conservative as lt 

• implies Some loss of ita share of the U.S'; market. - 

The Ontario ore shipments are based On the projected • 

inciease in iron ore consumption being'Supplied froM 'domestic sources. ' 

The main uncertainty is the source of stipply. -  Of the  projected 345 

million tons per annum increase in coastal lake shipments to 4.5 million 

tons by 1980, approximately 3.0 million tons will be oh-line in 1970, 

leaving a relatively modeSt 1.5 million ton  per annum expansion fOre-

castfor the next decade; If 1,000! upper-lakers are used by Canadian 

coastal shippers, the transportation cost  réduction  may result-in a' 

substantial expansion - of Lake Superior ore production, making this 

forecast very conservative. The main source for the balance of Ontario 

• requirements will probably be Quebec-Labrador. 

It should be noted that  the main uncertainty in the 

projections relates to  the distribution. of the traffic, rather than. 

.to total tonnages. The implications  to the shipping industry relate 

to the distribution between coastal' and international traffic. . 

exemptions). 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

Exports 

Grain 
Unspecified commodities and 

general cargo 

Total 

SUMMARY OF INTERNATIONAL -OFFSHORE TRADE  (1) 

1959 - 1967  
(million tons 	2000 lb.) 

1959 	1960 	-1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

	

0.5 	0.5 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 	0.4 	0.6 	0.4 	0.8 

	

0.4 	0.8 	0.8 	0.8 	0.8 	0.9 	0.9 	1.0 	1.0 

	

0.9 	1.3 	1.3 	1.2 	1.3 	1.3 	1.5 	1.4 	1.8 

Imports 

Petroleum 
Unspecified commodities and 

general cargo 

Total 

Total Offshore  

	

0.4 	0.7 	0.2 	0.2 	0.3 	0.3 	0.6 	0.5 	0.5 

	

0.4 	0.6 	0.5 	0.7 	0.7 	0.9 	1.2 	1.1 	1.1 

	

0.8 	1.3 	0.7 	0.9 	1.0 	1.2 	1.8 	1.6 	1.6 

	

1.7 	2.6 	2.0 	2.1 	2.3 	2.5 	3.3 	3.0 	3.4  

(1) Cargoes between the Great Lakes ports and offshore ports. 

Source:  DES  

1111MMIlle11111111•11IIMINIIIIIIMMI111111111 ft. 
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Offshore Traàe 

' Offshore trade covers ocean-going waterborne traffic 

originating in or destined for the. Great Lakes area and using the 

St. Lawrence Seaway. The .total offshore trade volume of  3.4 .million  

• tons in 1967 was relatively small in relation to the inland and,làkes 

cargos of 67.2 million tons: 

Table L-.8 summarizes the main components of this trade. 

These are illustrated in Chart L-6-, together with the forecasts to 1980 

which are diséussed in the sections following. 

• 'ExPorts 	 • 	 . 

The.main components of the export trade of 1.8 million 

tons  in 1967, were grain and unspecified.and general cargo. 

Grain:  The grain traffie consists  of  both wheat and course grains
loaded at lake ports. While the shipments fluctuate from year . 

. to year they do show a slight mptrend during the 1959-1967 period. 
The volume fluctuations are considerably smaller than in the 
coastal trade because grain represents one of the few aVailable 
eastbound cargos for dry cargo vessels. The sharp >increase in' ' 

1967 probably reflects the labour difficulties that affected 
Canada's coastal shipping industry. The future of the . offshore 
grain traffic depends mainly on the availability of vessels to 
carry it. The lake vessel is.a much more efficient carrier of 
grain to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and any decline in the avail-
ability of eastbound cargo space could significantly reduce direct 

' offshore grain exports. Such a decline is forecast due to the 
increasing use of centainers; as discussed in the following para-
graphs, se that direct offshore grain .shipments are forecast to 

•stay at the 500,000 tons  •per' annum level during the 1970's. This 
may prove to be optimistic for the latter part of the decade. 

'Unspecified Commodities and General Cargo: .(This section covers 
both exports and imports)— In general the - exports tend to consist 
of foods, semi-manufactured'products, etc .. The imports tend to be 
manufactured consumer and industrial products.' In 1967 the flow 
•was reasonably balanced consisting of 1.0 Million tons.of exports 
and 1.1 million tons of imports. (This related to cargo flows ' 
only and not to the carrying capacity of the vessels used). 

: 
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It is expected that the advent of containerization will have a very' 
significant effect on Great Lakes offshore cargoes. . A substantial, 
part of the import trade . is suiéed for containerization. While ' 
a large part of the eXpàrts are marginal in this regard-, they may: - 
bedome economical to containerize as cargo for the otherwise empty 

	

eastbound containers. For the reaSons outlined later  in  this 	. 
. report, the Great Lakes ports are not likely to become a significant 

	

- container terminals and offshore traffic from this region is- 	' 
likely tà be diverted by unit 'train  to the Atlantic Region. 

Chart L-6 shows the rapid increase there has been. in exPort - import 
volume of Unspecified cargo. Projection of-thià trend to 1980, 
however is invalidated by the likely movement to containerization. . 
Although the timing and full extent of the -container impact is • 
difficult to, predict, it is forecast that lakes exporti and imports 
will level off after 1970 when large scale Container service,will 
côme into effect. This places general- cargo traffic at the - .2.7 
million tons per annum diverted to Atlantic Region ports. This 
may be optimistic regarding Great Lakes traffic prospects, but it 
also iticludeb the containerized cargo handled at dreat'LakeS Ports.' 

Imports  

The Great  Lakes offshore imports consist mainly of 

petroleum and miscellaneous and general cargo (discussed previously). 

Petroleum.: 	The petroleum consists of fuel oils and crude petroleuM 
mainly from South America. The imports i cover a part of the regional 
shortage between suPply and demanclin the case of the refined'products. 
The crude petroleum consists of specialized refinery and petrochemical 
feed ,stock not available from Canadian  sources.  These imports appear 

- to be related to basic factors in the industry.and are forecast.  to 
continue at the projected rate to 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7-million tons per 
annum,by 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively. 

Summary  

The following table summarizes the Great Lakes offshore 

traffic projectiàns . to 1980: 

• ear 
(million tons) 	' 	1970 	1975 	1980 

Grain ,(export) 	. 	0.5 ' 	0.5 	0.5 
Petroleum (import) 	, 	0.5- ' 	0.6 . * ' 	'0.7 - 

 Unspecified and General'Cargo 
(import and export) 	2.7 	' 	2.7 	'2.7' ' 

Total 	 3.7 	3.8 	3.9 
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The projection indicates only very slow growth above 

the 1967 actual traffic of. 3.4 million tons. The main factor is 

the expeCted impact of containerization which will divert general 

cargo traffic to the railways and reduce the availability of 

outbound wheat capacity. The projection takeà a relatiVely 

moderate view of the impact of containers, and may, therefore, be. 

optimistic. 

Fishing Vessels • , 

.There is no significant eishing industry in.the 

Great Lakes or SeaWay Region at the present time. While 

redevelopment of inland fisheries may Occur  in the future it is 

not expected tojiaye any great impact within the forecaSt period. 
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GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

SUMMARY OF VESSEL TRAFFIC IN COASTAL LAKES  
AND SEAWAY TRADE  

1963-1967  

1963 	 1964 	 1965 	 1966 	 1967 

Share of Cargo Market (lyy registry of vessel) 

million 	 million 	million 	million 	million 
tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 	tons 	% 

Canada 	 18.0 	90.5 	21.5 	90.5 	21.1 	90.0 	27.8 	100.0 	22.6 	100.0 

Commonwealth 	1.9 	9.5 	2.3 	9.5 	2.2 	10.0 	- 	- - __--- 

Total 	19.9 	100.0 	23.8 	100.0 	23.3 	100.0 	27.8 	100.0 	22.6 	100.0  

Traffic Summary  

Seaway  (vessel arrivals & departures) 

Arrivals & Departures (000) 2.5 
NRT (millions) 	 8.1 
Average size (NRT) 	3,250 
Cargo (million tons) 	9.6 
Tonnage ratio 	 1.18 

Lakes 

Arrivals & Departures (000)18.0 	 19.3 	 13.9 	 11.2 	 9.2 
NRT (millions) 	 32.6 	 34.1 	 32.6 	 32.3 	 27.9 
Average size (NRT) 	1,800 	 1,750 	 2,350 	 2,900 	 3,000 
Cargo (million tons) 	10.3 	 11.5 	 10.5 	 10.8 	 9.4 
Tonnage ratio 	 .32 	 .34 	 .32 	 .33 	 .34 

Ilk1111111111111MIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIII 	_IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIII_MIMI_MIII 
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CHAPTER II  

SUPPLY OF SHIPPING SERVICES  

Traffic and Participation  

Coastal Trade Traffic  

Table L-9 summarizes the share of the coastal lakes 

and Seaway traffic held by vessels of Canadian and Commonwealth 

registry and the vessel movement statistics in the period 1963-1967. 

Ships of Commonwealth registry held a consistent 10% share of the 

coastal cargo market until this trade was closed to them in 1966. 

In 1967, their participation was minimal, at only 71,000 tons out 

of total cargoes of 22.6 million tons. 

The traffic statistics on Table L-9 include the 

number of arrivals and departures, the total net registered tonnage 

of this movement and cargo carried. The average size of vessel in 

NRT and a "tonnage ratio" have been calculated from these data. 

The "tonnage ratio" consists of the total cargo carried divided by 

the net registered tonnage moved, and is used as a relationship 

between vessel capacity and cargo carried for forecasting purposes. 

The following is a summary of comments on the coastal 

seaway traffic: 	 • 
• 	 • 

.(a) 'Between 1963 and 196', Seaway vessel movement increaàed from 
8.1 to 11.0 millidn'net registered tons. .(The decline in 
1967 is attributable to the seamen's Strike). 

(b)  The average size of vessel increased from 3,250 to 4,000.NRT. - 
Thus the:increase in the number -of, arrivals and departures 
was propôrtionately less than the . traffio increase . . The 
increase in vessel size-reflects the continued build.uP in 
the number of Maximum-sizpd Seaway bulk. carriers, 
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TAbLE L-1U 

GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

SUMEAFY OF VESSEL TRAFFIC IN INTERNATIONAL 
SEAWAY TRADE 

1963 - 1967 	. 

1963 	 1964 	 1965 	 1966 	 1967 

•Share of Market  (by registry of vessel) 

million 	 million 	 million 	 million 	• 	million 
tons 	% 	tons 	% • 	tons 	% 	tons 	 •  % 	tons 	 •  % 

Canada 	• 	8.9 	67.5 	• 11.1 	65.6 	12.0 	70.6 	15.8 	87.8 	16.9 	84.6 
U.S. 	 1.6 	12.2 • 	3.0 	17.7 	1.7 	10.0 	1.6 • 	8.9 	1.7 	10.0 
Foreign 	 2.7 	20.3 	2.8 	16.7 	3.3 	•  19.4 	0.6 	3.3 	0.9 	5.4 

• Total 	 13.2 	100.0 	16.9 	100.0 	17.0 	100.0 	18.0 	100.0 	16.9 	100.0  

Traffic Summary  '(vesselmovement by arriva1s and departures) 

Total: 
Arrivals & departures (000) 1.8 
NRT 	 7.8 
Average size (NRT) 	4,200 
Cargo (million tons) 	13.2 
Tonnage ratio 	 1.70 

Canadian 
Arrivals & departures (000) 1.2 
NRT 	 5.7 
Average size (NRT) 	4,750 
Cargo (million tons) 	8.9 
Tonnage ratio 	 1.55 

U.S. 
Arrivals &departures (000) 0.4 	 0.6 	 0.6 	 • 	0.3 	 0.5 
NRT (million) 	 1.0 	 1.7 	 1.0 	 1.1 	 1.4 
Average size (NRT) 	2,450 	 3,000 	 1,600 	 3,400 	 2,650 
Cargo (million tons) 	1.6 	 3.0 	 1.7 	• 	1.6 	 •  1.7 
Tonnage ratio 	 1.68 	

Illr 	

1.76 	 1.41 	
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(c) The tonnage ratio was a. maximum of 1.4 in 1966 reflecting 
heavY movement of irbn ore and grain in thatj'ear. 

The situation with - tegard to coastal lake traffic, 

shown on Table L-9, is summarized as follows: 

) Vessel.  moVements declined slightly between 1963 and 1966,.. 
from 32.6 million to 32.3 million NRT. (Again, the 1967 
decline is attributable to the seamen's'strike). Cargo 
tonnage remained quite steady over this period. - 

(b) The number  of  ship movements declined sharply from 18,000 
to 11,200 between 1963 and 1966. The average size of 
vessel increased from 1,000 to 3-,000 NRT reflecting the 
modernization of the  lake fleet which was occurring in 
the early 1960's, including the scrapping of canallers. 

(c) The tonnage ratio was steady atthe .33 level. The-  sharp 
difference between the Seaway- and 'the lakes Lied factors 
is attributable to differences in the nature of the two 
trades.: The lakes  have  fewer opportunities for return' 
cargoes (the two main cargoes grain and iron ,ore both being 
west to east movement and petroleum.being one way) and.the. 
lakes cargoes:are of lower average density. 

International Seaway Trade • 
• 

Table L-10 summarizes  the International  Seaway traffic 

by ship movement and registry between i963 and 1967. 

(a) Overall Seaway traffic has increased from 7.8 million to 10.. 3 
million . NRT between 1963 and 1967. The average size  of 

 vessel has increased from 4,200 NRT to 5,550 NRTw 	• 

(h) Canada accounted for 857e of traffic movement in 1967 (NRT) and 
an equivalent share of.cargo movement.  The average aiZe . of 
Canadian ships in 1967 of 6,650 NET is substantially higher 
than the 4,750 . NRT in service in 1963. Thia reflects not . 

 only the build up . of the Canadian fleet but the specialized 
nature of the traffic which is almost entirely bulk cargo' 
(iron ore and grain)'allowing the maximum use of the largest 
vessels:. 

(c) -  The U.S. Lake and Seaway fleet has not..been subject to modern-
ization to the same extent  as the Caàadian fleet,'and vesSeis 
are older and Smaller. 

(d) Other foreign participation was small in 1966 and 1967. 



1963 1967 1965 1966 1964  

GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

SUMMARY OF VESSEL TRAFFIC IN INTERNATIONAL LAKES TRADE 

1963 - 1967  

Share of Market  (bY registry of vessel) 
• 

million 	million 	 million 	million -  . million , 
tons 	7. 	tons 	• 	% 	tons 	 tons 	7. 	tons  

Canada 	 18.2 	63.4 	16.8 	55.9 	18.5 	62.0 	21.5 	72.3 	18.4 	66.7 

U.S. 	 5.6 	19.5 	5.8 	18.9 	4.3 	14.4 	3.7 	12.5 	6.1 	22.1 

Foreign 	 4.9 	17.1 	7.6 	25.2 	7.1 	23.6 	4.5 	15.2 	3.1 	11.2  

Total 	 23.,7 	100.0 	12..2 	100.0 	29.9 	100.0 	29.7 	100.0 	27,6 	100.0 

Traffic Summary  (Cdn. & U.S. vessel movement inc. arrivals and departures) 

Canadian: 
Arrivals & depa“ures ,(000) 5.2 
NRT 	 18.8 
Average size (NRT) 	3,600 
Cargo (million tons) 	18.2 
Tonnage ratio 	 .97  

	

5.9 	 4.8 	 5.0 	 3.5 

	

19.5 	 21.9 	 26.1 	 22.1 
3,300 	 4,600 	 5,150 	 6,350 

	

16.8 	 18.5 	 21.5 	 18.4 

	

.86 	 .85 	 .83 	 .83 

U.S.: 
Arrivals & departures. (000) 4.5 	 3.3 	 2.0 	 2.1 	 2.4 

. 
NRT (million) 	 6.5 	 6.7 	- 	5.3 	 4.7 	 6.3 
Average size (NRT) 	1,450 	 2,000 	 2,600 	 2,200 	 2,600 

Cargo (million tons) 	5.6 	 5.8 	 4.3 	 3.7 	 6.1 

Tonnage ratio 	 .87 	 .87 	 .81 	 .79 	 .97 

Source: DBS 
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(e) The Canadian tonnage ràtio of 1.88 in 1966 teflects the two 7; 
way trade (ore west, grain east) and the high àensity 

. cargoes. both the tonnage factors and average  size of 
-vessels in U.S.»Canadian Seaway traffic are higher than 
for  Canadian coastal:Seaway traffic (Table L-9) - .  The  
International traffic is highly specialiZed in bulk carees 
with a good . twO-Way trade pattern. The Canadian coastal 
SeawaY traffic has a larger one way moveffient  of cargo and 
a large proportion of liquid and general catgoes carried in 
SMaller vessels. 

International Lakes Trade  

Table L-11 summarizes,the International Lakes traffic• 

by ship movement and registry between 1963 and 1967. It has not 

been possible•  to'determine the lakes ship movement by itself because 

• the lakes to/from offshore arrivals and departures are incinded'in 

the traffic totals. These , ocean-going,vessels frequently make a 

number of calls back and forth across the lakes in the course of their' 

voyage. Table L-il does include the Interlake movement . .of vessels of • 

. 	. 
Canadian and'U.S. registry, based on the aSsumption that neither  the  . 

U.S. or Canadian flag vessels engage in offshore trade from the lakes; 

while there may be exceptions, they are minor as confirmed by  the cargo

movement statistics. The following commènts apply to the U.S.-Canada 

lakes traffic: 	 • 

(a) The Canadian share of the cargo has fluctuated between 62% and • 
72% between 1963 and 1967. The average size of vessel.has 
increased frOm 3;600 to 6,350 NRT. As the overall cargo 
volume  has been steady, the nuMber of sailings has declined. 

(b) Foreign participation has declined from its maximum of 25.2% . 
in 1964 to 11.2% in 1967. To a great extent foreign par-
ticipation is incidèntal to the vessels being on the lakes 
to load or discharge offshore'cargoes. The decline in their 
activity in 1966 and 1967 is probably related to the closing 
of the Canadian coastal trade which reduced their market and 
caused the departure and/or transfer of registry of the:vessels 
specializing permanently in lakes trade. 
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(c)  The  U.S. fleet appears to have picked up the major portion' 
of the foreign veasel cargo decline. The U.S ‘: veSsels are 
on the average considerably smaller at 2,600 NRT 1967) 

' than the Canadian vessels. 	 . 

•  (d) The Canadian tonnage ratio has been steady at .83 in 1966 and 
1967. 

Offshore Trade  

Virtually all of Canada's offshore trade to or from 

the Great Lakes Region is carried by vessels of foreign registry. 

The main carriers are Bermuda, Norway, Liberia and the United Kingdom. 

Traffic statistics on offshore trade cannot be separated. 

from the International Lakes trade totals. The St. Lawrence Seaway 

traffic statistics for 1967 indicate that the total offshore trade to 

and from the Canadian Great Lakes involved a total of 578 transits, 

totalling 2.4 million NRT and 4.2 GRT. This places the average size 

of ocean-going seaway vessel at 4,150 NRT or, 7,200 GRT. In view of 

the forecast that there will not be any significant increase in lakes 

to/from offshore cargo tonnage, the 1967 level of traffic will probably 

prevail 'over  the longer term. 

Development of the Great Lakes Fleet  

Size of Fleet 

As of March 31, 1967 it is estimated that the Canadian 

registered Great Lakes and Seaway commercial fleet consisted of the 

following vessels (on the  basis of Canadian Maritime Commission data): 



Total 

Losses: 
Scrappage 
Trans  fers  
Other 

Dry Cargo 

Additions: 
New construction 
Trans  fers  
Other 

SUMMARY OF CHANGES IN THE CANADIAN 
INLAND CARGO FLEET  

(Years ended March 31, 1959-1967) 

1959 & 1960 	1961 & 1962 	1963 & 1964 	1965 & 1966 	 1967 	Total 
No. 000 GRT  No. 	000 GRT  No. 000 GRT  No. 000 GRT  No. 000 GRT  No. 000 GRT 

4 	54.3 	12 	161.9 	16 	193.8 	12 	179.8 	5 	90.9 	49 	680.7 
- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	25 	179.5 	9 	65.8 	34 	245.3 

	

9.3 	3 	47.4 	1 	18.6 	- 	- 	- 	- 	4 	75.3 

63.6 	15 	209.3 	17 	212.4 	37 	359.3 	14 	156.7 	87 	1,000.3  

12 	21.9 	45 ) 	119;1 	26 ) 	87.6 	20 ) 	64.7 	5 ) 	24.5 	108 ) 	317.8 
- 	12 ) 	 12 ) 	 3) . 	 3 ) 	 30 ) 

1 	2.2 	 1 	18.1 	- 	 2 	20.3 

Total 	 12 	21.9 	58 	121.3 	38 	87.6 	24 	72.8 	8 	24.5 	140 	338.1 

Net gain (loss) 	..0.) 	41.7 	(A ) 	88.0 	(19) 	124.8 	13 	287.5 	6 	132.2 	£13) 	663.2 

Fleet size: 
End of period 	219 	1,017.5 	176 	1,105.5 	147 	1,347.5 	170 	1,347.5 	176 	1,479.7  

Tankers  
New construction 	- 	- 	3 	2.2 	2 	8.1 	- 	- 	- 	- 	5 	10.3 
Trans  fers  In 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 2 	6.7 	1 	4.9 	1 	2.2 	4 	13.8 

	

- 	-77 	7 	2.2 	4 	14.8 	1 	4.9 	1 	2.2 	9 	24.1  
Scrappage 	 4 ) 	31.7 	1 	0.5 	2 ) 	10.2 	3 ) 	9.8 	- 	- 	15 ) 	52.2 
Transfers Out 	- ) 	- 	- 	- 	3 ) 	 2 ) 	 .- 	- 	) 

	

4 	31.7 	1 	0.5 	5 	10.2 	5 	9.8 	- 	- 	15 	52.2 
Net gain (loss) 	...(4..) 	(31.7) 	2 	1.7 	ID 	4.6 	JA) 	4.9 	1 	2.2 	6 	28.1  

Fleet size: 
End of period 	11. 	74 .1 	31 	76.0 	3 . 	31 	76.7 	33 	78.9 

Source: Canadian Maritime Commission 
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Type 	 No. 	 GRT (000) 

Dry Cargo * 	 . 	176 	 1,480 

Tankers * 	 33 	 79  

Total . 	. 	 210 	- - 	 1,559 

Tugs **. 	 27 	 8 

-Barges, Scows ** 	 23 	 47' 

Total - all vessels 	260 	 1,614 

* 1,000 gross tons and over 	• 

** 100 gross tons and over 

The tugs and barges are the- estimated vessels in 

operation on the Great Lakes, and exclude vessels whose home port 

is on the lower St. Lawrence. There is relatively little cargo 	• 

movement up or down the Seaway by tug and barge systems and the 

lower St. Lawrence barges are involved in coastal trade which is 

included in the section on the Atlantic Region. 	• 

Growth and Source of Vessels for the 
• Canadian Great Lakes Fleet  

Table 1.-12 shows the Changes which have occurred in 

the Great Lakes commercial fleet in the period April 1, 1958 to 

March 1, 1967. luring this period, the gross registered tonnage of 

the dry cargo fleet has increased from 975;000 tons to 1,480,000 tons. 

The tankerfleet has declined steadily from 106;000 grosà tons in 1958 

to 79,000 tons in 1967, (although several:tankerS have .  been delivered . 

• during 1968 and 1969) - . 

,The following summarizes'the main developments in the 

fleet: 



GRT 
(000) 

288.0 
299.5 
36.4 
36.5 
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10 

• 
'(a) After the opening of the Seaway  in  1959 there was à very high 

scrappage of obsolete canallers. Between 1959 and 1963 	• 
inclusive, 82 vessels were scrapped and 13 transferred.or 
converted to other  uses  (mainly barges). 

(b) The construction of new bulk carriers more thàn.made up the 
• retirement losses, with  the new  construction  pace reaching' 

a.Peak  in 1964, when 10 new \Teasels were launched'. 	, 

Losses of vessels dué . to collision or grounding have been 
aMall with only 2 vessels totalling 26,300 GRT involved. 

(c ) 

(d) In 1965 and 1966, 33 Commonwealth 
to.the Great Lakes fleet. This 
the prohibition of non-Canadian 
lakes trade coMmencing in 1966. 
most part very old. • 

flag vessels were transferred 
was done in anticipation of 
registered vessels from the 
Theàe vessels were for the 

The following table summarizes the source of new ships 

for the Canadian Great Lakes Fleet in thè 9 year period ended March 

31, 1967. 

Source 	 No. 

Canada (by Region) 
Lakes 
St. Lawrence 
Atlantic 

Commonwealth 

Total 	 49 

There have also been a number of major conversions of 

lake vessels which have added to the Lake Fleet gross tonnage. Three 

of the conversions have consisted of jumboizing ocean-going T-2 tankers 

which have added about 45,000 GRT to the fleet. Two of these T-2 

conversions were done in Germany and one in the U.K. 

22 
23 
2 

' 	2 

660.4 



• Ship Types in Lakes- & Seaway Trade 

The terms, used to describe the types of dry-cargo 

ships engaged in Great Lakes and Seaway tradè'are "ocean-going", 

11upper-lakers" and  "canallers". Upper lakers may be "straight"or 

"self-uniOading"...bulk carriers or package freightera. 

Thèse are deep-sea vessels to the maximum size which 

can be designed to pass through the Seaway locks. Their presence on 

the  lakes usually'arises fràm the pick-up or discharge  of  offshore . - 

Ocean-Going: 

U,St, - Canada cargoes, during the course of which they often engage i 

lakes trade. 

•Upper Lakers: These ships are bulk carriers specially designed to 

carry the maximum economic loads through the Seaway system. With 

few exceptions, they do not have ocean-going capability and are 

restricted to waters west of Anticosti Island. 

Package Freighters: Vessels of up to 7,000 GRT which carry general 

cargo and in some cases bulk Cargoes. Most, of them are designed for 

rapid turn-around by side loading, etc. 

Canallers:  Small vessels of the size which could navigate the pre-

Seaway St. Lawrence locks. 

In 1967, there were approximately p package freighters 
in service totalling 61,500 gross tons. 

At present, tug and barge utilization on the Canadian 

side of the Great Lakes is minimal, being restricted mainly to local 

traffic. Seaway conditions place the barges at a disadvantage. 
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The lake vessel is highly specialized in design, in most cases 

being a motorized barge. There is a much greater utilization of 

barges by U.S. operators in their coastal trade. Under U.S. 

regulations, the tug.barge system enjoys a crew reduction advantage 

over vessels operating under Canadian regulations. 
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CHAPTER III  

SHIP AND TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY  

Waterb  orne Transportation Developments  

New developments in waterborne transportation in the 

Great Lakes and Seaway area are expected to occur in the following 

areas: 

(a) refinement of Seaway vessels in the areas of carrying 
capacity and operating efficiency; 

. (b) the entry into service of large upper-laka bulk carriers 
to take the maximum advantage of the Sault'Ste. Marie 

• lock dimensions; 

(c) the development of barge traffic, particularly to carry 
coal across Lake Erie. 

Refinement of Seaway Vessels: Developments in vessels using the 

Seaway system are expected to be minor. The most likely improve-

ments are in propulsion machinery where the possible use of gas 

turbines would increase cargo capacity by reducing machinery size, 

and reduce operating costs. It is possible that more self-unloaders 

will be introduced into Seaway service. The advantage is, however, 

narrow because the cargo carrying penalty tends to offset the turn- 

around advantage. An increase in self-unloaders could result from 

customer demands rather than from the basic shipping economics. The 

availability of additional space from machinery size reductions 

could provide an advantage to self-unloaders. Reference has been 

made to very high unloading rates for self-unloaders in the range 

of 20,000 tons per hour, which could give the advantage to this 

type of vessel. 
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Larger Upper-Lakers:  In the early 1970's two new U.S. self-unloading 

bulk carriers are due to go into Upper-lakes service. They  will have 

105' . beaffis to take:maximum advantage of the Sault Ste. Marie Jocks, 

and.will carry 45/55,000 tons of ore. Some present estimates indicate 

thatthey will considerably reduce the U.S. cost Of carrying -iron ore 

from the head of Lake Stiperior to Lake Erie or Chicago. In addition 

they will have a very fast . turn-around capability. 

The.impàct.which these super carriers  may have is as 

follows: 

(a) Iron ore from the Lake Superiorllegion may gain a.cost advant-
age over Quebec - Labrador sources. This effect has beeà 
referred to in-the commodity flow forecasts. -  

(b) If this proves to be the case, it would juatify a detailed 
'assessment by Canadian oPerators of the feasibility of 
acquiring suéh vessels. 

(c) These carriers may inspire some lengthening and enlarging of 
existing bulk carriers for Upper Lakes service. Conversion 
may offer the most economical method of providing these 
large ships to the Canadian trade. 

(d) The use of the upper-lakers on a'large scale in the grain 
trade is not expected. A major part of this movement, 
requires the use of the Seaway and the turn-around 
duplication for transfer to mnaller vessels above the 
Welland Canal would be a major.cost. In addition the 
grain movement on the Upper. Lakes would be in the Same 
direction as iron ore and, unlike the Seaway situation, 
grain would not be a return cargo. 

In the  longer term, there will be a tendency toward 

segregation of Seaway.and UPper Lakes trade', mainly - in the iron - ore 

traffic. The potential levelling-off in traffic from: the Seaway . 

to the Upper Lakes does not create any threat of a shortage of 

eastbound grain capacity. There will continue to be a growing volume 
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of up-bound iron ore, and the capacity of theae vessels will 'fax 

exceed any foreseeable east-bound grain carriage requirement. 

• 	 Some references have been heard as to  the  possi- 

bility of further enlarging the Sault Sté. Marie locks, which 

would permit the introduction of even larger ôre carriers than  the 

 ones under construction. Such a development is ncit expeCted within 

the forecast period. 

Barge Utilization:  Bÿ l980,. it is forecast that approximately 5 

million tons of coal will be required annually by the new steel 

mill and thermal generating plant which are planned for the Nanticoke 

area on Lake Erie, The main source of this coal is expected to be 

the U.S., delivered from Conneaut, across the Lake. The utilization 

of self-unloading barges in this short haul traffic is possible. 

The prospect of a more general use of barges on the 

Great Lakes, particularly for Seaway bulk cargo haulage is uncertain. 

This would require specialized barge-pusher-tug units with a satis-

factory pusher linkage. The concept is now regarded in some areas 

as being feasible. The main advantage of such a system would be 

a reduction of crew size. It is quite possible that some prototype 

tug-barge combinations will see operation on the Seaway bulk trade 

during the 1970's, as a part of the replacement tonnage requirements. 
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Competitive Transportation Developments 

The main competitive transportation development 

which will have an impact on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 

Region may be the unit-train- 

The earliest competitive effect will be the 

carriage of general cargo in containers by unit-trains between 

the Great Lakes Region and Montreal and Atlantic ports, by-passing 

the Seaway for both international and coastal trade. While ton-

mile costs may be higher than waterborne movement for the rail 

segment of trip, it is claimed that it will be more than offset by 

lower terminal costs and ocean freight charges made possible by the 

use of fast, large, specialized container ships. In the case of 

coastal trade, the advantage is faster delivery. 

The full extent to which cargo tonnage will be 

diverted to trains via containers cannot as yet be accurately fore- 

cast. The cargo flow forecasts in Chapter 1 do make provision for 

such diversions. The diversion is expected to be substantial 

despite the .imbalance of the - east-west cOntainerizable cargo traffic. 

The early indications are that much west-boune import  Cargo is. 

readily containerizable. Because the container would otherwise be 

returning empty, much of the east-bound export tonnage that would 

normally be only marginally containerizable can be mOved in this way. 

Two potential threats of the unit train to waterborne 

trade are the carriage of grain from the producing areas to the 

Atlantic ports, and the carriage of coal from U.S. mines to Canadian 

steel mills and thermal generating plants. 
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In the case of wheat, the Canadian Wheat Board is 

now developing a block system of regional Collection which would 

allow the consistent assembly of unit-train loads of grain. A 

'series of large regional processing elevators would handle cleaning 

and grading prior to shipment. This would constitute partial 

replacement of the. Lakehead processing facilities, sôme of which. - 

are obsolete. The advantages claimed are reduced handling, faster 

mOvement and the elimination of seasonal movement stoppages. Unit-

train movements  of: grain have been used between the U.S. Mid-West 

and the Gulf coasts and have proven successful. There appears to 

be little doubt that- it will eventually be . used in Canada but the . 

'extent and timing of its, use are the main questions. 

The possibility  of the use of unit-,train for eoai 	• 

haulage arises from the fact that a substantial part Of the exiàting 

movement must use the -  Welland Canal and Pay tolls which the unit-

train can avoid. While soMe unit-trains may be used in'coal haulage 

service any large movement by this.method is not expected for the 

following reasons: 	- 

(a) Much of the future coal requirements will be above the 
Welland Canal  so that no toils  are  involved. 

(b) The existing thermal generating plants and steel mills 
. generally lack the space  for unit-train  unloading -
' facilities. 

The impact of the unit train on Seaway traffic is 

based on the assumption that there will be no increase during the 

next ten years in the dimensions of the St. Lawrence Seaway 
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(including the Welland Canal) which would allow large vessels into 

Seaway service to reduce unit train competition. This assumption 

is based on the following: 

(a) The capital cost of Seaway expansion would be very high 
and commensurate benefits would be uncertain. 

(b) The commitment of further public capital to the Seaway is , 
unlikely in the face of strong political pressure from 
other U.S. transportation interests and the East Coast 
States. The project appears to be too large for. Canada 
to undertake alone. 

(c) Unit-trains may well offer an economic alternative to the 
Seaway, even for bulk cargoes, particularly in the face 
of the high capital cost required for Seaway expansion. 

(d) containerships would not use the Seaway even if it was 
enlarged to accommodate them. The slow transit of locks 
and restricted channels would negate their speed advantage 
which is an important factor in their operating economics. 

(The foregoing does not preclude an increase in tolls, 

but assumes that they will probably be moderate in the face of 

competitive pressures.) 	 , 

Reference has also been heard as to the possibility 

of using unit-trains to carry iron ore from the St. Lawrence ports 

to the Great Lakes Region. We do not consider this to be a serious 

prOspect as it would involve a lengthy new rail line over ,  difficult 

terrain. The transit time reduction and seasonal inventory 

accumulation are not significant offsetting advantages for a low 

unit value cargo such as iron ore. 

Except for unit-trains, there are no other significant 

competitive transportation developments foreseeable during the fore-

cast period. Solid pipelines, in cases where they might be used, are 

mainly competitive with railway transportation.  
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CHAPTER IV  

FUTURE DEMAND FOR SHIPS AND SERVICES  

Commercial Demand  

The future demand for ships and services will derive 

from the following sources: 

(a) Increased demand for cargo capacity due to increases in trade; 

(b) Replacement of tonnage lost due to losses or scrappage caused 
by age or obsolescence; 

(c) Repair and overhaul of the expanding domestic fleet and the 
foreign flag vessels entering the region's ports. 

Demand from Trade Growth  

The method used to forecast demand arising from trade 

growth was as follows: 

(a) waterborne trade volumes were forecast (Chapter I). 

(b) Past traffic was analysed to determine vessel movements, 
in net registered tons required to move cargo volumes 
over a specific period. From this'analysis the share 
of market held by Canadian vessels was determined 
together with a tonnage ratio which indicates vessel 

• utilization. Assumptions as to the future values of 
these indices were made. This required an examination' 
of potential traffic patterns to assure that no major 
changes in loads and .distances were expected which 
would significantly alter the vessel traffic volumes 
or the tonnage ratios. 

(c) The share of market and tonnage ratio assumptions were 
applied to the forecast cargo movements to determine 
future vessel traffic requirements. 

(d) The size of the fleet in the base year was determined, 
and the increase in its size was assumed to be propor-
tional to the traffic increase. 	 •  

In the Case.of . the Great  Lakes Region, it :ienecessary 

to  analyse  each segment of thé traffic separately.-while  the  Vessels 

.used have beeruto a large extent interchangeable between the'various 
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Lakes and Seaway services, there have also been substantial differ-

ences in shares of market and utilization due to characteristics 

of the various trades, the differences between the Canadian vs. U.S. 

fleets and the existence of ocean-going competition. 

It is recognized that the method of forecasting used 

provides only a general estimate of future requirements. Except for 

replacement of old vessels, such factors as increases in vessel 

utilization by higher speeds and faster turnaround have not been 

taken into effect. 

In the case of the Lakes and Seaway trade, the total 

cargo market excludes that portion carried by U.S. vessels. Because 

of import barriers, it is not considered that U.S. operators are a 

market for Canadian built ships, so the forecasts are based only 

on the established shares of this market held by Canadian flag 

vessels. 

For the purpose of forecasting the growth of the 

Canadian registered Lake and Seaway fleet, the following assumptions 

were made: 

(a) The share of market and tonnage ratios have varied sub-
stantially from year-to-year between 1963 and 1967 as 
indicated on Tables L-9, 10 and 11. The values used in 
the forecasts have been weighted in favour of 1966 and 
1967 figures. In particular, 1966 was a year of heavy 
traffic movement for both grain and iron ore which places 
a heavy demand on shipping capacity due to turnaround 
delays, etc. Reserve capacity was therefore probably at 
a minimum during this period. 

(b) The share of market assumptions carry some risk, particularly 
because of the possibility of more aggressive activity by 
the United States, 

1 1 



TABLE L-13 

1 
1 

II 

• 1 

GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

SUMMARY OF FORECAST VESSEL DEMAND 
DUE TO GROWTH OF WATERBORNE TRADE 

1970 - 1980 

1966 	1970 	1975 	1980 
(a=1) - 

gole!al_z_2mmay.  • 

	

17.0 	12.7 	13.8 	15.0 

	

1.41 	1.30 	1.30 	1.30 

	

12.0 	9.8 	10.5 	11.5 

Coastal - Lakes  

Cargo - million tons 	 10.8 	13.2 	14.9 	16.5 
Tonnage ratio 	 .33 	.34 	.34 	•34  
Traffic - million NRT 	 32.5 	38.8 	43.8 	48.5  

Total: Coastal - million NRT 	44.5 	48.6 	54.3 	60.0 

U.S.: Canada - Seaway  

Cargo - million tons 	 15.8 	21.2 	26.0 	31.4 
Canada - share of market 	 .88 	.85 	.85 	.85 
Tonnage ratio (Canadian) 	 1.93 	1.80 	1.80 	1.80 
Traffic - million NRT (Cdn) 	8.2 	11.8 	14.4 	17.4  

U.S.: Canada - Lakes  

Cargo - million tons 	 21.5 	34.6 	41.6 	48.9 
Canada - share of market 	 .72 	.70 	.70 	.70 
Tonnage ratio (Canadian) 	 .83 	.83 	.83 	.83 
Traffic - million NRI (Cdn) 	26.1 	30.4 	35.0 	42.1 

Total: International - 
million NRT (Cdn) 	34.3 	42.2 	49.4 	59.5 

Total: Lakes & Seaway 

	

NRT - Canadian) 	78.8 	90.8 	103.7 	119..5  

Size of Canadian Fleet (000 Gross 

	

tons) 	1,500 	1,725 	1,970 	2,260 

Cargo - million tons 
Tonnage ratio 
Traffic - million NRT 



In.line with,these assumptions, the following 

summarizes the main figures used; 

Trade 	, . - 

Coastal: 
Seaway (per Table 1,9)-. 
Interlake (per Table L-9) 

,International: 	, 
Canada-U.S. Seaway. • 

' 

	

	(per Table L-10) 
. Canada-U.S. Lakes 

(per Table L-11)  

Canadian Registry 
Share 

of 
Market 

85 	 , 	1.80 

70 	 ,.83 

Tonnàge 
 -Ratio  

An examination of potential traffic changes in-

dicates that the tonnage ratios may be conservative. The forecasts 

indicate a greater emphasis on dry bulk cargoes during the forecast 

period which would increase tonnage ratios. 

Table L-13 shows the forecast vessel traffic for 1970, 

1975 and 1980 which will be required to move the cargoes projected 

for both the coastal and International Seaway and Lakes trade. The 

projection indicates a total vessel movement of 90.8, 103.7 and 119.5 

million NRT in 1970, 1975 and 1980 respectively. On the basis of 

• 
average fleet size in 1966 (average of beginning..of year  and end of 

year gross tonnages includingtankers) of 1,500,000 tons, ,the pro-

jeèted fleet sizes  are as  follows (this refers to Canadian registry 

and makes no assumption  as  to source of vessels). 

-1970 	- 	1,725,000 GRT 
1975 	- 	1,970,000 GRT 
1980 	- I 2 ; 260;000 CRT,' 



Canallers 

Bulk Carriers and 
Package Freighters 

Canaller - Tankers 

TABLE L- I4 

GREAT LAKES & ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

AGE PROFILE - INLAND FLEET  
(March 31, 1967) 

(Self-Propelled Vessels over 100 gross tons) 

Age - Years  
0 - 25 	26 - 35 	35 - 50 	50+ 	Total  

No. 	GT 	No. 	GT 	No. 	GT 	No. 	GT 	No. 	GT 
(000) 	 (000) 	 (000) 

21 	57.0 	2 	5.0 	8 	19.3 	4 	6.4 	35 	87.7 

	

75 	882.4 	- 	- 	8 	65.4 	62 	384.3 145 1,442.1 

	

11 	27.6 	5 	8.3 	11 	22.4 	2 	2.9 	29 	61.2 

	

107 	1 077 0 	7 	13,3 	27 	107,1 	68 	393.6 209 1,591.0 _ 

•Source: Canadian Maritime Commission 
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The 'total increase of 535,000 gross  tons  bétwèen 1970 • 

of new and 1980 would require an average of 53,500 gross tons 

constrüction per annum . tO cOver trade increases'alone. 

_ 	. 
Demand from Replacement of,Scrapped Vessels 

. Table LL 14 provides a profile of the age, Of.theiakes 

fleet as at March ,31, 1967. , Both the total number  of  vesSels  and  

,gross tonnage on Table L-14 compares closely with the tOtals', (including 

tankers) on Table  L-11, even:though Table L-14 includes vesselS of 

between 100 and 1;000 .grOss  tons.  Apparently, there  are  very few 

vessels of the 100 to 1,000 gross ton size in commercial operation 

on the lakes. 

Table L-14 indicates that a large portion of the Great 

Lakes fleet is very old, 257 of the gross tonnage being more than 50 

years old in 1967. (Approximately, 60% of this tonnage was received 

as a transfer from foreign registry in 1965 and 1966). 

For the purpose of forecasting  replacement tonnages, 

the f011owing assumptiOns have been made. : 

(a) All vessels 45 years or older during the 1970's will be 
replaced .  It is recognized that a 45 year old inland 
hull is still in serviceable condition but the replace-
ment assumption is based on the high costs of operating 
such ships and increasing government and union pressures 
to upgrade the equipment. Substantial expenditures on 
improvements are not considered feasible for many of the 
old vessels. The vessels reaching 45 years of age during 
the 1970's and assumed to be replaced total approximately 
500,000  GRT. 
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(b) Because of increàses in average . size,,speéd and turnaround 
Capàbility,.the ratio of new tonnage to replacement" 
tonnage has been.estimatéd at 0.85:1. It is-recognized 
that dUring the 1960's, signifiéantly lower replacement 
ratios were experienced by some operatorS but • this.inr  
eluded the replacement of canallers and rapid advances 

• in bulk cargo loading and unloading raÉes. During the 
• 1970's the increase in size of-the  replacement  veSiels 

.will be Smaller and turnatound advances are èXpected - to-
' be slower .  

On the basis of the foregoing assumptions, replacement 

requirementS are forecast at-85% of 500,000 GRT, totalling 425,000 GRT, 

- or 42,500 ORf per annum. • 

- 	No provision is made in the projections for. losses' 	- 

due to collisions,- groundings, etc. Historically such losses  have  

been very low in relation to,total  Great  Lakes tonnage, and covèrage 

of such losses would fall within  the  norMal-error range .  in the 

projections. 

Summar - Inland Commercial Demand Forecasts 

The following table summarizes the average annual 

shipbuilding  and conversion foredasts for the Tnland commercial- 

• fleet from 1970 to 1980; . 	 • 

GRT/Annum 

New Vessels: 
for trade expansion 
for scrappage replacement 

53,500 
42,500  

Total 

The foregoing does not include major conversions which 

may add to the total gross tonnage of the fleet. This shipbuilding 

activity is covered under the section dealing with repair services. 
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Types of New Ship construction • 
„ 

This outline of the types of new vessela required: .  

for Great Lakes -service is preliminary.  only. It. would require 

much  more  detailed evaluation,:of new deVelOpMents to forecast 

:precisely what.new Vessel types may be:reqüired. 

Upper-Lakers:  There is potential:for utilization  of 1000' upper7 

 lakerS in the service .of danadian operatOrs by 1980. 

Barges: The Lake Erie coal service could require three large 

self-unloading barges by 1j80. This may provide the possibility of 

a balanced service, one loading, one unloading and one in transit. 

The sizes of the units would depend on the coal requirements. The 

prospects for major developments of, Seaway tug-barge combinations 

are  uncertain. However, the construction of several prototype units 

in the 1.970!s is . possiblei 

Package,Freighters:  It isexpected that  a levelling off of - package 

freighter,requireMents:will occur. The impact of Containers On the 

Toronto'-'Montreal traffic May create some excess package freight 

capacity in the early rto mid 1970's. .The.growth of : waterborne 

general cargo volume on the'lakés is relatively:slow sO thatit may , 

take alprolonged period to absorb this excess capacity.. 

Bulk Carriers: Straight_and self 7 unloading bulk carriers.wil.1:: 

probably constitute the majôr:portionof the.newyesael requirements. 

Inland traffic constitutes the major area of trade growth, 

vessels.will . be  required to handle i 
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Tankers:  There may be some increase in tanker requirements, 

psrtially às - replaceMents for thé existing fleet which is getting 

Old.' The replacement units will tend to le 'larger both to Meet 

the demand increases and because both  production and receiving 

units have increased in capacity. 

Tugs:  Any significant increase in the Great  Lakes conventional 

tug fleet is not expected unless a significant increase in barge 

movement develops. The new ships require fewer docking aids. 

There is at present a surplus of harbour tugs in the Montreal 

area which, is expected to.continue for a long period.  This surplus 

will probably be drawn upon•to meet Great .  Lakes replacement : require-

ments. With the exception  of -  a large tug to handle the Lake Erie . 

coal traffic, no other new tugs are expected to be required. 

- Ferries:  No new ferry services requiring neW vessels are foreseen 

for the Great Lake's Region. The numbèr of ferries will probably' 

declineas they are replaced by bridges. 

Repair Services 	•. 

The projected increase in ship tonnage movements in the 

region will bring about an increased requirement .for ship repair and 

overhaul services. 

A detailed forecast for, repair services has not been 

prepared on a regional basis, but information for Canada as a whole 

and on repairs in each region is presented in the Canada section. 
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LAWRENCE 	REGION 

	

ST . 	 . . 

	

	 . 

THE SUPPLY POSITION OF THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY  

. 	 . 	 . 
. 	. 

. 	 . 	 Introduction 	 . . 	. 	. • 

I • - 	 ' 	' The dàta and information on shipping services and 

ships presen 	apers ted in Cht 	I to IV are based on the Great Lakes 
I 	

. 	 . 

and St. Lawrence Region as defined'by D.B.S. in its shipping 	: 

II ' 	statistics, i.e. the trade tonnages relate to cargoes moving on . 

• - 
- 	the.lakes and through the Seaway including tonnages which originate«. . 

or terminate below Montreal. 	 . 
. 

	

	 . 

The information presented  in  this chàpter on the 

II ' 	. 

	

' supply position of the shipbuilding industry in the St. Lawrence . 	. 

Region' refers to the operations of shipyards located in the province 

-of Quebec; the next chapter refers to yards located in Ontario. ' 

II - 
I 	

. 

Questionnaire data have been' used.to  suppleMent D.B.S. data in 

II 	

. certain respects. 

The Level and Composition 
of 	Activity  in the  Industry 	. 

The activity of the shipbuilding industry in the St. 

Lawrence Région  has been in new construction (commercial and govern-

ment), reconditioning and conversion, ship repair, and manufacture 

of fabricated industrial products. 

D.B.S. shows the following as being the number of 

shipyards and the value of work performed in the Region during 1958- 

67, from which it can be seen that the level of activity expanded 

considerably during the period: 

• 



TABLE L-15 

ST. LAWRENCE REGION  

ACTIVITY EN THE  SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR 
INDUSTRY 1  BY CATEGORY  

Total 	 New 	 • 	Conversions 
Activity 	Construction 	Repairs 	& Industrial 

	

% 	 % 	 % 	 % 

1969 Est. 	100 	 45 	 9 	 46 
1968 	 100 	 48 	 8 	 • 44 	. 
1967 	 100 	 54 	 8 	 38 
1966 	 100 	 41 	 10 	 49 
1965 	 100 	 45 	 7 	 48 
1964 	. 	100 	 42 	 9 	 49 
1963 	 100 	 54 	 8 	 38 
1962 	 100 	 57 	 7 	 36 
1961 	 100 	 50 	 11 	 39 
1960 	 100 	 53 	 12 	 35 
1959 	 100 	 ' 48 	 14 	 38 
1958 	 100 	 49 	 12 	 . 39 

Source: Questionnaires to Yards representing 85% of the 
work performed by all yards in the region in 1967. 

Note: 	The percentages have been calculated - from data on 
the value of work.  performed, which represents 

• 	 the activity being carried on in each year. 

( 
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Number of 
Establishments  

Number 

Value of 
Work Performed 

$ Million 

1967 	 10 	 $ 130 
1966 	 10 	 164 
1965 	 11 	 139 
1964 	 10 	 109 
1963 	 9 	 89 
1962 	 9 	 76 
1961 	 10 	 61 
1960 	 12 	 74 
1959 	 12 	 62 
1958 	 12 	 63 

D.B.S. does not publish detail on the types of 

activity carried on by the industry in each region, - but infor-

mation on this is available from questionnaire responses that were 

received from yards that accounted for 857 of total activity in 

the Region in 1967. This information cannot always be published, 

however, without risk of infringing confidentiality. Hence certain 

of the  following comments are Made without quoting the supporting 

data. It should be mentioned that the questionnaire did not ask 

for the value of conversions and of industrial work separately, 

and  these are therefore cOmbined in the last.column.of Table L-15 

which shows the pattern of activity in questionnaire yards. 

Looking lirst at the trend in activity, total activity 

reached a peak in 1966 as a'result of coincident high levels'of 

new construction, repair ;  industrial and other work. Subsequently 

all three categories declined to a level that in 1969 was almost one- 

third lower than in 1966 though still:above any year prior .  to. 1965. 



ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT IN NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 

Federal Government as % of Total 

All New 
•  Construction 	Naval 	Civilian 	Total 

% 

1969 Est. 	 100 	- 	12 	40 	 52 
1968 	 100 	• 	1 	36 	 37 
1967 	 100 2 	 30 	- 	32 
1966 	 100 	• 	3 	 37 	 40 
1965 	• 	100 	 4 	 27 	 31 
1964 	• 	 100 	 11 	 14 	 25  •  

1963 	 100 	 26 	 14 	 40 
1962 	 100 	 38 	• 	10 	 48 
1961 	• 	100 41 	 10 	 51 - 
1960 	 . 100• 	 21 	 17 	 38 
1959 	 100 	 9 	. 	36 	 45 
1958 	 100 	 26 	• 16 • 	42 

Source: Questionnaires to Yards 
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NeWconstruction in 1969 was 80% of the level in 1966, repairs 

about 50'7,, and industrial and other work  about 70%. 

- 	The pattern of activity in the St. Lawrence Region 

is considerably different from elsewhere .  in Canada because of the 

• substantial amount:of induatrial work carried on bY . seVeral com-

panies  in the  region in facilities that are to a large extent 

separate from their shipbuilding operations. As a"result, new 

construction and repair activity appear to be a relatively smaller 

part of total activity in the  • egion than in Canada as a whole, as 

the following data for recent years indicate: 

Approximate importance in activity 
of questionnaire yards:  
New 	 Conversion and 

Construction 	Repairs 	Industrial Work 

St, Lawrence Region 	40 - 55 7f, 	10% 	 40 - 50% 

Canada 	' 	 55 . 60 	 15 	. 	 30 

In terms of marine activity as sùch, however, new construction is 

the primary activity in the. St. Lawrence as in other regions. 

New Construction 

. Table L-16 indicates the major importance of Federal 

Government procurement in the building activity of St. Lawrence yards 

.during 1958-69. A substantial part of the naval programmé in the 

early 1960's was placed in the St.-Lawrence, and recently yards in this 

area commenced building the helicopter destroyers. Federal Government 

non-naval work has also been very important in this Region, particularly 

since 1964. In total, Federal Government work has represented an 

average of 40% of-the value-  of all . new construction work in the 

'region during 1958-69. 



ST. LAWRENCE REGION AND CANADA 

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP 
REPAIR INDUSTRY 

PURCHASED MATERIALS AND UTILITIES, WAGES OF PRODUCTION 
AND RELATED WORKERS, AND OVERHEAD AND PROFIT, 

AS PERCENT OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED 

1967 	1966 	1965 	1964 	1963 	1962 	1961 

St. Lawrence Reeion 

Percent of Value 
of Shipments made 

. up by: 
Purchaàes 	 50% 	46% 	46% 	41% 	43% 	41% 	34% 
Production Wages 	30 	27 	26 	27 	32 	36 	33 
Overhead & Profit 	20 	27 	28 	32 	25 	23 	33 

Total 	 10079 	100Z 	100% 	100% 	_l_QQ% 	12Q1 	1101 

Canada 

Percent of Value 
of Shipments made 

up by: 
Purchases 	 46% 	447e 	44% 	42% 	42% 	40% 	37% 
eràduction Wages 	31 	- 31 	29 	.ào 	34 	39 	36 
Overhead & Profit> 23 ' 	25 	'27 	28 	24 	21 	27 

Total 	 100Y. 	1007,  TôTii 	100%  101 101 101 

I .  

SI 

Source: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 



Total Non- 
Government  

ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND 
NON-GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT  

All New 	Dry 	 Fishing 	, 
Construction Cargo Tankers Ferries  Vessels  Barges  Tugs Other  

1969 Est. 	100 	11 	28 	- 	- 	- 	2 	6 

1968 	 100 	40 	17 	- 	5 	- 	- 	- 
1967 	 100 	33 	3 	14 	18 	- 	- 	1 
1966 	 100 	33 	3 	6 	20 	- 	- 	- 

1965 	 100 	66 	- 	- 	3 	- 	- 	- 

1964 	 100 	52 	4 	2 	7 	- 	- 	11 
1963 	 100 	37 	6 	- 	8 	- 	4 	4 

1962 	 100 	33 	3 	1 	5 	2 	8 	- 
1961 	 100 	42 	4 	- 	1 	2 	- 	- 

1960 	 100 	52 	10 	- 	- 	 - 	- 

1959 	 100 	18 	36 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 
1958 	 100 	30 	23 	- 	4 	- 	1 	- 

Source: Questionnaire to Yards 

Note: 	Totals may not add due to rounding 

48 
63 
68 
60 
69 
75 
60 
52 
49 
62 
55, 
58 

II 
It 

11 
11. 

SI  
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As is shown inTable L-17, another 40 7 or so of . • 

regional  new  construction  has been In dry.cargo• vessels which . 

have"been built in quantity.throughout the periOd, particularly

•  following the opening of the Seaway. Activity in dry cargo ships 

has fallen off both absolutely and in relative terms in 1969, but 

has been',.replaced to an extent by Work on tankers Which have been 

built fairly steadily throughout the period. 

The balance of the work in the region has been in 

a variety of other craft, with ferries and fiàhing vessels being . 

particularly important during '1966 and 1967. The extent of these 

. new building activities indicates the range of vessel types 

that even the larger Canadian yards have had to build due to lack of 

volume of activity in the sizes and types of ship particularly.  

suited to them. 

The Resources used in the Industry 

This section examines the resources that are used in 

the shipbuilding and repair industry in the St. Lawrence Region, on 

the basis of the data available. 

Regarding relative use of all resource's, Table L-18 

shows the proportions of value of work performed made up by purchased 

materials and utilities, wages of production and related workers, and • 

overhead and profit in the region and in Canada during 1961-67. 

These data are drawn from the annual D.B.S. publications on the 

industry, which treat purchases of fuel and power as material pur-

chases and include all hourly paid labour in one total of production 



Total 

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 

100% 	100% 

:==== 

TABLE L-19 

ST. LAWRENCE REGION 

RELATIVE USE OF RESOURCES BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
IN THE SHIPBUILDING  AND REPAIR  INDUSTRY  

New Construction 
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

45% 	54% 	54% 	.49% 	9% 	8% 	8% 	'12% 

Use of Resources With- 
in the Activity: 	 , 

Materials 	 49% 	63% 	58% 	52% 	20% 	34% 	31% 	37% 
Labour 	 29 	29 	25 	25 	36 	30 	29 	25 
Overhead & . Profit 	22 	8 	1723 	44 	36 	40 	38 

100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 

Industrial 	 Conversion 
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

45% 	33% 	34% 	38% 	small 	5% 	4% 	small 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 

Materials 	 48% 	47% 	41% 	43% 	 34% 	30% 
Labour 	 20 	18 	23 	15 	 40 	38 

- Overhead & Profit 	32 	_35 	36 	42 	 26_ 	32_ 

100% 	'100% 	100% 	100% 

Repairs 

Importance of Activity 
in Total. Ac tivity 

MUIRMM 

To ta l 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards 

Note: Fuel and power purchases and indirect labour are 
included in overhead, and the proportions are thus 
not comparable with those in the preceding table, 
which was based on D.B,S.'data for all yards and 
on its classification of these cost items. 
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and related workers (whereas the industry's practice'in its internal 

assessments is to class fuel and power, and indirect labour, as 

•Overhead costs). The data for 1967 should be disregarded beCause 

substantial losses were experienced by one yard in the region 

whiCh has since withdraWn from  building operations. 

APart from this, it will be seen that.the pattern of 

resource use in the  region is similar to general experienée in Canada, 

which is not surprising since the yards in the region make up a 

substantial part of the industry's total activity. 	.. 

:- 	Resource use in the different types of activity in 

the region is illustrated in Table L-19. As in Canada as a whole, 

use of materials is greater -  and of  labour  less in new construction 

than in repair, and the margins for Overhead and profit are markedly 

less in building than in .other actiVities: The inference is drawn 

in the Canada sectionin greater detail that these data indicate 

•highly competitive bidding for new construction activity. The 

Canada section also establishes that the Use of resources and per- 
. 

centage  for  overhead-and profit in the industrial activities 

.carried-on in St. Lawrence yards -  are similar to those.in  other 

metal fabricating industries. This also is •not surprising since 

the market for industrial work is a ,  competitive one. 

. As regards overhead elements, the level of adminis-

trative, office, distribution and sales salaries, forall activities 

is not greatly different in relation to value of work performed in 



TABLE L-20 

ST. LAWRENCE REGION AND CANADA 

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY  

VALUE ADDED, LABOUR COSTS AND MAN-HOURS 

1961 - 67  

Value Added 
per Dollar 
of Labour Cost 

Value Added per 
Man-Hour,Production 
and Related Workers  

Average Wages per 
Man-Hour,Production 
and Related Workers  
St .Lawrence 
Region 	Canada 

St .Lawrence 	 St .Lawrence 
Region 	Canada  Region 	Canada 

1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 

$ 1.65 
2.00 
2.08 
2.16 
1.80 
1.61 
1.96 

	

$ 1.74 	$ 4.63 

	

1.85 	5.17 

	

1.96 	5.06 

	

1.95 	4.17 

	

1.70 	4.04 

	

1.53 	3.26 

	

1.74 	4.03  

	

$ 4.77 	$ 2.81 

	

4.70 	2.58 

	

4.75 	2.43 

	

4.58 	2.40 

	

3.78 	2.24 

	

3.27 	2.02 

	

3.55 	2.06  

$ 2.74 
2.55 
2.43 
2.35 
2.22 
2.14 
2.04 

Percent Increases: 
1961-66  28% 	32%  36% 	34% 

Sources: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 

Note: Percentage increases are calculated between 1961 
and 1966 in view of the special situation in 
the region in 1967. 
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•the region from that in Canada, and fringe benefits are similarly 

about.20% of production wages. Sizeable capital investments by 

-St. Lawrence yards in 1968 and 1969, reported inAuestionnaires, 

have 'raised fixed capital per Worker abOve the level for Canada 

as a whole:: - • 

A more detailed assessment of labour costs is pre- . 

sented in Table L-20, Value added per dollar of labour cost in 

the Region has been above that nationally except in 1967 where 

regional data was affected by the special circumstances in one yard. 

(Value added is total value of work performed less purchases.of 

materials and utilities; it ,is thuS a measure of activity within 

the shipbuilding induàtry itself). :  

This results almost entirely, frOm  output per man- . 

hour being generally at a higher level than in Canada as a whole,. 

although growth in productivity in the region was slightly less 

than nationally in 1961-66. It has not been possible to measure 

productivity in volume terms, apart from price changes, Since 

necessary data do not exist for the region. 

• Wage rates in the industry in the Region are very 

• close to the national average and have increased to a similar 	• 

extent (by 35% or so in 1961-67). More recent information on the 

basis Of questionnaire returns from the yards, shows that there 

has been no recent change. ' 

. 	 . 	Averae Wages per Man-Hour Paid  
1966 	1969 Est.  % Increase 1966-69 . 	. 

. 	. 	 . 	. 
St, Lawrence Region 	. 	$ 2.62 	$ 3.30 	 .267.  

, . 	 . . 	 . . 	 . 
Canada 	 2,57 	3.25 	 26 
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Shiliyard Facilities and'Methods  

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics listed ten establish- 

ments engaged in shipbililding and.ship repairing in the St. Lawrence 

River Region in 1967. Of these, two:have now closed and one major 

shipyard-has disContinued shipbuilding but is still-actively engaged 

in ship repairing. A breakdown of the eight establishments is as 

follows:- 	 • 

- 2 Major Shipbuilding Yards 
- 5 Ship Repair Establishments 
- 1 Boatbuilding. Yard 

Both shipyards and the boatbuilding yard are active in the ship 

repair business. Thi-ee of  the operationb were visited by the 

Committee. 	 • • 

During the second World War, shipbuilding in this 

region, as in all other regions of Canada, increased its facilities 

and activities and produced numerous vessels for both naval and 

commercial use. Since 1945 the St. Lawrence Region yards, though 

subject to uncertain market conditions, have steadily improved 

their facilities and procedures and have built all types of vessels, 

-including destroyer escorts, minesWeepérs, oceanographic vesselS, 

icebreakers and other special service vessels, cargo and cargo 

passenger vessels, large tankers up to 42,000 dwt, upper-lakers, 

trawlers, tugs, and others, 
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Ship repair actiVity is an Important part of overall 

business in the St. Lawrence Région because this is a "terminal 

port" area and also there are corporate links between shipowners 

.and yards. As in the Atlantic Region, the ship repair facilities 

in the St. Lawrence provide required services to the ships of 

various Government departments that operate in the Region, 

including National Defence, Transport, the Canadian National ferry 

fleet, and others. 

Building Facilities  

Information on four yards located in this Region was 

received through questionnaire. Three of these are classed as major 

yards, one of which having discontinued shipbuilding is now in the 

category of a major ship repair yard. The fourth yard, which closed 

down in the fall of 1969, was doing mainly outfitting work on ships 

built by one of the three major yards of the Region. 

Building facilities available in the St. Lawrence 

Region are shown on Table C-34. Both major building yards have a 

number of launchways. One is equipped with a marine railway and 

the other has access to the adjacent Department of Public  Works dry 

docks. 

Both building yards in this region have adopted the 

block building technique and have cranage capacity to handle blocks 

weighing around 100 tons. 

The largest ship that can be built in one piece is 

500 feet by 75 feet in one yard and 900 feet by 140 feet in the 

other. Ships built in two sections could be of overall lengths 
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of SOO and 1,000 feet tespectively - in theàe yards. 

Loft 

The lofting techniques used in this region are 

similar to those in other regions. One yard uses  I/10th. scale 

lofting exclusively and the other this method together with wooden 

templates. The major repair establishment reported using wooden 

templates for this purpose. 

Steelwork 

In the repair yard, steel plates are stored on edge 

and handled with mobile cranes. In the two building yards the steel 

is stored in the flat and handled with magnet-equipped overhead 

cranes. The two yards have steel surface pmparation systems con-

sisting of descaling and paint priming equipment, one having power 

driven conveyors to deliver the steel to the shop. 

Oxy-plane burning is used by all three yards. How-

ever, the two building yards have burning equipment which can be 

controlled by 1/10th. scale drawings, and in one case this equip-

ment could be readily adapted for tape controlled operation. 

On the welding side, unionmelt machines are standard 

• equipment in all three yards. The repair yard and one building 

yard are equipped with some automated positioning equipment. Also 

available in the same building yard is prototype one side welding 

equipment which eliminates the necessity of turning panels 180 0 

 for back-pass welding. Other ,  various forms of semi-automatic 
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welding processes Using low hydrogen, inert gas, electro gas and 

'carbon dioxide are also available in the yards of  this  Region. 

• The transfer of steel  from operation to operation 

is done in the conventional way as no permanently installed mechanized 

equipment is-available in any of the yards for  this-purpose. 

With regard.to the 'investment possibilities over the 

next ten years, the 'repair yard .reported prospective expenditures to 

imp.rove efficiency in that operation. Both building yards indicated 

very definite interest in streamlining their layout  arrangement and 

expanding on their.already advanced cost Improvement program. , 

Outfitting 

The questionnaires received from the shipyards of 

this Region show that the only operations sub-contracted by those 

yards from 1958 to 1969 were deck covêring and insulation; in one 

,of the yards, insulation was the only work sub-contracted. These 

are the two operations most often sub-contracted by Canadian ship-

yards; in fact, it can be said that over 90% of all deck covering 

•and insulation work.done in Canadian shipyards is by sub-contractors. 

The two major yards have demonstrated an increasing 

trend towards outfitting at the block stage and this trend is dis-

tinctively greater in this Region than in the other parts of the 

country. 

Shipyard personnel 

In September 1969, employment in marine work was 36% 

of total employment in the three major yards in the region, industrial 
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work provided 38% of employment,  and 26%-was in overhead and 

administration,  functions.  The amount of industrial work per- . 

 formed in this region, and consequently the,percentagO of workers 

employed on this type of work, is high 'compar'ed to the'rest  of the 

country; in the other regions the percentage of people employed . 

on industrial work was 4%  in the Atlantic, 18% in the Great Lakes 

and 6% in Pacific Region. AcCordingly, the marine percentage, 

'at 36%, - was lower in the St. Lawrence than . in the other regions - 

75% in the Atlantiè, 59% in the Great.Lakes, and 69%.in the Pacific 

Region. The percentage.of employees in the overhead and adminis-

tration functions waS 26%, which is slightly higher than in the 

other regions  (Atlantic 21%, Great Lakes 23%, Peel:fie Region 25%). 

The,breakdawn of employment in overhead and adminis- , 

tration functionS in the region and nationally was as . 'follows in 

September 1969: 

Function 

Percent of Total 
Overhead and Administration 

Emeoyees  

Region 

Marketing 	 2.7% 
Research and Development 	 2.3 
Design and Drafting 	 15.8 
Production Control, 

Planning and Scheduling 	 2.7 
Supervision 	 23.5 
Management 	 1.9 
Maintenance, Cranes and Stores 	23.5 
Other 	 27.6 

Canada 

3.5% 
1.3 

13.0 

3.9 
21.8 
3.9 

30.5 
22.1 

Total, Overhead and Administration 100 0/0 	 100 04  
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While these figures may not be fully representative 

because ,  they relate to the position in one  month only, certain 

differences in practices in regional yards compared  to  those else-

where may be noted. 

Research and  development àctivities in regional . 

yards are more significant than in yards generally; indeed, the 

three largest operations- in the region employ more people in this 

function than  do  all other yards in Canada.  Design and drafting 

is als9relatively_more important in the region because a-commercial 

drawing office is operated by one of the yards. It is interesting 

to note that although the three largest *yards in the region use 

network planning extensively, the proportion of their adminis-

-tratiVe and overhead emplOyees engaged in the production control, 

planning' and  scheduling function was,.in fact; less than in 

• Canadian yards generallyi • 

While the percentages of overhead employees in super- . 

vision, 'management ,and '  other function's were affected by the low 

level of activity in one.  ardin September-1969, in management 

the difference from the national .proportion arises becanse three 

of the yards in theregion are major yards and the nùmber of 

management positionedoes not yary directly with the number of 

employees in each yard. 
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CHAPTER  VI • 

GREAT LAKES REGION 

. THE SUPPLY, POSITION  OF THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY' 	 • 

Introduction  

The data and information on shipping services and ships 

presented in Chapters I to IV are based oh the Great Lakes and St. • 

• Lawrence Region  as  defined by D.B.S. in its shipping statistics; 

i.e. the trade  tonnages relate to cargoes moving on the lakes and 

through the Seaway including tonnages which terminate.or originate - 

below Montreal. 	 • 	 . 

The information presented in this chapter on the supply 

position of the shipbuilding industry in the Great Lakes Region refers 

to the operations of shipyards located in the province of Ontario; 

the previous chapter referred to yards located in Quebec. Question-

naire data have been used to supplement D.B.S. data in certain 

respects. 

The Level and Composition  
of ActiVity in the Industry 

The activity of the shipbuilding industry in the Great 

Lakes Region has been in new construction, reconditioning and con-

version, ship repairs and manufacture of fabricated industrial products. 

D.B.S. shows the following as being the number of ship-

yards and the value of work performed in the region during 1958-67: 



GREAT LAKES REGION .  

ACTIVITY IN THE SHIPBUILDING AND REPAIR-
INDUSTRy, BY CATEGORY  

. Total 	 New 	 Conversions and 
Activity 	Construction  . 	Repairs 	Industrial Work 

Z 	 Z 	 % 	 Z 

1969 Est. 	100 	 75 	 4 	 21 
1968 	 100 	 77 . 	 7 	 16 , 

• 1967 	 100 	 86 	 9 	 5 , 
1966 	' 	100 	 83 	 10 	 7 
1965 	 100 	• 	 83 	 10 	 7 
1964 	 100 	 65 	 10 	 25 
1963 	 100 	 68 	 9 	 23 
1962 	 100 	 75 	 16 	 9 
1961 	 100 	 63 	 23 	 14 
1960 	 100 	 70 	 13 	 17 
1959 	 100 	 ; 	74 	 13 	 13 
1958 	 100 	 66 	 9 	 25 

Su 
'Source: Questionnaire to Yards - representing 75Z of the value•of work 

performed by all yards in the region in 1967. 

Note: 	The percentages have been calculated from data on the value 
of work performed, which represents the activity being 
,carried on  in,  each yard. 

ir • 

411011. 
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Number of 	 Value of Work 
Establishments 	 ' Performed  

Number , 	 e; Million 

1967 	 13 
.1966 	 ' 	13 
-1965 	 , 13 
1964 	 12 
1963 	 - 	1l .  
1962 	 12 
1961 	' 	- 
1960: 	 • 	12 
1959 . 	. 	• 	12 
1958 	 12 

'In contrast to the increase in activity in other,regions, the value 

of work performed in the yards in the  Great Lakes has barely increased 

from the level of-thé.late 1950's. 

Although detail is not available from D.B.S. on types 

of activity by region, questionnaire responses provide this information 

for yards that made Up 75% of total activity in the region in 1967. 

This  information cannot always be published, howeer,. Without risk 

of infringing confidentiality. Hence tertàin of the folloWing cOmmentS 

are Made without presenting the supPorting data.' It should be men- 

' tioned that  the questionnaire  did not ask for the value of conversions 

and of industrial wOrk separately, and these are therefore tombined in . 

the last column of Table L-21 which  shows the  pattern of àttivity in 

questionnaire yards. . 

After fluctuating:without appreciable growth during 

1958-67, activity in 1968 was the highest for:Some time because of a 

sizeable volume of : new construction. Building activityand the total 



Source: Questionnaires to Yards 

SI  
IS  

TABLE L-22 

•1 GREAT LAKES REGION 

THE IMPORTANCE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT IN NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 

Federal Government as Z of Total  liAll New 	 . 

Construction 	Naval 	Civilian 	' Total  
Z 	 'Z, 	 7, 

1969 Est. 	 100 	 - 	• 	.- 	 - 	 I 
1968 	 100 	 - 	. 15 	 15 

* 1967 	 100 	 _ 	. 	- 	 - 	 à 
Il 

1-966 	 100 	 -. 	 7 	 7 
1965 	 100 	 - 	 7 	 7 	 . 
1964 	 100 	 - 

 1963 	 100 	 - 	 - 	 - 
1962 	 100 	 - 	 14 	 14 	 Il 
1961 	 100 	 - 	 26 	 26 	 , . 	 , 
1960 	 100 	 7 	. 	 11 	 11 I 1959 	 100 . 	 - 	 22 	 22 
1958 	 100 	 - 	 - 	 - 
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value of work performed in the region fell nff sharply in 1969 and 

was little highet than ;  in earlier years. The dollar value of repairs 

in the late 1960's was lower than at the beginning of the decade due 

to:the replacement of. some of the older ships in the lakes.fleet by 

' modern vessels. The volume of industrial and conversion  work has 

fluctuated from year to year, with a downward tendency in industrial 

activity. 

In terms of components of total activity, new con- , 

struction has been more-impOrtant in the Region than nationally, 

, repairs were more important earlier but have declined, and industrial 

and conversion werk- has.been below the Canada average. Comparative  

data for recent years are: . 

Approximate importance in the activity of 
questionnaire yards of:  

New 	. . 	.. 	'Industrial  and 
Construction  Repairs  Conversion Work  

Great Lakes Region 	 75 - 80% 5 - 10% 	. 5-- 20% 

- Canada 	 55 - 60 	15 	 -30 	- 

More detailed analysis of the important new Construction 

segMent follows. 

New Construction  

As Table-L-22 indicates, Federal Government-procurement 

in the Lakes Region has been limited, though important to thé yards 

at the time. 

There has been no naval work. Civilian government work 

was placed in the regicin in the four years after the Seaway opening 

and there has also been some business in later years. 



==== 	==== 

GREAT LAKES REGION 

RELATIVE USE OF RESOURCES BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
: 	IN THE SHIPBUILDING  AND REPAIR INDUSTRY 

New Construction 	 Repairs  
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 	75 70 	86% 	68 7e 	66% 	4% 	9% 	12% 	18% 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 
Materials 	• 	57% 	62 7e 	61% 	60% 	34% 	29% 	23 7e 	19% 
Labour 	 25 	- 24 	25 	25 	46 	41 	34 	30 
Overhead & Profit 	18 	14 	14 	15 • 	20 	30 	43 	51 

Total 	100% 	100%. 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100 7,  

	

Industrial 	 Conversion 	 

	

Est. 	 Est. 

	

1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1.969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 	5% 	5% ' 11% 	7 7. 	16% 	- 	12% 	18% 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 
Materials 	 42% . 45% 	40% 	30% 	55% 	- 	• 53% 	48% 
Labour 	 40 	.23 	27 	35 	28 	- 	28 	32 

	

Overhead & Profit .18 	32 	33 	35 	17 	- 	19 	20 

Total 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	 100% 	1007 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards 

•Fne1 and power purchases and indirect labour are included in overhead, 
and the proportions are tbus not comparable with those in the 
preceding table, which was based on D.B.S. data for all yards and 
ànits  classification of  these cost items. 

Note: 



Great Lakes Region 

1967 	1966 	1965 	196 4 	1963 	1962 	1961 

1 

GREAT LAKES REGION AND CANADA 

SHIPBUILDING AND.SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY  

PURCHASED MATERIAtS AND UTILITIES, WAGES OF PRODUCTION 
AND RELATED WORKERS,AND OVERHEAD•AND PROFIT, 

'AS PERCENT OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED 

' • 	 . Percent of Value 	. 
of Shipments made 	 • 	 • . 	 . , 	 . tip by: 
Purchases 	 45 7, 	45% 	47 7, 	497 	47 7, 	51 7 	507„ 
Production Mages 	- 	30 	31 	30 	27 	27 	35 	'31 
Overhead & Profit 	25  - 	24 	23 	24 	26 	14 	19  

Total • 	 101 101 101  100%  I=  10I  UK 

Canada 

Percent of Value , 
of Shipments made 	 . 

Up by: 
Purchases 	 46 7. 	44% 	44% 	42% 	42% 	40% 	37% 
Production Wages 	31 	31 	29 	30 	34 	39 	36 
Overhead & Profit 	23 	25 	27 	28 	24 . 	21 	27 

Total 	 100%  101 10Z  10Z . 100% 110I 	100%  

Source: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
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TABLE L-23 

GREAT LAKES REGION 

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY AND 
NON-GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT  

All New 	. Dry 	 Fishing • 	 Total Non- 
Construction  • Cargo Tankers  Ferries Vessels Barges Tugs Other Government 

1969 Est. 	100 	51 	26 	- 	- 	15 	8 	- 	HO 
1968 	100 	83 	- 	- 	- 	2 	- 	- 	85 
1967 	100 	84 	- 	- 	12 	4 	- 	- 	100 
1966 	100 	81 	9 	- 	4 	- 	- 	- 	94 
1965 	100 	81 	9 	- 	4 	- 	- 	- 	94 
1964 	100 	100 	_ 	 - 	- 	- 	- 	100 
1963 	100 	83 . 	- 	- 	- 	8 	3 ' 	6 	100 
1962 	100 	69 	17 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	86 
1961 	100 	74 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	74 
1960 	100 	89 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- 	89 
1959 	100 	78 	- 	- 	- 	- 	_ 	_ 	78 
1958 	100 	88 	11 	- 	- 	1 	- 	_ 	100 

SI 

Ii 

Source: Questionnaire to Yards 

Note: 	Totals may not add due to rounding 
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Commercial work has thus been the predominant new 

construction activity for lakes yards and, within commercial 

building, dry cargo vessels as Table L-23 shows. Apart from lakers, 

there has been some intermittent building of tankers, fishing boats, 

barges and tugs, but the main market has been in dry cargo vessels 

only. 

. The-Resources Used in the Industry  

Use of resources by the industry on the Great Lakes 

is >assessed to the extent that available data allows -  Table L-24 

shows the:. -proportions of value of work performed made up by purchases 

of materialS and utilities, wages of production and related workers, 

and overhead and profit in the - Region and - in Canada during 1961-67: 

Thàse data are drawn from the annual D.B.S. publi-

cations on the Industry, Which treat purchaseS of fuel and power as 

material purchases and include all hourly:peid.labour in one total 

of production and related workers (whereas the industry's practice 

in its internal assessments is to class  fuel and power, and indirect 

labour, as  overhead costs). 	. 

• 	On average, Materials have been e somewhat higher 

proportion of the value of work performed than elsewhere, - labour much 

the same, •and the percentage for overhead.and profit lower. 

Furthey information on resources useby type of activity 

is available from . questonnaire responseb and is shown in Table  L-25. 

In neW construction activity, materials have been a . higher and labour 



$ 1.84 
1.77 
1.80 
1.90 
2.01 
1.41 
1.59 

1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 

5470 	 327  347, 	 347,  

TABLE L- 26 

GREAT LAKES REGION AND CANADA  

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY  

VALUE ADDED, LABOUR COSTS AND MAN-HOURS 

1961 - 67  

Value Added per 
Dollar of Labour Cost  
Great Lakes 
Region 	Canada 

Value Added per 
Man-Hour, Production 
and Related Workers  
Great Lakes 
Region 	Canada  

Average Wages per 
Man-Hour, Production 
and Related Workers  
Great Lakes 
Region 	Canada 

Percent Increases: 
1961 - 67 

Sources: 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 

	

$ 1.74 	$ 4.85 

	

1.85 	4.29 

	

1.96 	4.29 

	

1.95 	4.26 

	

1.70 	4.37 

	

1.53 	2.93 

	

1.74 	3.14 

1 

1 

	

$ 4.77 	$ 2.64 

	

4.70 	2.42 

	

4.75 	2.39 

	

4.58 	2.24 

	

3.78 	2.18 

	

3.27 	2.09 

	

3.55 	1.97  

$ 2.74 
2.55 
2.43 
2.35 
2.22 

2 
2.14 
.04
. 
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a lower proportion of value of Work perfOrmed than in other regions 

because most of the new building has been in standard dry cargo 

vessels; the percentage for overhead and profit has been less in 

the region than nationally. In repairs, both material and labour 

inputs have been relatively greater in the region than in Canada, 

and the percentage for, overhead and profit has been less and declining. 

Labour utilization in industrial work has been high compared to ex-

perience elsewhere. 

Among overhead elements, the level of administrative, 

office, distribution and sales salaries for all activities has been 

about the same in the region in relation to value of work performed 

as in Canada, and fringe benefits are similarly about 207 of pro- 

duction wages. The amount of fixed capital per worker does not differ 

greatly in the Region from the national average. 

More detailed information on labour costs is presented 

in Table L-26. Value added per dollar of labour cost and per man-

hour have fluctuated from year-to-year in association with the level 

of building of dry cargo ships, the principal activity in the region. 

Labour rates in the yards in the Region are lower than 

average Canadian rates and have increased much the same. Later infor-

mation on wage rates for questionnaire yards indicates that this 

similarity in movement has continued in recent years; 

Average Wages per Man-Hour Paid  
1966 	1969 Est.  % Increase 1966-69 

Great Lakes Region 

Canada 

$ 2.28 	$ 2.86 	 25% 

2.57 	3.25 	 26 
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Shipyard Facilities .  and Methods  

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics listed thirteen 

establishments in the Great Lakes shipbuilding and ship repairing ' 

industry in 1967. Three of these have been closed since the 

publication of these statistics and one shipyard exists which is 

not listed, giving a total of eleven establishments at this time. 

The breakdown of those presently in business is as follows: 

- 2 Intermediate Shipbuilding Yards 
- 2 Small Shipbuilding Yards - 
- 7 Repair Establishments 

All of the shipyards listed carry out ship repair work to some 

degree. Of the eleven establishments listed, four were visited by 

the Committee. 

Until the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in 1959, 

the Upper Laker type vessel operating on the Great Lakes provided

•captive business for the Great Lakes shipbuilding and ship repairing 

establishments. The opening of the Seaway allowed vessels 730' long 

by 75' beam into and out of the lakes, and new construction for the 

new trades then became open to St. Lawrence region and Atlantic yards, 

as well as to the Great Lakes builders. The result was that 25 of 

the 39 upper-lakers built from 1959 to the present time were built 

outside the Lakes,primarily in St. Lawrence yards, and 14 by yards 

in the Great Lakes Region. It should also be noted that one major 

establishment in the region has not built any ships since 1959 and 
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for the purpose of  this  report has been classed as.a major ship 

repair/conversion operation only. 

Shipyards in the Great Lakes Region have been largely 

- responsible for the development-of the highly efficient Great Lakes 

bulk carriers including selftinloaders and were in fact, pioneers 

in this field. They have also produced sophisticated vessels for 

various Government departments, tankers, passenger-cargo vessels, 

tugs, barges, trawlers, fishing vessels, and other ships. 

• In the ship repair field, the yards in this region do 

not carry out a large volume of work for Government departments 

because few such ships operate.in the area; also until.recently the 

policy of the Defence Department appeared to be such that Great Lakes 

yards did not have the opportunity to quote on refits or conversions,  

although there Was no indication that they were not qualified to do 

so. While the opening of the Seaway has affeçted the volume of ship 

repair work available to the Great Lakes Region, they still have a 

large share of captive inland ship repair  business in existing 

berthing.facilities where ships lay up during the offseason and - 

- undergo repairs at that-time. 

• Building Facilities 	. • . 

A complete breakdown of building facilities available 

in the responding yards in this region-was 'shown in Table C-34. One 

intermediate shipbuilding yard has launchway facilities to 'accommodate 

maximum-size lakers and a graving dock for medium size lakers. The 
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other has a graving dock for maximum size lakers, as well as side 

' launching facilities capable of handling vessels up to 170 feet long. 

The only repair yard that answered the questionnaire is equipped 

with two launchways and ..a  graving dock which is capable of taking 

maximum-size lakers. 

Comparatively speaking, the intermediate yards in 

this region are equipped with good lifting capabilities at their 

building berths and can handle blocks weighing from 30 to 50 tons. 

They both have what is known as shear legs with rated capacities 

in the area of 120 tons. The small yard has access to rental equip-

ment of up to 100 ton capacity. 

Loft 

Lofting  techniques  used in this area are verY much 

the saMe as those used in the rest of the country. One intermediate 

yard used the 1/10th. scale Method as well as wooden templates; all 

the other yards use  wooden templates exclusively. 

Steelwork  

sib 

The two ,  intermediate building yards and the major 

repair establishment in this region store their steel in the flat 

and handle it with overhead cranes, One of the intermediate . yards 

is equipped with a mechanized plate handling and steel surface pre-

paration system consisting of descaling and:paint priming equipment 

and' 'power driven çonVeyors. This same yard is equippecLwith tape 

controlled equipment  for  flame cuteing of steel. The other inter- 

mediate shipbuilding yard and the major repair establishment use 
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oky-plane burning machines for straight line burning with all other 

'burning being done by'hand., The small yard keeps a small inventory 

f Steel which is stored .in racks and handled with mobile eqüipment. 

In this'yard, burning and welding is done by .hand. 

• • 	 ' • • None of the yatds are equipped with fixed Mechanized • 

handling ,  equipment to transfer the steel,from oneeperation to the 

. other. Welding.in  the .three larger yards is.done•with various.types •• 

of semi-automatic equipment, standard unionmelt machines and stick 

electrodes. 	 • 

One of the intermediate yards has indicated the 

desire to, install a plate preparation system and to adopt 1/10th. 

scale lofting and burning technique. -  The•other intermediate yard, 

wheté these improvements have already taken place,  has reported , 

contemplating the automation of some of•its pweldingand panel hand-. 

lingl3rocesses. 

Outfitting  

The degrees of sub-contracting of outfitting operations 

,by the Great Lakes Region yards is slightly higher than the Canadian 

average.hecause one yard', which is located in an area where there is a 

shortage of skilled tradesmen, sub-contracts quite extènsively. 

• The two intermediate building.yards  do  some outfitting 

work àt the block Stage. The degree to which this can becarried out 

depends largely on delivery of components, manpower availability, and on 

the type and volume of wOrk in the yard at the time. Attempts are being 

made to increase the amount of outfitting done at this stage of 

construction.' 
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Shipyard%Personnel  

• • • 	The four yards that answered the questionnaire •had a• 

total of I.,196 employees in the month - of September 1969 and their 

'distribution was  as  follows: 59% employed in marine work, le in 	' 

•industrial Work and 237e.in'overhead and administration. This dis-

tribution is similar to .that  of the  overall Canadian industry. 

Since one yard•was extremely low in work at the time 

. the questionnaire was filled  out, comparative  assessment of personnel 

. employed in overhead and administration functions cannot be 'made in 

detail. - 

I•  
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2 	PACIFIC REGION  

CHAPTER I  

DEMAND FOR SHIPPING SERVICES  

. 	Commercial Cargoes  

This Chapter examines waterborne trade patterns and 

volumes for both coastal and international trade in the Pacific 

Region and makes forecasts of future trade volumes to 1980 which 

are used as the basis for establishing shipping requirements. For 

the purpose of this'analysis, the waterborne trade in the Pacific 

Region has been divided into the following cargo movements: 

(a) .coastal trade between Canadian perts within the Region. 

•(b) trade with the Continental U.S. (consisting mainly of 
. 	traffic up and down the west -coast, but including 

some cargoes to the Atlantic coast);• 

(c) off-shore trade to all foreign countries except the 
Continental U.S. 

The method of forecasting has involved the division 

of each of the above trades (a) to (c) into its main components, 

this division being mainly by commodity groups. The forecasts for 

each of these components have been based on a projection of the 

• 1958-1967 trend as determined by computer analysis, with this 

projection modified in accordance with any ,  developments indicated 

by a general analysis of the trade and economic prospects for the 

commodity. The forecast for each of the trades has been assembled 

by totalling the forecasts for its main components. 

This does not purport  •to be an exhaustive forecast, 

but rather a broad indication of trade volumes and main components 

141,  
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PACIFIC REGION 

WATERBORNE TRADE 

1953 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

International 	Total 
Coastal  (1) 	U.S.(2) Offshore(3)  Total 	Trade  

1967 	 20.2 	 8.0 	18.0 	26.0 	46.2 

1966 	 21.0 	 7.3 	16.9 	24.2 	45.2 

1965 	 17.8 	 6.8 	16.2 	23.0 	40.8 

1964 	 15.0 	 5.6 	16.4 	22.0 	37.0 

1963 	 14.1 	 5.5 	13.3 	18.8 	32.9 

1962 	 13.5 	 5.1 	11.6 	16.7 	30.2 

1961 	 11.7 	 4.8 	11.5 	16.3 	28.0 

1960 	 10.4 	 4.7 	9.7 	14.4 	24.8 

1959 	 8.0 	 4.2 	8.6 	12.8 	21.6 

1958 	 6.9 	 3.7 	8.0 	11.7 	18.6 

1957 	 6.5 	 4.9 	8.2 	13.1 	19.6 

1956 	 5.8 	 4.8 	7.5 	12.3 	18,1 

1955 	 5.8 	 3.6 	6.7 	10.3 	16.1 

1954 	 5.0 	 4.0 	6.9 	10.9 	15.9 

1953 	 5.5 	 5.0 	7.0 	12.0 	17.5 

(1) trade between Canadian ports within the Region 

(2) trade between the Region and the Continental U.S. 

(3) trade with all foreign ports except the Continental U.S. 

Source: DBS. 

1 

•1 
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for the purpose of establishing additional shipsrequirementS and 

ship types. Coastal trade is-given'first priority in the analysis 

because'it'is the main area.of activitY for Canadian . built and 

registered vessels. International trade is also examined as' 

Canadian built and registered vessels are Involved to some extent, 

and because the forecast growth in ship traffic may provide an 

indication of future ship repair requirements. 

Table P- l. showS the growth in each of the main- trades 

for theTeriod 1953-1967: While total trade has grown from 17.5 to 

46:2 million tons a year over the'period,  the.  fastest growth has 

been in coastal trade which has increased from 5.5 to 20.2 milliàn 

 tons. Off-shore trade has More than doubled and trade with the U.S. 

ha  s shown the slowest growth. ,  

Chart l?-1 illustrates the 19531967 trade development 

as Shown in Table P-1 tOgether with the foreçasts to 1980. The . 

forecasts for each of the trades shown on Chart P'-1 is made up.of 

the total of the forecasts' for each of. its main components. These 

are reviewed in the sections  following. 

Coastal Trade  

The  coastal trade consists of , cargo movement.between 

Canadian" ports within the Pacifié Region. There is virtually no 

waterborne trade between the Canadian Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 

Cargoes moving from Cahadian ports tb the Yukon via ports in Alaska 

are considered to be coastal trade. 
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PACIFIC REGION 

COASTAL TRADE BY MAJOR COMPONENTS  (1) 

1958 - 1967  
(million tons 2000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Sawlogs, pulplogs 
& chips 	 3.4 	4.0 	6.0 	6.7 	8.5 	8.9 	9.4 	11.0 	14.6 	13.2 

Pulp, paper, lumber 	 0.4 	0.5 	0.5 	0.6 	0.6 	0.9 	1.0 	1.4 	1.0 	1.3 

Petroleum products 	 0.6 	0.7 	0.9 	1.0 	1.0 	1.1 	1.2 	1.2 	1.4 	1.4 

Cement 	 0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.3 	0.3 	0.4 	0.4 

Non-metallic minerals 	 1.0 	1.3 	1.4 	1.7 	1.7 	1.9 	2.1 	2.4 	2.4 	2.9 

Unspecified commodities 
and general cargo 	 1.3 	1.3 	1.4 	1.5 	1.5 	1.1 	1.0 	1.5 	1.2 	1.0 

Total Coastal 	 6,9 	3_,J2 	10.4 	11.7 	13.5 	14.1 	.15.0 	17.8 	21.0 	20,2  

(1) Trade between Canadian ports. Coastal trade figures have a minor 
degree of approximation due to differences in statistics between 
cargoes loaded and unloaded. 

S o drce DBS. 

WM MIL __UM .111111M _ 	 am am ma gm 1.11 _ 	 ma 	111. 
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Table P-2: shows  the volume of waterborne cOastal 

trade by its major cômponents in the perlod 1958-1967: In 1967, 

the total coastal trade Was 20.2 million tons'.  This 1958-1967 

coastal trade and the foreeasts to 1980 are illustrated on Chart 

P-2, 

- The Major components of the coastal trade in 1967 

were sawloga, pulplogs and chips (65%),. pulp, paper and lumber. (6%), 

petroleum '(7%), non-metallic minerals (le.); cement (2%) and 

miscellaneous and general - cargo . (6%). 

- Sawlogs, pulploga and Chips:  In 1967, the wood shipments consisted 
of 55% sawlogs, 37% pulplogs  and 87. chips. The main area of growth 
has been in the transportation or logs. Since 1959, the shipment 
of logs has increased approximately 4 times, whereas the product-
ion of lumber by coastal mills has increased . only 1.7 times.  This 
increase has arisen as the result of a Combination of factors': 

(a) An increasing portion of  log production has, been from 
Hthe.ialandà and other areas not within protected 

, 	-waters. This production is lârgely moved by barges 
to reduee losses and increase speed. 

(b) There has been a restructuring of-logging operations 
: . involving consolidation of cutting and shipping. 	, 	• 
This has made possible the:assembly of logs,in 

• quantities where the speed of barge MoveMent has  
'advantages. 

• • 
It does not appear .that the replacement of booming by .berging has' 
beèn a significant' factor in barge traffic growth since 1957, although 
some replacement of flat.booming has probably occurred. 

While  the. growth rate of . wood shipmentsis very high, - resulting.in an 
indicated volume of 28.5.million tons per annum'by 1980, no specific 
evidence Which 'would indicate that the growth rate will level off 
can be foUnd. The supply'of coastal, wood may becoffie a limiting factor 
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•  in the Iate 1970's, as coaStal timber approaches.ftill 
allocation and an extension of the supply will have to côMe 
frorm more intensive logging and the extension inland of the 
coastal logging areas by the use of nèw equipment and roads. 

Other CommoditieS: 	The groWth of the other componentà of the 
coastal trade tnrhe 1958-67 period-has been:reiatiVely smooth, 
particularly petrolèum.  which consists mainly of the distribution 
of refined products: There are no indications of any  developments .  

. Which would significantly alter the projèètions. The trend 
projection for:Miscellaneous and . general cargo and cement is down, 
but has been kept at 1.5 million tons  per annum with the:expect-
ation that the rapidlY developing Yukon . area will increase general 
.cargo shipments. The shipping volumes indicated by  the :projections  
are as follows: 

.  (Million tons) 	 1970 	 1975 1980. 

Summary: The following table summarizes the costal  trade projections: 

(Million tons) 	. 	1970 	 1975 	1980 

• • 	Ifie major uncertainty in thià projection is the wood • 

shipments, whero.o•con“nuance of. the very.high 195867 growth rate has 

been assumed. . 	 • 

Trade with • Continental U.S: 	 . . 

This trade consists of waterborne cargo movement .  between 

the Pacific Region  and, the  Continental U.S. 	 • 	> 
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1 1 	3.6 	1 7 	1 9 	4.1 	4.0 	4.8 	5.5 	6.0 

	

•
0.5 	0.5 	0.5 	0.4 	0.4 	0.5 	0.5 	0.6- 	0.7 	0.8 

	

0.1 	0.1 	0.3 	0.3 	0.3 	0.4 	0.6 	0.5 	0.6 

	

0.4 	0.5 	0.5 	0.4 	0.5 	0.6 	0.6 	0.8 	0.6 	0.6 

	

0.9 	1.1 	1.1 	1.1 	1.2 	1.4 	1.5 	2.0 	1.8 	2.0 

	

3.7 	4.2 	4.7 	4 .8 	5.1 	5.5 	5.5 	6.8 	7.3 	8.0 

TABLE P-3 

PACIFIC REGION 

WATERBORNE TRADE WITH U.S. BY MAJOR COMPONENTS (1) 

1958 - 1967  
(Million tons - 2000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Exports  

Forest products 
Non-metallic minerals 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 

	

2.2 	2.4 	2.9 	3.2 	3.2 	3.7 	2.9 	3..3 	3.7 	3.8 
- 	- 	- 	0.1 	0.5 	0.2 	0.4 	1.1 	1.2 	1.3 

	

0.6 	0.7 	0.7 	0.4 	0.2 	0.2 	0.7 	0.4 	0.6 	0.9 

2.8 

 

Total 

Imports  

Petroleum 
Non-metallic minerals 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 

Total 

Total - U.S. Trade 

(1) waterborne trade between the Pacific Region and the Continental U.S. 

Source: DBS. 

ItUM 1111111 BM IIIIII IMII Sall MN 	IIIIIIII UM MIIIII MIIII MI MI MI 
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Table P-3 shows the volume of the Continental U.S. 

' waterborne trade  in the  period 1958-67, including,both the exports 

and imports broken.down by the main components. These are illust-

.rated on Chart P-3 together with the forecast Volumes to 1980. In 

.1967, this trade totalled 8.0 million tons, of which approximately 

6.5 . million tons was along the PacificCoast and 1.5 million tons 

was with the U.S.-Atlanticcoast. 

EXports  

- 	The export trade, totalling 6.0 million tons, consist- 

ed of forest products, non-metallic minerals and unspecified general 

cargo. 

Forest  Products: 	In 1967, the main components of the 3.8 million 
tons forest products exports were lumber (41%), logs and chips 
(35%) and pulP and paper (247,). The-lumber shipments were malnly 

. to the eastern seaboard via the Panama Canal. While the growth of 
this market is reasonably assured, the main uncertainty in the trend 
projection is the 'preViously mentioned doübt as to the'expanded 

. availability of coastal timber in the late 1970's. However, any 
sleWing ih the growth of the supply will probably be offset by the 
expansion of pulp and paper shipments. While wood shipments 
constitute a large (35%) portion of current ekports, the growth 

•  rate of this sector has been slow. ,It is possible'that political 
action may eventually limit wood exports, but this loss '%,JriDuld 
presumably be partially offset by increased lumber, plywood and 
pulp and - paper exports. The trend projection indicates potential 
forest product shipments of 5.9 million tons per annum by : 1980, 

- but will probably be 'subject to sharp year-to-year fluctuations ., 	, 
indicated in the 1958-67 pattern. 

Minerals: 	The nonmetallic mineral shipments of 1.3 million tons 
- in 1967 consisted mainly of liMestorie. The 1958-67 trend may be 
conservative as the growth of shipments did not start until 1961. 
The trend projection indicates possible shipments of 3.2 million 
tons per annUmiby 1980. 
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General Cargo: 	The growth in the volume of general cargo has 
been both slow and erratic. The projected 1970-1980 volume 
of 0.5 million tons per year constitutes -  Only 87 of total 
1967 shipments ef all eOMModities, so the significance of 

- the forecast for this cargo iS not great. .The export trade 
projections indicates a total volume of 9.6 million tons 

: per annum by 1980. 

. 

 

Imports  

The import acctor of 11S.-Canada trade in 1967 of 

2.0 million - tons was made up of petroleum(40%), non-Metallic 

minerais (31%) and unapecified cemmodities and general cargo (297). 

Imports are a relatively small portion of the total trade, and 

therefore the individual coMponents have notbéen projected 

separately. They have, however, been examined for possibilities 

of very substantial growth or reduction. The import trend project-

ion indicates. a potential U.S. import volume of 3.9 million tons 

per annum by 1980. 

Summary': 	. 

The following table.summarizeS the .main components 

of U.S.-Canadian trade projections. 

(Million tons) 	 - 	1970 	' 1975 	- 	1980 

Exports  

Forest :Products . 
Non-metallic  Minerais 

 UnspecIfied and General 

Total 

Imports 

• Total Trade  

	

4.3 	 5.1, -, 	. 5.9 

	

1.6 	 2.4 ' 	' 	3.2 

	

.5 	. 	.5 	 .5 

9.6 

3.9 

13.5 
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:ABLE P- 4 

PACIFIC REGION  

OFFSHORE TRADE BY MAJOR COMPONENTS  (1) 

1958 - 1967  
(million tons - 2000 lb.) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Exports  

Grain 	 4.0 	4.1 	3.5 	4.9 	4.3 	4.9 	5.9 	5.1 	5.8 	4.8 
Ores & concentrates 	 0.6 	0.8 	1.2 	1.2 	1.9 	1.8 	2.1 	2.1 	2.1 	2.4 
Forest products 	 1.3 	1.6 	2.2 	2.5 	2.4 	2.5 	3.9 	3.6 	3.5 	4.6 
Fertilizer 	 0.1 	0.2 	0.1 	0.1 	0.1 	0.4 	0.5 	0.7 	1.0 	1.1 
Coal 	 - 	- 	0.5 	0.7 	0.6 	0.7 	0.8 	1.0 	1.0 	1.1 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 	 1.10.7 	0.9 	1.0 	1.2 	1.9 	1.8 	1.8 	1.6 	2.3  

Total 	 7.1 	7.4 	8.4 	10.4 	10.5 	12.2 	15.0 	14.3 	15.0 	16.3 

Imports  

Ores & cOncentrates 	 0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	0.3 	0.3 	0.3 	0.4, 	0.5 	0.5 	0.4 
Minerals 	 0.2 	0,2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.2 	0.3 	0.4 	0.4 
Unspecified commodities 

and general cargo 	 0.5 	0.7 	0.7 	0.6 	0.6 	0.6 	0.8 	1.1 	1.0 	0.9 

Total 	 0.9 	1.2 	1.3 	1.1 	1.1 	1.1 	1.4 	1.9 	1.9 	1.7 

Total -.Offshore 	 8.0 	8.6 	9. 7 	11.5 	11, 6_ 	13.3 	16,4 	16.2 	16,9 	18.0  

(1) trade with all foreign countries.except the Continental U.S. 

Source: DBS. • 

• 	MI MI 	 MI UM MI ILI MI 
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International  Off-shore Trade  ' 

International off-shore trade covers the cargo' ' 

movement between the Region and all foreign countries except the 

Continental U.S. 

The major components of this trade are Shown  on  

Table P-4. Chart P-4 illustrates the main Components of this 

trade, and shows the forecasts to 1980. 

Exports:  

The export trade of 16.3 million tons in 1967 

consisted of grain,,forest products, ores and concentrates, cbal, - 

fertilizer and unspecified commodities and general.cargo. ,The 

following comments cover the trend and projections for each of 

' these components. . 

'Grain: In 1967, grain exports  cons isted of approximately 86% . 
wheat and 14% other  grains.' The main destinatibns of these 

. exports have been the Far-East including India, Pakistan, 
China and Japan. While the present prospects for wheat 
exports are dim, it appears reasonable to expect that the 
195.8-1967 trend Will hold to 1980, although large -fluctuations 

' Can be expected from year-to-year. The main reason for the 
 present depressed condition of the grain export trade is the 

'large increase in the domestic Production of traditional 
. importing countries, particularly in India and Pakistan due 
to.the introduCtion of new high yielding strains, combined 
with exceptional weather. Also increased competition from, 
other producing countries, partially due to good weather, has 
been encountered; 'In the longer term*it can be expected that 
the weather factor will even out and constrain both the main 
importers' domestic production, and competitive pressure. (A 
firat indication may be Australia's recent withdrawal from the 
supply market due to crop difficulties). Despite their current 

, optimism, the  Far-Eastern countries appear to be far from self-. 
sufficient in grains.  It should be noted that the trend .pro- 
jection is not unduly optimistic as 1980 shipments are only 
projected at the 8 	ton level, arelatively slow growth 
'rate in view of the 1966  volume of 5.8 million tons. 
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Forest Products:  --In 1967, off-shore shipments of forest products 
totalled 4.6 million tons  consisting primarily of pulp  and 

 paper (62%), but alSo including lumber (29%) and logs (9%). The 
projection is that the 1958-1967 trend'will 'continue,. with  the 
,result that forest product shipments in 1980 will total 8.5 : 
million tons per annum. Despite-the favourable 1958-67 gràwth 

-txperience, this projectien may be soMewhat optiMistic. 'The 
limitation may be created:by the inability to expand  the  coastal 
and island supply of timber, which reportedly is naw approaching . 
full utilization. - (Interior lumber has generally moved to its . 
markets by rail)'. Future increases in the supply of coastal 
timber will have to come mainly•from mere  intensive logging 
including the extension inland of.  the ceastal logging area by 
new equipment and roads, and the liberalization of cutting 
regulations.. While it is  impossible  to predict the additional 
supply available from these devices, it is possible that the 
coaStal supply May tend to level off in the late 1970's. It is 
possible that additional pulp and paper shiPments will Offset 
any levelling off of coastal lumber 'production by late 1970 e s. . 

'-Thè northern Coastal area has ample pulpwood reserveS to support 
expanded production and a major portion of the rapidly expanding 
•interior lumber and pulp  and  paper  production  will probably be 
shipped by water. 'LuMber markets appear to bé reasonably assured. 
While-  competition from Russia is being encountered in Japan, the 
'promotion of lumber ,frame -house  construction appears.to  be 
progressing well in Europe. 

Ore  and Concentrates: . In 1967,the shipments of mineproducts 
totalled 2.4 : million tons, consisting mainly of 1.9 million tons 
of iron ore and 0.5 million tons of base metal concentrates. 
A projection of the 1958-67 trend would indicatè potential 
shipments of 5.1 million tons per annum b3i 1980. '.The following 
are the maih tonsiderations in this forecast.' 

(a) The B.C. iron mines have e.produption capacity 
of approximately 2 million tons perannuM. 
This is.unlikely to'be expanded substantially 

- • in thé intermediate term:in the face of the 
very strong supply of iron ore available in' 
the Pacific Rim area, particularly from 
Australia. 

(b) Shipments of base metal concentrates will jump 
. 	sharply  in the  early 1970 e s as a number of 

large mining projects are expected to be 
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• brought into production in both British 
Celumbià and thé Yukon, with the output 
:shipped off-shore. 'lleweVer a domestic 
copper smelter will probably be constructed 
in the mid 1970's .  and this will cause a 
decline in concentrate exports as concent-
rates are diVerted to the smelter after the 
present sales contracts expire. 

The projected.,1980 shipments of 5.1 million tons 
of ores and concentrates' may be somewhat optimistic. Shipments 
will probably rise aboyé the *indicated trend until 1975, and 
then level off  to below the 5.1 million tons per annum rate by 
1980. 

Coal: The forecas..t of Coal shipments is not made by trend 
projection because developments now under way provide'a • 

' firmer basis for the forecast. Long term contracts already ' 
signed will result In shipments of metallurgical coal from 
B.C. and Alberta to Japan reaching aPproximately 11 million 
tons per-annud by 1973. The prospects for additional sales 

. to Japan are highly favourable.. A second series Of contracts 
is expected in themid'1970is with the result that by 1980, • 
shipments -  could be substantially above 11 million tons per 
year. However, in the absence of any firm demand : indications, 
we are Conservattvely forecasting only a  1.0 million tons per 
annUm increase between 1973 and 1980 to 12 million tons per' 
annum. . 

Fertilizer: Fertilizer -Shipments to:tailed 1..1 million tons in 
1967. This does  not  fully reflect the supply of potash from 
the Saskatchewan mines which despite'current probleds will 
add to ocean shipments. The trend projection which indicates', 
potential shipments : of 2.3 million tons per annum by 1980 is 
probably conservative in the face of the improved:markets . 
expected in the 1970's: 

Unspecified Commodities'and General Cargo: This categoryincludes 
both commodities shipped in minor quantities .' (and ,therefore not 
included previously as significant . components) and manufactured 
goods. While shipments have varied stibstantially from year.-to-
year, the trend projection indicates a potential  of 4.1 million 
tops per -annum by 1980. There are.several factors which could 
affect this projection: 
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•(a) Vancouver  cou Id  lose a substantial portion 
of its container cargo to the better 
equipped Port of Seattle: . 

(b) The establishment of a base metal smelter 
could add a . substantial  volume of ingot 
shipments to the general cargo:,total. A 
potential volume of 100,000 -  00,000 tons 
per annum by 1980 is possible. 

In 1967, off-Shore imports totalled 1.7 million tons 

consisting mainly of ore (bauxite) 	24%, non-metallic Minerals 

(salt, gypsum) 	24% and general cargo - 52%. Off-shore import 

tonnages have net shown any growth between 1965 and 1967. Bauxite 

shipments have levelled off reflecting the relatively stable aluminum 

production. Because-  total off-shore imports are relatively small, 

only the 1958-67: trend of total importa has been projected. The 

1980  volume  is indicatedto 'be 3.2 million tons. 

There are two possible developments which could 

substantially increase the tonnages unloaded, and make the projection 

conservative, - but they are not considerectlikelY. : 

(a) The "land bridge" concept has been extensively. 
discussed in the past year This would add • 
approximately 1.0.million tons per annum to • 
both expert (loaded) and import (unleaded) 
traffic which would be entirely a net gain, 
because it would not be a displacement of 
import trade. 

f(b) - Any expansion of the  B.C. aldminum melting. 
capacity ffluld increase bauxite  imports. 
Such an increase is not expected teccur 
until the late 197O's. 



The following table summarizes the projected to.tals: 

(Million tons) 	 1970 	. 1975 	1980 

Exports  • 
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Summary: - 

, Grain 	 ' 	6.1 	 7.1 	, - 8.0 
Ores 	 3.1 	, 4.1 	5.1 
-Forest Products ' 	- 	- 	5.3 	, 	- 	6.9 	8.5 
Fertilizer 	 1.2 - 	• ' 1.8 	: 2.3 ' 

. Coal 	 7.0 	11.5 	12.0 
Misc. & Oen. 2.5 	 3.3 	. 	' 4.1 

. 	Total 	 • 25.2 	34.7 	40.0 

I22.2E1A ' 

 

2.1 . 	- 	2.7 	3 2 

Total Trade 	' 	27.3 ' 	-. 	37;4 	'43.2 ' 

The forecast shipments for ore and forest products may 

he 'optimistic. However, this-is.moré•than offsetlpy conservative 

. figures for coal and.fertilizer and forthis reason the totalà are 

 considered to be reasonable. 

- Fishing Vesselà 

'  Indus  try  Situation and Developments  

. • 	The Pacific Region fishing industry pursues four main 

species or types of fish; these being salmon, halibut, gràundfish, and 

herring. There is some fleXibility in the use of boats between the 

• various types of fishing'. 

Salmon:  Salmon is•caught by seining, gill netting and trolling. 
However; salmon resources are being used to'the limit, and while 
there is some evidence that the species is again increasing, there 
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will prpbably not be any increase in the allowable catch in 
the intermediate term. The Federal government is attempting 
to upgrade the industry and reduce the present large nitffiber 

•of marginal and submarginal fishermen to à relatively -small 
number of efficient well equipped operators: It has instit 
uted a systeffi of !Vi." and "B" licenses in accordance . with the 

•operators' past and continuing  performance. "À":licensees 
can upgrade their boats and equipment whereas "B" licensees 
cannot. By increasing performance speCifications, "B" 
operators can gradually be driven out. - The application of 
the policy seems  Lobe flexible,Aepending among other' 
factors, on alternative employMent opportimitiés.  In 
addition to the fishing fleet, the salmon packers employ 
collector and packer beats to  assemble and  bring in the 
catch. 

Halibut: 'Halibut is caught by longiining. The vessel inVolvèd 
can also be used for salmon seining and herring fishing. 
Halibutresources -are also limited; so that increases in the 
total catch are not:expected -. 'There is, however,  no atteMpt 
by government to change the structure of this industry as is . 
the case with salMon. 	 - 

- HerrinE:  Herring is also limited by supply;-it is fished by a 
,combination of  salmon séiners and.herting beats. 

Ground Fish:  The ground fish industry is notwell developed,by 
Canadians on the Pacific Coast, and offers the main potential 
for expansion of  the fiàhing induàtry. There are very few of 
the:necessary vessels '(trawlers) available. However, in the 
face of the limitations in the other species, interest in 
ground fish. is increasing.. 

There also .appears to be some potential for increasing • 

tuna fishing activity.. This is relatively specialized with frequently 

fluctuating results. - There does•not appear to be any problem of 

markets.for the west coaSt fish production although prices are 

periodically rather loW. 

The developments in the fishing'boat building industry 

can besummarized as,follows: 
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1. Salmon "A" licenSe holders are starting to upgrade their 
- equipment. This invelves some consttuceien of new 

. ressels and re-equipping others'. 

2. The basic trend is toward the construction of larger .  
multiple use yessels'of the 110-120 ft. length 

• which can be Used for a cdmbination of 'uound fish 
trawling,-halibut and herrinà fishing and as salmon 

- packer's. 

3. There does not appear •to be any significant prospect 
of the construction of factory vessels. The 
economics are marginal because of the proximity of 
the fishing grounds to Canadian shores. Also the 
processors have a large investment in shore 
facilities. 

Fishing Vressel RequireMents  

There are a nuMber of uneertainties in the PaCific 

fisheries situation which makes it difficult to forecast new vessel 

requirements-. • The  extent .to which the Government will apply its 

salmon policy, and - uncertainty as to the re...opening of the now 	- 

closed herring . fisherieà are. important factors.  It has been 

côneluded that'in the face of this situation, no firm forecast can 

be made, although it is reasonably assured that some':vessel 

ConstructiOn will continue. 



No, 	' 	Total GRT 

Tankers 

Cargo Vessels 

Passenger 

Ferries . 21 

I  

Dry Cargo/Passenger 	 5 	, H. 	 16,000 

- .Barges dominate  the dry and - liquid cargo fleets, 

constituting 96.57, of the total commercial cargo tonnage.- 

Total:  Self Propelled 
:1 - ;000 GRT & over 	34 

Tugs (100 GRT & ever)' 	 70, 

Barges, .(100 GRT & ever) 	1,026 

TOrAL 	_ - 	 1,130 

4 500 

20,500 

18,100 -  

: 73, 400  

112,000 , 

18,400 

.549 400 - 

679,800 
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-. CHAPTER II - 	- 

SUPPLY OF SHIPPING SERVICES  

' Coastal Trade  

Commonwealth Participation - 

In 1967; only 21,000 tons of the total-  26.2 million.  

tons of coastaL.cargo was handled by non-Çanadian flag vessels. The 

« participation by foreign carriers in the Pacific Region is thus not 

significant. 	 ' 

-The Pacific Region - Canadian Fleet  • 

As at December 31, 1967,, 	'the Pacific Region Canadian 

Flag fleet - conaisted of the following: 	 - 

Type  



PACIFIC REGION  

SUMMARY OF WATERBORNE TRAFFIC  IN  COASTAL TRADE . 

1963 - 1967  

1963 	 1964 	 1965 	 1966 	 1967 

Comparison of Barge vs. Self-Propelled Vessel Traffic  (Departures Only) 

Barges: 
Departures (000) 	 22.4 	 22.4 	 20.6 	 23.3 	 21.8 
NRT (millions) 	 13.4 	 14.2 	 14.8 	 18.6 	 18.9 
Average size - NRT 	 600 	 630 	 720 	 800 	 870 

Self-Propelled: (Cargo Vessels) 
Departures (000) 	 10.9 	 10.5 	 9.0 	 7.5 	 6.3 
NRT (millions) 	 10.5 • 	10.1 	' 	6.5 	 5.6 	- 	8.2 
Average size - NRT 	 97.0 	 .. 960 	 720 	 750 	1,300 

Summary of Traffic (Barge & Self-Propelled - arrivals & departures) - 	 . 	. 

	

. 	. 

	

NRT (millions) 	 49.2 	 49.8. . 	44.0 	 49.3 	 48 . .3 

	

Cargo carried 	 14.1 	 15.0 	 17.8 	 21.0 	' 	20.2 

	

: Tonnage ratio 	. 	 :29 	' 	..30 	 : .40 	 .43 	 .42 

Source: DBS. 

11111111_ __lie_ __MO_ 	Bill 111111 	_ 	 _ gum 	_ 	loin Imo _ loom 	_ 
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' The ferries include 17 vessels owned'by the Province 

of British Columbia. There were also 2 trailer and train ferries 

owned by .private companies -(increaSed to 3 in 1968), . 

'The principal  self-Propelled dry Cargo ship in 1967 

•was One '8,000 GRT container ship (since increSsed to 2). There were 

4 small vessels Of 1,400 to 3,150 GRT, and several smaller vessels 

Of under 1,000 GRT. 8mall self-Propelled vessels of under 1,000 GRT 

are not a significant factor in the Pacific Region dry cargo trade, 

as is the case in the Atlantic Region. 

Coastal Traffic Statistics 

Table P-5 shows the traffic statistics for both barges 

and self-propelled vessels in coastal trade between1963 and 1967. 

The data on Table P-5 consists of: 	• 

- the number of departures for bOth barges ,and self-
propelled veSsels and the total net registered 
tonnage for Such departures (tugs are included 
in Self-.propelled vessel departures but their 
number.of depar,tures is,availablè . separately and 
has been deducted.; the net registered tonnage of 

• tugS is not deducted but is negligibiè)•; 

- total Cargo carried (from Table P-2); 

- total net registered tonnage of vessels arriving 
and.departing. 

•The following conclusions are based on this data: 

(a) Since 1958, there has •een a sharp, increase  in the total 
net registered tonnage of barge departures in coastal 
trade, which 'increase closely parallels the-growth in 
total coastal trade cargoes. 
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I  

(b) During the Same period; there has  been  a corresponding 
sharp decline in the total net registered tonnage of  

, self-propelled vessel departures. 

(c) The average size of barge (net registered tons per 
 departure) haà-  dncreased steadily from 600 tons 'in  

1963 to 870 tons in 1967, 

(d) -  The average size of self-propelled vessel departure 
declined steadily from 1670 NRT in 1959 to 750 NRT 
in-1966, lut rose sharply to  1300 tonsin 1967. The . 
increase in 1967 resulted from the entrY inta.regular-
ly scheduled service of one large containership. 

(e) A ratio of cargo tons to net registered tons has been 
- . developed so as to obtain an indication of changing 
relationships between cargoes carried and ships 
carrying. This "tonnage -ratio" for barges and self- 

. propelled vessels combined.has Improved steadily from 
- .14 in 1959 to .42 in 1967. 

It is apparent from  both the fleet size and rraffic 

sratistics that barges have taken over a substantial part of the 

coastal trade. The average size of barge has alMost doubled between-. . 

1959 and 1967.  The  tonnage ratio imprffiiement is generally -  consistent' 

witb greater  use of bargéS which -, for reason Of low tie-up costs, can 

wait for higher loadings before departure. Also, because of their 

lower cost and specialized uses, -they -are often used for regular 

full capacity operations. Trade Sources in the Region generally 

agree-that barges now handle 90 to 95% of all coastal trade tonnage. 

The net  registered tonnage of departures in 1967 consisted . of 70% 

.barges and 30% self-propelled vessels (in 1966, the net  registered 

tonnage of barge departures was 78% of total vs. 22% forself-propelled). 

These ratios probably understate the importance Of barges in moving 

tonnage because: 	- 
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(1): barges carry the heavier'commodities such as.logs, 
minerals, etc. vs. lighter general cargo for 
self-propelled vésSels and 	, 

(2) barges aré probably using a greater portion of 
their overall.carryingcapacity because of their 
use for bulk shiPMents. • 

Source of Vessels for the Pacific Fleet  

As at December 31, 1967, the source of the 34 self- . 

propelled ships of 1,000 GRT and over was as'follows: 

Country of 
Manufacture 	 No. 	 Total GRT  . 

• Canada 	 . 24 71,200 

U.S.A. 	 . 	'5 	 17,700. 

U.K. 	. 	 4 	 21,300 

.Norway . 	 .1 	 , 	1,800 

Total 34 	 112,000 

Three'of the foreign built vessels totalling, 7,600 GRT 

have required major altération  or - rebuilding in Canada. 

Detailed data on the origin of the barge fleet is not 

available. However, a sampling of the new barge additions to the 

Canadian fleet from 1965 to 1967, indicates imports accounted for only 

1,600 GRT of the total 165,500 GRT added. It is probable therefore 

that the existing barge fleet is very largely of Canadian origin. 
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PACIFIC REGION 

REGISTRY OF VESSELS CARRYING INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

1958 - 1967  
(million tons cargo) 

1958 	1959 	1960 	1961 	1962 	1963 	1964 	1965 	1966 	1967 

Country of Registry  

Canada (mainly barge 	1.3 	1.5 	1.7 	2.1 	2.1 	2.5 	2.4 	2.9 	3.4 	3.9 
traffic) 

U.S.A. 	 1.5 	1.8 	1.6 	1.3 	1.3 	1.2 	1.2 	1.5 	1.4 	1.4 

Japan 	 1.81 	1.5 	1.7 	1.8 	2.6 	3.0 	3.5 	3.4 	3.7 	4.0 

Liberia 	 1.6 	2.4 	1.9 	1.5 	1.5 	1.6 	2.4 	2.8 	2.6 	. 3.8 

Norway 	 1.0 	1.6 	2.1 	2.7 	2.7 	3.1 	3.8 	4.2 	4.1 	4.3 

Greece 	 0.4 	0.7 	1.8 	2.8 	2.8 	3.0 	3.0 	3.0 	3.1 	2.4 

Others 	 4.1 	3.3 	3.6 	4.1 	3.7 	4.4 	5.7 	5.2 	5.9 	6.2  

Total 11.7 	12.8 	14.4 	16.3 	16.7 	18.8 	22.0 	23.0 	24.2 	26,0 

Source: DBS. 
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International Trade  

Foreign Participation  

Table P-6 shows the registry of vessels carrying the 

Pacific Region international trade, including trade with the U.S. 

The six leading nations are detailed. 

As expected, the traditional seafaring nations and 

flags of convenience including Norway, Greece, Liberia, United 

Kingdom and Japan are the main carriers. The U.S.S.R. has become a 

significant carrier but the tonnage appears to coincide closely with 

wheat purchases. 

Canada has increased its share of the Pacific Region 

international  trade from 11.5% in 1958 to 15% in 1967. It should be 

noted that this gain was in a specialized area as almost all the cargo 

carried by vessels of Canadian registry was barge traffic between the 

U.S. and Canada. 

There is not likely to be any significant change in 

the pattern in the future, with the exception of very substantial 

gains by Japan. This will result primarily from the very large 

increase in coal exports to Japan during the 1970's which at present 

appears likely to be carried in Japanese vessels. 

Traffic Statistics and Ship Types  

The Region's international trade (including trade with 

the United States) is predominantly in bulk, dry cargo. During 1967, 

the total miscellaneous and general cargo, (export and import) totalled 



. 	PACIFIC REGION 

SUMMARY OF WATERBORNE TRAFFIC IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

1963 - 1967  

1963 	 1964 	1965 	1966 	 1967 

All Vessels  

Arrivals & Departures (000) 
NRT (millions) 
Average size - NRT 
Cargo (million tons) 
Tonnage ratio 

	

21.4 	20.6 	20.2 	 19.9 	 20.4 

	

57.3 	56.3 	58.2 	56.9 	 61.4 
2,700 	2,800 	2,900 	2,900 	3,000 

	

18.8 	22.0 	23.0 	 24.2 	 26.0 

	

.33 	 .39 	 .40 	 .42 	 .42 

Self Propelled 

Arrivals & Departures (000) 	 13.6 	 13.4 	 13.4 	 12.7 	 12.3 
NRT (millions) 	 52.9 	52.3 	53.8 	 51.7 	54.8 
Average size - NRT 	 3,900 	3,900 	4,000 	4,100 	_ 4,400 
Cargo (million tons) 	 16.3 	 19.5 	20.1 	20.8 	 22.1 
Tonnage •ratio 	 .31 	 .37 	 .38 	 .40 	 .40 

Barges  

Arrivais & Departures (000) 	 .7.8 	 7.1 	 6.8 	, 7.3 	 8.1 
NRT (millions) 	 4.4 	 4.0 	 4.4 	 5.2 	 6.4 
Average size - NRT 	 560. 	 570 	 640 	 720 	 800 
Cargo Tons (millions) * 	 . 2.5 	 2.4 	 2.9 -, 	' 	3.4 	• 	3.9 
Tonnage factor 	 .56 	 .60 	 .65 	 .65 	 .60 

* Estimated to be total carried by Canadian flag vessels 
in international trade per Table P-6 

Source: DBS. 
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4.7 million ions, only 18% of the tOtal international trade of 

26.0 niillion'tpns. 

While specific statistics on the. type of vesse l . 

 carrying the international trade are not available, it is possible 

to draw sOme  conclusions  from the available'data. 

(a) The majority of the trade was carried by deep sea 
bUlk dry cargo veSséls. 	• 

(b) The exception to (a) aboVe is the barge traffic 
. mainly up and down the North American West Coast. 

• Since there has been virtually no deep-sea 
international trade carried on by self-propelled 
vesselsof Canadian registry since 1965, it is 
concluded that the tonnage carried by vessels  of  

• Canadian regiStry (per Table P-6) has been mainly' 
• barge traffic. The number of arrivals and depart-

ures of such vessels, the total reàistered net 
tonnage of these vessels is shown On Table P-7. 

(c) Thé tonnage ratio for barges has fluctuated between 
.56 and .65 since 1963. Some of these barges may 
have been of U.S. registry,  but  this does not affect 
the projection unless there is a change . in'the U.S.- 

. Canada share of cargo markets in future years. 

(d) The tonnage ratio for self-propelled vessels was. .40 
• in 1966 and 1967. This is smaller than  for barges 

.because self-propelled vessels carried a higher 
portion of lower density general cargo. 

In 1967, ,  there was no Canadian flag deep-sea fleet. 

'One vessel,an 8,000 CRT combination container-tanker ship, had 

ocean-going capabilities but was not used in this role.. Therefore, 

all of the Canadian ilag international trade participation was by 

the coastal fleet and consisted almost entirely of barge traffic. 
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CHAPTER III  

SHIP AND TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY  

Waterborne Transportation Developments  

The potential new shipping developments in the 

Pacific Region are evolutionary rather than revolutionary in nature. 

Their impact will be gradual. They may be summarized as follows: 

1. .The average size of ocêan-going bulk dry cargo vessels 
will increase Sharply. The main • factor in this increase 
will be the very large tonnage of coal shipments to 
Japan which is now under way and'which will be carried 
by shipâ of the 100,000 - 125,000 DWT siZe. 

2. Barges will probably became larger. An example is the 
20,000 ton capacity self-loading, self-dumping log barge 

• due to go into service in 1970. The extent to which 
barges will be used in longer distance deep-sea'applications 
will primarily depend on the development of-economic and 
regular trade patterns for certain bulk commodities. Also 
required will be further development of adequate surge 
tàwing gear or pusher-link devices stiitable -to the 
requirements'of deep-sea conditions. It is possible that 
these developments will occur during  the 1970's.  

3. , The application of  .the "Lash" concept to the Pacific Region, 
. is not expected although several parties are reported to•

. be studying the possibility. The large portion •of the 
• West coast tonnage is in.relatively low unit value 	- 

commodities,-in most cases already unitized to minimize 
handling costs. The weight of the lighters may impose too 
large-a penalty on the carrying Capacity of the primary 
vêssel. Foi the  coastal trade, the haulage  distances are 
too short to  use  the Lash concept. 

4. It is estimated that up to 1.0 million tons of off-shore 
. • exports and  imports  may be suitable for containerization. 

It is possible that the Port of Vancouver could lose a 
significant portion of this volume to the Port of Seattle 	' 
•which is well equipped to handle  containers.  While the 
emergence of Seattle as the major Northwestern area container 

. 

	

	port may reduce  the  general cargo tonnage handled in the 
Pacific Region, it wàuld not• reduce the Canadian flag share 
of cargoes. General cargoes have in recent years been 
carried almost,entirely by foreign flag vessels. 
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The precise timing and dollar impact which the new 

developments will 11.8A1 for the shipbuilding and repair industry 

cannot be predicted.precisely and are not included in the forecasts. 

The following potential exists: 

(a) The repair of very large deep-sea dry bulk cargo 
vessels and tankers (given the necessary facilities). 

(b) The construction of new deep-sea barges and tugs with 
new or improved design features for deep-sea conditions. 

, 	Competitive Transportation Developments  

As in the case of waterborne transportation developments, 

there.are no competitiVe transportation developments which would sign- 

• ificantly affect the Pacific Region... 

The following are possibilities which  have  been mentioned, 

and the reasens for cOnsidering that théir  impact  will be limited. 

Solid Pipelines:  ne main cdmpetitive possibility would be - the 
. 	transportation of wàod chips or pulp by pipeline: However, the 

mountainous terrain. in the coastal region probably precludes any 
significant:Movement of woàd in this way, in competition with 
barges.' 

Unit-Trains: The deVelopment of the unit-train has been highly 
benefiCial to Pacific Region export growth because it has made 
economically:feasible the transportation of bulk:commodities 
(particularly coal) from the interior to the.Coaet. -The main 
competitive possibility is the carriage of coastal lumber and 
timber to the U.S. eastern seaboard by .unit-train. This trade 
currently moves by:Water, the 1967 shipments amounting to 1,7 
million tons.  While such- a service is possible,the railways 
may be reluctant to undertake it because:it would be necessary 
to offer the same service toAnterior lumber producers. This 
market is at present captive to'the railways and is both larger 

' and haS more growth potential than the coastal Mills. Unit- 
. trainsmay reduce the railway's margins, on this captive trade 

requiring 'thém to ffiove more freight for the same profit. 
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Land Bridge:• The realization of the "land-bridge" 
concept is not expected. However, if it does develop, 
the additional tonnage handled will probably be in the 
area of I million tons per annum. 

Other Developments:.  A sea-level replacement for the Panama. 
..canal would probably ,  not result in any significant gains 
for Pacific Region tonnage. While Still discussed,  the  
prospects for  such a development appears to belading. - 
The main Canadian commàdity nàw moving through the Panama 
Canal which would benefit is forest products, particularly 

' lumber for the U.S. east coast,. 
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CHAPTER IV  

•FUTURE DEMAND FOR SHIPS AND SERVICES  

Commercial Demand 	• 

The future 'demand for ships and services for the 

"Pacific Region will derive from the following Sources: 

(a) increased demand for cargo çapacity due to increases 
in trade; 

(b) increases in requirements  from  the commercial non-cargo 
carrying sector such as ferries  arid ,  passenger ships; 

replacement of tonnage due to age or obsolesence; 

(d) repair and overhaul of the ekpanding'domestic fleet 
and the foreign flag vesSela-entering  the  regions' ports. 

In the Pacific Region, .the forecast covers the increases 

in the size- of the Canadian flag fleet,  and the  increased Ship 

• movement required to carry the international cargo that is forecast. 

Demand from Trade Growth  

The method used to forecast demand due to trade growth 

was as follows: 

(a) Waterborne trade volumes were forecast (Chapter I). 

(b) Past traffic was analysed to determine vessel movement 
in net registered tons required to move cargoes. From 
this analysis assumptions for future share of market, 
tonnage ratios to indicate vessel utilization, etc., 
were made. 

(c) The'sharé 'of market and tonnage ratio assumptions were 
applied to forecast cargo movement to'determine future 
vessel traffic requirements. 

(d) The size of fleet in the base year was determined and the 
increase in its size in future years was assumed to be 
proportional to the increase in vessel traffic. 

(c) 
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. 	The method of forecasting useeprovides a.broad • 

estimate of future requirements based on an expansion of traffic 

without any major change in-trade patterns. It does not take 

into consideration such factors as increased vessel utilization 

from higher sPeeds or faster turnaround, but nevertheless provides 

a reasonable basis for projections. 
• 

The basic assumptions which have been used for the  

•Pacific' Region are summarized as follows: 

• (a) Canadian flag vessels (mainly  barge)  will continue . 
. 	to carry 50% of the Pacific Region - Continental 

- U.S. trade - .. This is probably conservative  as  
. barges have increased‘their share of this traffic 

• from 38% in 1958-  to 50% in 1967,-  and this uPward 
trend may•continue. 

(b) There is no significant change in the composition 
, of the coastal trade. 

(c) The tonnage ratios will be: 

Coastal •trade(all vessels) 	 - .42 
International trade (barges) 	 .60 
International trade (self-propelled) - .40 

These figures are generally consistent with recent 

experience as shown previously On Tables P-5  and P-7. They assume 

that there will be no increase in the proportion of import tonnage to 

total international trade, which would provide cargoeè to reduce the 

present traffic imbalance. Actually the reverse is'forecast to 

occur so that the .40 tonnage ratio is probably conservative. 



Size of Fleet (000 GRT) 570.0 	745.0 	970.0 1,160.0 
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CANADIAN FLAG PACIFIC REGION COASTAL FLEET TRAFFIC AND GROWTH PROJECTIONS  

1967 
Actual 	1970 	1975 	1980 

Coastal: 

Cargo - million tons 	 20.2 	25.6 	33.6 	40.7 
Tonnage Ratio 	 .42 	.40 	.40 	.40 
Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 	 48.3 	64.0 	84.0 	100.2 

' International (Canada-U.S. only) 

Cargo - million tons 	 8.0 	9.0 	11.2 	13.5 
Canadian Share of Market 	. 	 .50 	.50 	.50 	.50 
Canadian Caraoes - million tons 0 	 3.9 - 	4.5 	5.6 	' 	6..7 
Tonnage Ratio 	 .60 . 	..60 - 	.60 	.60 
Vessel Traffic (million NRT) 	 6.5 	7.5 	9.3 	11.2 

Total: Canadian Vessel Traffic 	 54.8 	71.5 	93.3 	111.4 
NRT) 
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It has been necessary to use the same tonnage ratio 

for  both ships and barges in the coastal trade because there is no ' 

statistical basis upon which to base any alternative figure. . This  

tends to render conservative-the estimates of barge requirements; 

but this is .not a serious distortion. 

The year. 1967 has been used as the base . yearfor 

the fleet size. It has been determined from' interviews with 

shipping officials that 1967 Was a good year with the shipping 

supply/demand'situation'in reasonable balance, particularly in the 

barge trade. The tonnage ratios experienced in that .period probably 

came close  to being a practical maximum. 

The base cargo carrying fleet size is taken as the 

position as at December'31, 1967 as follows: .  

Dry Cargé/Passenger 	16i000 GRT 

Tankers 	 - - . 	4,500 GRT 

.Barges, scows 	- 549,400 GRT  

' 	569,900 GRT .  

Table P-8 opposite summarizes the Canadian cargo fleet 

traffic and size growth projection. The projection indicates total 

vessel movement of 71.5, 93.3 and 111.4 million NRT in 1970, 1975 and 

1980 respectively. This will require the following size of cargo fleet: 
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• 	1970 	 745,000 GRT 

1975 	 970,000 GRT 

1980 	- 	1,160 000 GRT 

The total increase of 415,000 GRT between 1970 and 

1980 would require.new vessel.constructien at an average rate of 

41,500 GRT per annum. The 1970 actual fleet position will probably 

fall slightly short of the projection as the industry is absorbing 

the very substantial construction of past years. 

Non-Cargo Commercial Vessels  

The major mon-cargo carrying vessels in the Pacific 

Region are ferries, most of which are operated by the Province of 

British Columbia. While there has been a. large tncrease in ferry 

services sinee.1950 and at present the main routes are well serviced, 

some additional ferry services are expected in 1970s. These 

additional services are expected to require about 10,000 GRT in new 

vessels, or an average of 1,000 GRT per annum. Further increaSes 

.in capacity required to meet traffic demands will probably be 

provided-by lengthening up to . 8 of the existing vessels. Additions 

to the total gross tonnage of the fleet which would result from the 

lengthening of ferries has not been included in the forecast. 

In 1967, the tug fleet consisted of 70 vessels (over 

100 GRT) totalling 18,400 GRT. There will need to be substantial 

increases  in the number of tugs to service the .projedted barge fleet 
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increase. .These tugs will generally be larger than  the '1967 average 

size in order to handle the larger barges coming into service. 'On 

the basis of the assumption: that the total gross tonnage of the tug 

fleet will increase in proportion with the barge fleet, the tug fleet 

will increase by approximately 10,000 GRT.between  1970 and 1980, or 

• by 1,000 GRT per annum. 	. 

The total new Vessel construction in the non-cargo 

commercial category is thus forecast at an average of 2,000 GRT per 

annum through the 1970's. 

Replacement Requirements  

The replacement of vessels due .to obsolesence or age 

is not expected to be a significant  part of building requirements in 

the:1970's. The barge industry has recentlY undergone a major 

replacement cycle-during which most of the wobd and enall steel barges 

built during the 1950's, at the start of the barge boom, have been 

replaced. 

. The Pacific Region new barge construction between 

1958 and 1967 totalled about 243;000 GRT. If imports are added to 

this, it-appears that about one-half.of the.Region barge fleet is 

less than 12 . years old. 

While new specialized barges are•being built, the 

smaller vessels remain serviceable in other areas. The service 

life of a steel barge is estimated at 20-30 years, so that the . 

replacement cycle of much of the present equipment.is beyond the 
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forecast period ending  in 1980. H6wever, this does indicate a 

substantial potential for replacement building after.1980. 

The selfpropelled cargo fleet includes only one 

vessel of 1,400 GRT which will bé 30 years old'during the 1970'S. 

Of à tanker fleet of 4 vessels there are 2 ships totalling 1,900 

GRT which  are  already over 30 years old. 

The ferry  fleet is relatively modern with only 3 

vessels totalling 13,600 GRT over 30 years old in the 1970's. The 

passenger fleet is hbwever quite old with 4 of the 5 vessels totalling 

15,500 GRT exceeding 30 years of age by 1980. These passenger ships 

are used only seasonally,  as cruise vessels and their replacement is . 

uncertain. For this reason-they have not been included  in replace-

ment totals. 	. 

There will also be some .replacement of tugs. However, 

no data is available on the age of the existing tug fleet upon which 

such an estimate might be based. While some replacements are expected, 

they will form only a small part of the total shipbuilding activity so. 

that  omission does,not significantly distort the forecast. 

The replacement potential from 1970 to 1980 is there+ 

fore only 17,000 GRT for self-propelled vessels. To this, has been . 

added the estimate of a total of 80,000 GRT in barges, approximately 

15% of the 1967 barge fleet. 

The total fleet' replacement volume is therefore . about 

10,000 GRT per annum, baSed on the replacement of* scrapped vessels by 
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new ones on a ton for ton baàis. This is conSidered reasonably 

accurate as most of the replacement requirements are for barges, 

•where the replacement vessels tonnage is not expected to have 

significantly higher productivity than the existing fleet. 

Summary of Shipbuilding Requiremehts  

The following table summarizes the shipbuilding 

requirements for the Pacific Region from 1970-1979. 

Source 	 GRT/annum  • • 

Fleet growth 	 41,500 	• 

Replacement 	 '10,000 

Non-Cargo (tugs & ferries) 	 2,000  

• 
' 53,500 • 

Types of New Ship Required  

The major part of the 415,000 GRT of new cargo 

carrying vessel construction will be barges. It is estimated on 

the basis of interview data that new self-propelled vessel con-

struction of all types including cargo ships, ferries, train and 

trailer ferries, etc., but excluding passenger ships, will probably 

not exceed 30,000 GRT between 1970 and 1980 including replacements. 

Construction is thus likely to be mainly in barges where a potential 

of about 465,000 GRT (including 80,000 GRT replacements) exists. 

Off-shore Trade  

It is not necessary for present purposes to forecast 

a fleet size increase for the foreign vessels engaged in Pacific Region 



ÏABLE P-9 

PACIFIC REGION INTERNATIONAL TRADE FOREIGNLFLAG VESSEL TRAFFIC PROJECTION  

1970 - 1980 

1967 
Actual 	1970 	1975 	1980 

Projected Cargo (million tons): 

Off-shore 
U.S.A. (50 7e) * 

TOTAL 

Tonnage Ratio 

Ship Traffic (million NRT) 

	

18.0 	27.3 	37.4 	43.2 

	

3.9 	4.5 	5.6 	6.7 

	

21.9 	31.8 	43.0 	49.9 

	

.40 	.40 	.40 	.40 

	

54.8 	80.0 	108.0 	125.0 

* 507  assumed to be carried by 
Canadian vessels 

..ilb ..._ - MI On MI MI Ili IIIIIII  MIR BIM MIMI MI 111111111 IL MIS 
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.international trade. However, Table P-9 indicates the increase 

in.traffic expected. The projection indicates an increase in 

traffic from 55 million NRT in 1967 to 125 million NRT in 1980. 

The number'of arrivals and departures ,for all vessels has been 

gradually declining sinceq960 because of the larger average 

size of the ships in use. This decline will probably continue 

as a substantial part of the projected trade increase ià in 

bulk cargoes particularly coal, where Very  large shipà will be 

used. 

Repair Services  

• The projected increase  in  ship tonnage movement 

in the region will bring about an increase requirement for ship 

repair and overhaul services. 

A detailed forecast for repair services has not 

been prepared on a regional basis but information for Canada as 

•a whole and on repairs in each Region is presented in the Canada 

section. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SUPPLY POSITION OF THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY 

Introduction  

, The information presented in this chapter on-the - supply 

position of the industry in the.Pacific Region refers to the operations 

shipyards located in British Columbia. Questionnaire data have 

been used to supplement D.B.S. data in certain respects. 

The Level and Composition 
of Activity in the Industry  

The number of yards and the level of activity in the 

shipbuilding industry in the Pacific Region declined at the beginning 

of the 1960's, but more recent years have seen expansion both in 

number of yards and in value of work performed on new construction, 

reconditioning and conversion, ship repair, and manufacture of fab. 

ricated industrial products. Data from D.B.S. for all yards in the 

Region are as follows: 

• Number of 	 Value of  Work 
Establishments 	 Performed  

-Number 	 $ Million' 

1967 	, 	 25 	 $ 57 
1966 	 f 	 25 	 53 
1965 	 22 	 60 
1964 	 19 	 43 
1963 	 20 	 51 
1962 	 18 	 46 
1961 	 19 	 30 
1960 	 20 	 25 
1959 	 20 	 38 
1958 	 22 	 34 



PACIFIC REGION 

ACTIVITY ' IN THE SHIPBUILDING AND.REPAIR' - 
INDUSTRY,-  BY CATEGORY  

Value of . Value of New 
all Work 	Construction 
Perform0 	Work  
$ -Million 	$ Million 

Value of . 

Conversions & 
Industrial Work 

$ Million 

Value of 
Repair 
Work  

$ Million 

1969.  Est. 
1968'  
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 	- 
1963 
1962. 
1961 
1960. 
1959 . 
1958 

7.1 
5.2 
5.6 
7.1 
5.4 
5.9 
3.2 
3.2 
2.5 
2.1 
2.4 
1.6 

$ 11.8 
13.3 
11.7 
6.5 
7.2 
4.9 
6.4 
5.2 
4.8 
4.6 
5.3 
4.4 

$ 24.4 
18.8 
23.5 
19.0 
18.5 
13.0 
14.8 
20.6 
12.7 
6.1 

15.2 
12.7 

$ 43.3 
37.3 
,40.8 
32.6 
31.1 
23.8 
28.4 
29.0 
20.0 
12.7 
22.9 
18.7 

Per 
Cent 

Per 
'Cent  

Per 
Cent 

Per 
Cent 

1969 Est. 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 
1963 
1962 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 

57%. 
50 
57- 
58 
60 

, 55 
52 
71. 
64 
48 - 
66 
68 

100% 
100 
100 
1.00 
100 

. 100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

27% 
36 
29 
20' 
23 
20 
22 
18 - 

 25 
39 
23 
23 

167. 
 14 2 

14' 
22 
17 
25 
26 

' '.11'  
- 11 
; 11 
. 13. 
11 

Source: 	Questionnaire' to Yards representing 75 70 of , the value 
of all Work performed in the region.in 1967. 
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PACIFIC REGION 

THE IMPORTANCE .OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
PROCUREMENT IN NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 

All 
New 
Construction 
$ Million 

Federal Government 
For  Federal Government  as % of Total 
Naval Civilian Total Naval Civilian 

$Million $Million $Million % 	% 

New Construction 

Total . 
-7i77 

1969Est. 
1968 
1967 
1966 
1965 
1964 . 
1963 
1962 ' 
1961 
1960 
1959 
1958 

$ 24.4 
18.8 
23.5 
19.0 
18.5 
13.0 
14.8 
20.6 
12.7 
6.1 

15.2 
12.7 

- $ 1.9 	$ 1.9 	- 
- 6.4 	6.4 	- 
- 8.5 	8.5 	- 
- 11.1 	11.1 	- 

	

9.7 	9.7 

	

0.4 	6.8 	7.2 	3 

	

2.9 	2.8 	5.7 	20 

	

9.5 	2.8 	12.3 	46 

	

4.3 	2.1 	6.4 	34 

	

1.5 	1.0 	2.5 	25 

	

5.2 	6.6 	11.8 	34 

	

9.0 	1.7 	10.7 	71 

	

8 	8 

	

• 34 	34 

	

36 	36 
59 

	

52 	52 

	

52 	55 

	

19 	39 

	

14 	60 

	

17 	51 

	

. 16 	• 41 

	

44 	78' 

	

13 	84 
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Published information on the types of activity 

carried on in the region is not available, but data supplied by 

the yards replying to the Committee's questionnaire provides both 

later, and more detailed', information. These yards accounted for 

some 75% of the value of work performed by all yards in the Region 

in 1967; this proportion would be closer to 90% in subsequent years 

in view of the fact that one major yard has closed down since then. 

It might be noted that the questionnaire did,not ask for the value 

of conversions and of industrial work separately, and these are 

therefore combined in the last column of Table P-10 which shows.the 

pattern Of activity in Pacific Region yards during 1958-69. 	' 

As regards éhe trend in activity; the increasing 

value in the mid-60's Was reversed in 1968, but  preliminary data 

for .1969  indicate further growth in new construction and value of 

shipments in that year. Repair work has increased appreciably in 

value in recent years. 	. 

The percentages in the bottom halfof the table • 

indicate that new constructio n .  has averaged about 60% of all 

activity over the period, repairs some 25% and industrial and con-

version work about 15%. -The impertance of new construction to the 

industry in the Region in recent years has been muchthe same as 

in Canada as a whole. Repairs have been relatively greater with , 

Vancouver being a terminal port. Indus trial  activity in the region 

has been a lesser - part of shipyard.operations than elsewhere,, 
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associàted with the relatively limited scale of the market for - 

indüstrial products in the region. -The 'following are the 

comparative patterns ofactivity in Pacific yards and nationally 

in recent years: 

Approximate importance in activity of 
questionnaire yards in recent years of: 

New 	 Industrial and 
Construction 	Repairs 	Conversion Work  

Pacific Region 

Canada 

55 7 60% 	. 	20 - 30% 	15 - 20% 

55  -6Ô 	 15 	 30 

New construction  

Examining new construction in more detail, Table P-11 

indicates the prodeunced change whieh has  occurred since the mid 

60's in the importance of Federal GovernMent procurement in the 

region's total new constrUction. Placement of substantial naval 

- business on the West Ceaat in earlier years, together with civilian • 

.government work,' had restated in Federal'precurement representing 

an'average'of 60%- ef . total new construction activity in 1958-63, 

Naval Work in the.region.ceased - after*these contracts 

began to be let on national comi)etitive tender, folloWing a change 

in  government policy in 1965. Work for , government civilian depart-

ments, under transitional arrangements related to the change in 

poliéy, was  at a high level in 1965-67 but more recently declined to 

under 10% of-tbtal new construction in questionnaire yards in 1969. 

Non-governmentnew construction business has increased ' 

'from under 20% of all new  construction in 1958 to about 90% in 1969, 



TABLE:P-13, ,  

PACIFIC REGION AND CANADA 

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY 

PURCHASED MATERIALS AND eIL1TIES, WAGES OF PRODUCTION 
s. AND RELATED:WORKERS AND OVERILEAD  AND PROFIT, 

AS PERCENT OF VALUE OF WORK PERFORMED 

. 1967 	1966 	1965 	1964 	1963 	1962 	1961 

Per cent of Value  
of Shipments made 

up by: 
Purchases 	: 	”7. 	37% 	367e 	43 7e 	38% 	36% 	30% 
Production Wages 	37 	38 	33 . 	33 	36 	40 	40 
Overhead & Profit .28 	25 	31_ 	24 	26 ' . - 24 	. 30 

Total 	 176(21, lfga ldà  10a iDUI  U9.1 	 

Canada 

Per Cent of Value 
of ShipmentS made 

up by: 
Purchases 	 46% 	44% 	44% 	42% 	42% 	40% 	37% 
Production Wages 	31 	31 	29 	30 	34 	39 	36 
Overhead & Profit 23 	25 	27 	28 	24 	21 	27 

Total 	 1,7Q 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100%  100% 

Source: 	D.B.S. Annual, Census of Manufactures 



PACIFIC REGION 

NEW CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY-AND 
NON-COVERNMENT PROCUREMENT 

là 
All 	 ' Il 
New 	Dry 	 Fishing 	 Total Non- - 
Construction Cargo Tankers Ferries  Vessels Barges  Tugs Other Government II 

$ 	
$ 	$ 	

$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 
Million 	Million Million Million Million Million Million Million Million 

	

1969 Est. 24.4 	 - 	1.7 	2.7 	1.5 	10.6 	6.1 	- 	22.6 
1968 	18.8 	 - 	 1.5 	1.8 	7.8 	1.2 	- 	12.3 
1967 	23.5 	 - 	- 	 6.3 	7.0 	- 	1.7 	15.0 
1966 	19.0 	 - 	 1.5 	6.0 	- 	0.4 	7.9 
1965 	18.5 	 - 	- 	- 	0.9 	7.0 	1.3 	0.1 	9.3 
1964 	13.0 	 - 	- 	0.3 	0.3 	4.2 	1.1 	- 	5.9 
1963 	14.8 	1.6 	- 	1.7 	0.9 	5.0 	0.3 	- 	9.5 
1962 	20.6 	 2.0 	- 	1.2 	- 	5.1 	- 	- 	8.3 
1961 	12.7 	 -. 	- 	3.0 	- 	2.9 	- 	_ 	5.9 -- 
1960 	6.1 	 - 	- 	1.1 	- 	2.4 	- 	- 	3. 
1959 	15.2 	 - 	- 	1.9 	- 	1.2 	0.3 	- 	3. 
1958 	12.7 	 - 	- 	0.4 	- 	1.6 	- 	- 	2.0 -  -- 

Per 	. Per 	Per 	, Per - 	Per: 	Per 	Per 	Per 	Per 
Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent 	Cent Cent 	Cent il  

1969 Est. 100% 	.- 	. 	7% 	11% 	• 	6% 	43% ' 	25% • -. 	92% 
1968 	100 	 _ 	_ 	. 	8 	10 	42 	6 	- 	• 	66 	--, , 

1967 100 

	

. 	
- 

	

27 	30 	- 	7 	. 	64 
1966 	100 	 - 	_ 	- 

	II 
' 	8 	32 ' 	- 	2 	41 

1965 	100 	 , 5, 	38 '• 	7 	- 	48 
1964 	*100 	 - 	 2 - 	2 	33 	8 	- 45 
1963 	100 	. 	11%. 	- 	. 12 	. 	6 	34 	' 	2 	- 	. 61 

 II
•1962 	2 100 ' 	10 	- 	6 	 25 	- 	- 	40 

1961 	' 100' 	 24 	- 	. 23 	. - - 	-. 	49. : 
-, , 

1960 	100 	 . - 	- 	18 	- 	35 	- 	- 	59 	II 
1959 	100 	 - 	- 	12 	- 	8 	2 	- 	22 
1958 	" 	100 	 - 	- 	. 3 	- ' 	13 	 - 	16 	- ' 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards 

Note: 	Total may not add due to rounding. 
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'as shown in Table P-12, and this has occurred within a generally 

rising total value of new construction. Activity in barges has ,  

been by far the most important constituent in this growth; 

construction of  barges has grown fairly steadily throughout the 

period,' with accompanying building of.tugs, both increasing 

sharply in 1969. Ferries were sizeable business in 1959-63 and 

lately also. Fishing vessels have provided activity since 1962, 

particularly in 1967. 

Apart from barges, tugs, ferries and fishing boats, 

there has been little other demand for new constructiOn on the 

West Coast; a dry cargo ship has not been built Since'1963. 

The  Resources Used in the Industry 

On the basis of data available, this section comments 

on the . resourcea ued in the,shipbuilding, and repair industry on 

the West Coast. 

Looking,first, at relative use of all resources, 

Table P-13 shows the proportions of purchased materials and utilities, 

, wages of production an&related workers, and overhead and profit, 

in the total value of-work performed -  in the region  and Canada in 

1961-67. These data are drawn from the annual D.B.S.'Pnblications 

on the industry, which treat purchases of fuel and power as material - 

purchases and include all-hourly paid labour in one total of pro-

duction and related wOrkers (whereas the industry's practice in its 

internalnssessments is to class fuel and power, and indirect labour, 

as overhead coats). 

1 



Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 57% 	57% 	52% 	68% 	27% 	29% 	22% 	23% 

Source: 	Questionnaires to Yards. 

TABLE P-14 

PACIFIC REGION 

RELATIVE USE OF RESOURCES BY TYPÉ OF ACTIVITY 
IN THE SHIPBUILDING  AND REPAIR INDUSTRY 

New Construction   Repairs 
Est. 	 Est. 
1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Use of Resources with-
in the Activity: 

Materials 	 51% 	59% 	51% 	37% 	30% 	30% 	25% 	20% 
Labour 	 32 	28 	27 	39 	37 	40 	42 	46 
Overhead & Profit 	17 	13 	22 	24 	33 	30 	33 	34 

, 
Total 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 

Industrial 	 Conversion  

	

Est. 	 Est. 

	

1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 	1969 	1967 	1963 	1958 

Importance of Activity 
in Total Activity 	 8% 	12% 	14% 	9% 	8% 	2% 	12% 

Use of Resources with- 
in the Activity: 

Materials 	 41% 	72% 	66% 	57% 	34% 	46% 	7% 
Labour 	 30 	12 	16 	22 	35 	28 	57 
Overhead & Profit 	29 	16 	18 	21 	31 	26 	36 

Total 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 	100% 
- I 
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In the Pacific region, the cost of purchased materials 

and utilities has been less relative to value of work performed than 

in the country as a whole, the cost of production wages has been 

greater, and the proportion of overhead and profit has been about 

the same (higher in some years, less in others). 

Detailed data are not available which would permit 

precise assessment of the components of the differentials in material 

costs. There are questions as to source of supply, price competitive-

ness, and freight costs for purchasea of steel, engines and auxiliary 

equipment. The physical requirement for materials in the types of 

vessels being built is also an important factor and one which acts 

to reduce material input for the substantial quantities of barges•

being built. 

The mix of activities between new construction, repairs, 

industrial and conversion will also be significant, and,information . 

on this is given in Table P-14. It will be recalled that the level ••

of new construction in the Region has been much the same in relation 

to ,total activity as in Canada as a whole, of repairs greater and of 

'other work less. 

In general the pattern of resource use is similar tu 

that nationally - greater use of labour, lesser use of materials and 

a lower percentage for overhead and profit, in new construction as 

compared with repair activity. 



PACIFIC REGION AND CANADA  

SHIPBUILDING AND SHIP REPAIR INDUSTRY 

VALUE ADDED LABOUR COSTS AND MAN-HOURS  

1961 - 67  

Value Added 	Value Added per 	Average Wages per 
per Dollar of 	Man-Hour, Production 	Man-Hour, Production 

; , 	Labour Cost 	and Related Workers 	and Related Workers  
Pacific 	 Pacific 	 Pacific 

, Region 	Canada 	Region 	Canada 	Region 	Canada 

1967 	$ 1.78 	$ 1.74 	$ 5.97 	' $ 4.77 	$ 3.35 	$ 2.74 
1966 	 1.66 	. 	1.85 	4.75 	' 	4.70 	3.09 	 2.55 
1965 	 1.92 	1.96 	5.67 	 4.75 	2.94 	 2.43 
1964 	 1.70 	1.95 	4,75 	4.58 . 	2.79 	 2.35 
1963 	 1.76 	1.70 	4.67 	 3.78 	2.66 	' 	2.22 
1962 . 	1,61 	1.53 	. . 4.14 	3.27 	2.57 	 2.14 
1961 	 1.74 	1.74 	4.36 	 3.55 	2.51 	 2.04 

Percent Increases: 
1961 - 67 	 37% 	 34% 	33% 	 34% 

Sources 	D.B.S. Annual Census of Manufactures 
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With regard to overhead costs, the ratio of adminis-

trative, office, distribution and sales salaries to value of all 

work performed is much the same in the region as in all of Canada, 

according to D.B.S. data. Information from questionnaire yards 

indicates a generally average level of fringe benefits (some 20 7  

of production labour) on the West Coast, and a level of fixed assets 

per worker that is somewhat lower than elsewhere in Canada. 

Examining labour costs in more detail, value added 

per dollar of labour cost in the Pacific Region has been similar 

to that for Canada as a whole in 1961-67, as is shown in Table P-15. 

Average wage costs per man-hour are higher in the region (a 22% 

differential in 1967), but value added per man-hour is also above 

the national average (value added is total value of work performed 

less purchases of materials and utilities; it is thus a measure of 

activity within the shipbuilding industry itself). 

More recent information on wage rates from question-

naire replies is as follows: 

Average Waes per Man-ilour Paid  . 	. 

1966 	1969 Est. 	% Increase 1966 - 69 

Pacific Region 	 $ 3.10 	$ 4.01 	 30 7.  ' 

. 
Canada 	 2..57 	3.25 	 26 • 

Evidently there has been some widening of the  differ-

ential between regional and national wage costs in the industry in 

recent years, to some 221/2 7.  in 1969. 
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Shipyard Facilities and Methods  

The ,Dominion Bureau of Statistics listed twenty-five 

establishments in the West Coast shiphullding industry in 1967. At 

least two of these have cloSed since that time and one ne W shipyard 

has.opened.up. The,breakdoWn  of the present number of establish- • 

- ments is as ,follows: 

- 1 Major Shipbuilding Yard 
- 1 Intermediate Shipbuilding Yard 

. . 8 Small Shipbuilding Yards 
- 10 Ship Repair Establishments. 
. 4 Boatbuilding Yards 	 . 

Of the ten shipyards and four boatbuilding yards listed, seven are 

engaged only in building of.vessels. The other seven carry out 

ship repair and shipbuilding. 

Nine of the yards of this region were visited by the 

Committee and questionnaires were received from-nine yards. 

The shipbuilding industry in the:region,  as in most 

other regions of Canada, reached its peak capacity during World War 

II when it built and repairèd both 'naval and commercial vessels. 

During the post war period, Pacific Coast shipyards built many 

sOphisticated vessels  for. various government departments, including 

National:Defense, Transport and Public Works, passenger  car ferries 

for the Provincial Government, and tugs, barges, trawlers and cargo/ 

. passenger vessels for varibus commercial  owners. In recent years 

there has been marked growth in tug and barge construction and 

establishment of new yards specializing in this actiyity. 
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Significant amounts of shiptepair work are carried 

out in this region on foreign•flag vessels because Vancouver is a 

terminal port for many vessels. Also, the large tug and barge 

fleets and the ferry fleets generate a substantial volume of ship 

tepair-work. Ship repair facilities in the Pacific region play a 

more limited role than soMe other regions in support of vessels 

fotvarious Government departments. .This is khie mainly tO the 

'Défense Department's policy of carrying  out  practically all repairs, 

and refits on naval vessels at the - Esquimalt Dockyard. There has 

been a recent trend for the Dockyard to become even more active in 

this field to the detriment'of private yards. 

• It should be noted that the Regions' docking facilities 

only extend up to about 100,000 DWT and .dais will be insufficient 

• to service the large bulk vessels  •that will be operating in the 

Region in the immediate future. • 

. 	. • Building Facilities  

The building and repairing facilities in the 9 yards 

'that.answered the questionnaire. consist of 12 launchways, 1 drydock, 

12 marine railways, 2 elevator  lift type docks and 4 .floating docks. 

A More complete description of these facilities can be found in 

Table C-34. 

. 	it should be noted thatin this 'region as in the St. 

'Lawrence region a potential major building dock facility exists in 

the form of a graving dock owned and operated by the Department of 

Public Works. A vessel of about 100,000 ton DWT could be constructed 

in this dock. The present •policy of the Department is that this 

dock is primarily for repair purposes. , 
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The practice of tpuilding.ships in blocks is widely 

accepted in this region and yards are equipped with cranes capable 

of handling blocks of maximum weight of 15 to  65 tons.  Five of .  

the eight responding yards have cranes of maximum capacity of 25 

tons or less, whereas two other yards can handle blocks of approx-

imately 50 tons and another yard can handle 65 tons. This lifting 

capacity is somewhat similar to that available in the Great Lakes 

region, but it is considerably lower than that available in some 

yards located in the other two regions. 

Loft 

Based on the yard questionnaires that were returned 

to the Committee it would appear that conventional lofting, making 

use of wooden templates, is still prevalent in this region, with 

the exception of the major shipbuilding yard which uses 1/10th. 

scale exclusively. One small yard indicated that it uses 1/10th. 

scale lofting along with wooden templates. The lofting 'practiCes 

in regional yards thus are similar to those in other regions. 

Steelwork  

Only the major yard stores lts steel In the flat. 
7 

One small yard buys most of its steel already cut to size and 

flanged and consequently doea not carry much inventory. The other 

five reporting small yards store their  plates on  edge, and the 

handling is done - with mobile equipment. 
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The major yard is fully ,  equipped with  a:  steel surface 

preparation system consisting  of  overhead magnet-equipped cranes, 

descaling and paint priming equipment, and . a conveyor system which 

is used to-feed the steel shop. The intermediate yard uses overhead 

and mobile  cranes to feed the shipyard from its steel storage area. . 

Thé  steel storage and handling'methods in this region 

are similar to those in other regions (other than in the Great Lakes 

area where all yards store in the flat and handle with overhead 

- cranes). 

Burning equipment controlled by 1/10th. scale drawings 

is available in one small yard and in the major yard where tape 

control features are also available. All responding yards reported 

using the oxY-plane burning method. 

Regarding the welding operation, all yards that - 

answered the questionnaire use the standard unionmelt machines for 

straight line Welding. Other types of semi-automatic welding units 

using low hydrogen, inert gas, electro gas, carbon dioxide, etc., 

are also available 	some of the yards. 

In all cases the handling of plates in the fabrication 

. shops is done by conventiOnal cranes, either overhead or mobile, 

which vary in capacity from 5 tons to some.65 tons. None of the 

yards are equipped with mechanized transfer equipment to move the 

steel from operation to operation. , 

As. can . be  seen from the above description of the 

methods and equipment used for steelwork in this region some 
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improvements have been made  •by some yards in certain parts of the 

operations. Only in the major yard were improvements made in 

three successive operations, namely plate handling and plate 

preparation, lofting, and burning operations. The improvements 

made in the other yards were in all cases on one operation only. 

Outfittin&  

Based on the questionnaires that were returned, it 

would appear that the Pacific regiOn shipyards sub-contract'the 

work of a larger number of Operations than the shipyards of other 

regions. The average number of opérations  sub-contracted in 1958 

in this region was twice as many as in Canada generally. This 

reflects different practices in the larger and smaller yards; the 

major and intermediate yards sub-contraCt only deck covering and . 

in one case insulation, whereas the small yards sub-contract 

electrical elork, sheetmétal, piping, inàulation and deck covering, 

and in some cases machine Shop work. 

Th analyzing the amount of sub-contracting done by 

.the Pacific region yards, consideration must bé ,gi.ven to the type 

of work carried out in those yards. Of the eight responding yards, 

' five specialize in either  barge, or  tug construCtion, or both; and 

these yards have indicated that they sub-contract a relatively high 

number Of operations. This is understandable since the degree of 

outfitting in this type ofnew construction is small in relation 

to the total work and it would be uneconomical for thé yards  to  

eMploy tradesmen of all 'crafts needed for outfitting: Two of the 
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remaining yards have had a good mix of worIc (i.e. naval work, 

FederarGovernment; cargo, tankers, ferries, barges) and it has 

been worthwhile for theM.tO have their own skills in various 

trades. The eighth yard also has had a good mix of work in the, 

past -; however, its business in the last few years has been largely 

concentrated in barges, tugs and ferry boats and its management. has 

preferred to sub-contract rather than carry its own skills . : 

'Shipyard Personnel  

In September 1969 the distribution of employment in 

the Pacific yardsthat replied tO the questionnaire was 69% in 

marine work, 6% in industrial work and 25% in overhead and adminis-

tration.  This latter proportion compares with 23% in Canadian yards 

as a whole; the ,  make up of these personnel by function in the region 

and nationally.was as follows: 

Function 

Percent of Total 
Overhead and Administration 
	 Employees  

Region 	 Canada 

Marketing 	 . . 	. . 	3;2% 	 3.5% . 	 . 
Research and Development 	 . 	 1.3 
Design and Drafting . 	 - . 	14.0 	 13.0 
Production Control, 	

. 

Planning and Scheduling 	 2.4 	 3.9 
Supervision 	 19.2 	 21.8 
Management 	. 	 7.2 	3.9 
Maintenance, Cranes.  and Stores 	28.4 	 30.5 
Other' 	 . 	 25 .6, . 	 22.1 

Total, Overhead and 
Administration 	 .1Qn 	 -14.2/ 
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While these percentages may not be fully representative 

because they relate to the position in one month only, they do indicate 

some differences in regional circumstances coMpared to those elsewhere. 

Few employees in the research and development category 

are employed by Pacific yards. An apparently lower proportion of 

personnel in production control, planning and scheduling likely arises 

from the fact that some Pacific yards concentrate on building specific 

types of vessels; some of their work is thus of a repeat nature. 

In the management category, the proportion of over-

head personnel is more than twice the Canadian average. This may be 

due in part to the relatively high concentration of small yards in 

the area; the basic management team required in a small yard does 

not differ appreciably from that in a major or intermediate yard. 
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LIST OF SHIPYARDS AND SHIP REPAIR 
• ESTABLISHMENTS IN CANADA 

(1967)  

• 
Newfoundland  

Newfoundland Marine Works Ltd., 
Marystown 

Newfoundland Shipyards Ltd., 
Clarenville 

Prince Edward Island  

The Fishermen's Loan Board of P.E.I., 
Georgetown 

Nova Scotia 

Atlantic Shipbuilding Company Ltd., 
Lunenburg 

Ferguson Industries Ltd., Pictou 
Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., 
Halifax Shipyards Div., Halifax 

Hogan, T., & Co. Ltd., Halifax 
Lunenburg Foundry & Engineering Ltd,, 

The, Lunenburg 
*McKay, W.C., .& Sons Ltd., Shelburne ' 
McLeans Shipbuilding Ltd.,,Mahone Bay 
North Sydney Marine Railway Co. Ltd., 
North Sydney - 

Pinaud's Yacht Yard Ltd., Baddeck 
Port Hàwkesbury Shipyards Ltd., 

Port Hawkesbury 
Purdy Bros. Ltd., Halifax 

• Scotia Yacht Co, Ltd.', Chester 
Shelburne Industries Ltd., Shelburne 
Smith ,& Rhuland Ltd., Lunenburg 
Snyders Shipyard Ltd., Dayspring 
Sweeney, W. Lawrence,. Yarmouth 
Sydney Engineering & Dry Dock Co. Ltd., 

The, Sydney.  
Theriault, A.F., & Sons Ltd., 
Meteghan River 

Wagstaff & Hatfield Ltd., Pert Greville 

New Brunswick 

Fundy Shipbuilding Ltd., Chamcook 
Le Chantier. Naval Ltée, Middle 

Caraquet 
Saint John Shipbuilding & Dry Dock 

Co. Ltd., Saint John 
Saint John Iron Works Ltd., 

Saint John 

Quebec  

Canadian Vickers Ltd., Montreal 
*Canadian Vickers Shipyards Ltd., 

(Geo. T. Davie & Sons Div.), 
Lauzon 

Davie Brothers Ltd., Lévis 
Davie Shipbuilding Ltd., Lauzon 
*Les Chantiers Maritimes de Paspebiac 

Inc., Paspebiac 
Les Entreprises Maritimes Inc., 

Gaspé 
Marine Industries Ltd., Tracy 
Talbot Hunter Engineering & Boiler 
Works Ltd., Quebec 

Walsh, W.F., Ltd., Montreal 

Ontario  

Bedford Construction Co. Ltd., 
Kingston 

Canadian Shipbuilding & Engineering 
Ltd., (Collingwood Shipyards Div.), 
Collingwood 

*Canadian Shipbuilding & Engineering 
Ltd., (Kingston Shipyards Div.), 
Kingston 

*Erieau Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. 
• Ltd., Erieau 
Fraser, Herb, & Associates Ltd., 

Port Colborne  • 
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Ontario - Continued  

Grant, J.A., & Sons, Port Colborne 
- Heighton, 	& Son Ltd., Port 

Colborne 
Marsh, E.G., Ltd., Port Colborne 
Port Arthur Shipbuilding Co. Div., 

Canadian Shipbuilding & Engineering 
Ltd., Port Arthur 

Port Weller Dry Docks Ltd. 
St. Catharines 

Russel Brothers Ltd.,  Owen Sound 
Ship Repair & Supplies Ltd.,' • . 
Toronto 

*Toronto Dry Dock Ltd., Toronto. 

British Columbia 

Alert Bay. Shipyards Ltd., Alert Bay 
Allied Shipbuilders Ltd.-, Vancouver 
B.C. Màrine Shipbuilders Ltd., 
. Vancouver 
Bel-Aire Shipyard Ltd., Vancouver 
'Benson Bros. Shipbuilding Co. (1960) 

Ltd., Vancouver 
British Columbia Packers Ltd. ;  Celtic 

Shipyardà Div., Vancouver 
Burràrd Dry  Dock  Co. Ltd., 
Vancouver 

Burrard Iron Works Ltd. i - 	• • 
. Vancouver 
Burrard Shipyard & Marine Mays Ltd.., 

Vancouver 
Denman Shipyards Div. of Gulf Tug & 

• Barge Ltd.; Vancouver 
Manly, John, Ltd.,- New Westminster - 
MacKay - Cormack Ltd., Victoria 

'British  Columbia.-  Continued  

McKenzie Barge & Derrick Co. Ltd.', 
Vancouver 

Nanaimo Shipyard Ltd., Nanaimo 
Pacific Marine Construction Ltd., 
Nanaimo 

Point Ellice Shipyard Ltd., 
Victoria 

.QueensbOro.Shipyards Ltd., 
New Westminster 

-Star Shipyard (Mercers) Ltd .., - 
New  Westminster 

Sterling ShipyardS Ltd., 
Vancouver 

Tom Mac Shipyard LiMited, Richmond 
Vancouver Pile Driving (Shipyards) 
Ltd„ Vancouver 

• Vancouver Shipyards Ltd:, 
Vancouver - 

*Victoria Machinery Depot Co. Ltd., 
Victoria 

West Coast SalVage & Contracting 
Co. Ltd„ Vancouver 

. Yarrows Limited, Esquimalt • 

* These yards are known to have closed since 1967. 

Source: Dominion Bureau of Statistics. 
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International Cargo Handling 
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Little, Arthur D., Inc. 
- "Measuring the Miracle" December 1965, 

John L. Eyre (presented to Transportation 
Research Forum, American Economic  Association 

 - December 1965) 

Litton Systems Incorporated 
- "Oceanborne Shipping: Demand & Technology Forecast" 

- June 1968 

Lloyd's Register of Shipping 
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- Report 1957 

Science Council of Canada 	 . 
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Study Group - Auest:1969 

Shipbuilders CounCil of America 
- "Review of Merchant Fleet Replacement Factors" - 1965 

Shipbuilding InquiryCommittee . 
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Shipbuilding International - 	 • 
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- "Rationalization of Japanese Shipbuilding . 
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- "Trends in Bulk Ocean  Transport"  -Actober 1969 

The Motor Ship . 	' 	 • 
- "British Shipbuilding Today" - Sept. 1968 & Nov. 1969 
- "Japanese Shipbuilding & Allied Industries" Dec. 1968 

and Sept. 1969 ,  
- "The Dutch Shipbuilding Industry" March 1968 

Upper Lakes Regional Commission - 
- "The Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Transportation 

- *System: Problems and'Potential" by J.L. 
Hazard, December 1969 

U.S. Bureau of Census • 
- Annual Survey of Manufactures 

U.S. Department of Commerce 
- "Maritime Subsidies" 1969 
- "Relative Cost of Shipbuilding in the Various 

Coastal Districts of the UnitedIStates" - June 1968 

Vollert, W. 
- "The Swedish Shipbuilding Industry, Its History - 

Actual Situation - And Future" (presented to 
Annual Tanker Conference of the Central 
Committee on Transportation by Water, of the 
Division of Transportation of the American 
Petroleum Institute, - May 1968) 

Webb Institute of Naval Architecture Centre for Maritime Studies 
- "Improving the Prospects for United States Shipbuilding" 

Final Report - 1969 
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LIST OF BRIEFS AND SUBMISSIONS 

Axe lson, E.R. 	 • 

Burrard Dry Dock Company Limited 

Canadian Association of Marine Equipment Industries . 

Canadian Labour Congress - 

Canadian Shipowners Association 

Canadian Vickers Limited 	• 

Confederation of National Trade Unions and the Federation 
of *Metal, Mining and Chemical Products 

Dominion Marine Association 

.East Coast Wooden Shipbuilders . , 
*represented by Atlantic Shipbuilding Co. Ltd., Smith and 
Rhuland Limited, Snyders Shipyard Limited, Harley' S. Cox 
and Sons Ltd.•, A.T. Theriault and Son Ltd., Wagstaff and 
Hatfield Limited 

Fisheries Council of Canada 

Jan Furst, Shipyard and Marine Consultants 

Port Weller Dry Docks Limited 

Seafarers International Union of Canada 

Scotia Yacht Company Limited 

Scott Misener Steamships Limited 

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, Eastern 
Canada Section 

Syndicat National des Chantiers Maritimes de Sorel 

Vancouver & District Metal Trades Council, Victoria Metal Trades 
Council, and The Shipyard General Workers Federation of 
British Columbia 

Yarrows Limited 
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The following'ià a list of firms and individuals who 

have  contributed to this .- r4ort by supplying the data and other 

information. 

Allan,  Robert, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Allied Shipbuilders Ltd., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. T.A. McLaren, President. 
Mr. L. Coward, Vice-President 

and Comptroller. 

—Anglo Canadian Shipping (destship) 
Ltd,, 

• Vancouver; B.C. 
Mr. W. Burford, President. 

• Atlantic Shipbuilding Company Ltd., 
Lunenburg, 

- 	Mr. J.F. Meisner, Vice-President. 

Atlantic Towing Limited, 
Saint John, N.B. 
Mr. J.K. Irving, President. 

Axelson, Eric, 
Willawdale, Ontario. 

B.C. Marine Shipbililders Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. B. Tollefsen, General Manager. 

Bel-Aire Shipyard Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. W. George Fryatt, President. 

Benson Bros:Shipbuilding Co. (1960) 
Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. R.C. Benson, Superintendent.  

•Branch Lines Limited, 
Tracy, Quebec. 
Mr. L. Henri Tellier, 

Vice-President. 
Mr. Yves Durand. 

Burrard Dry Dock Co. Ltd., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. J.W. Hudson, Executive 

Vice-President. 
Mr. D. Wallace, General Manager. 

• Caramel Laird and Co. (Shipbuilders 
& Engine Builders Ltd.), 
Birkenhead, Liverpool,England. 
Mr. G.S. Moss, Managing Directar. 

Canada Steamship Lines Ltd., 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. J.W. McGif  fin,  President. 
Mr: R. Lowery, Vice-President. 

Canadian Association Marine 
Equipment Industries, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. M. Beresford, President. 

Canadian Fisheries Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. D. Miller, President. 

Canadian Labour Congress, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. W. Dodge, Secretary-Treasurer, 
Standing Maritime Committee. 

Canadian Manufacturers' Association, 
The, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Boatbuilders' Section. 
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Canadian National Newfoundland 
Dockyards, 
St.  John's,  Newfoundland. 

Canadian Shipbuilding & Engineering 
Ltd., 
Collingwood, Ontario. 
Mr. A. Webster, Vice-President and 

General Manager. 

Canadian:Shipbuilding & Ship Repairing 
Association, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr.  • ). Taylor, Vice-President and 

: Executive Director. 
Mr. G. FOrbes, Chairman, 

Technical Section. 

Canadian-Shipowners Association, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr >. F.J. Parsons. 

Canadian Vickers Limited, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. E. Harrington, President. 
Mr. C. Atkins, Controller. 

Canadian Westinghouse Co. Ltd., 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. J. Càmpanero, Vice-President. 

Canadian Wheat Board, The, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
•Dr.  V.L. Liebfried, EXecutive 

Assistant. 

Chantier Naval Ltée, 
Middle Caraquet, N.B. 
Mr. R. Gionet, Secretary-Treasurer. 

• Chimo Steamships Limited, 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Mr. Percy Crosbie, President. 

Clarke Traffic Services, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. Stanley Clarke, President.  

Confederation de Syndicat National, 
Quebec, P.Q. 
Mr. R. Parent, Secrétaire Général. 

Confederation of National Trade 
Unions, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. Y. Valcin. 

CP Ships, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. W.J. Stenason, Chairman. 

Davie Shipbuilding Limited, 
Levis, Quebec. 
Mr. T. Veliotis, Vice-President 

and General Manager. 

Department of Energy, Mines and 
Resources, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Dr. W. Cameron, Director of 
•Marine Sciences. 
D'A.H. Charles, Chief, Ship 

Division. 

Department of Fisheries, 
Charlottetown, P.E.I. 

- Mr. E.M. Gorman, Deputy Minister. 

Department of Fisheries, 
Fredericton, N.B. 
Dr. L. Chenard, Deputy Minister. 
Mr. C. Dugay, Director.  of 

. 	Shipbuilding. , 

Department of Fisheries, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Dr. A.W.H. Needier, Deputy Minister. 
Mr. L.S. Bradbury, Director. 
Mr. Proulx, Chief Economic 

Intelligence. 
Mr. H. Shenker, Chief, Engineering. 

Department of Fisheries, . 
Provincial Government of Nfld., 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Mr. Ross Yoling. 
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'Department of Fisheries, 
Province of Nova SCotia, 
Halifax,  N.S. 
Mt. Brian Meagher, Deputy Minister. 

Department of Highways, 
B.C. Ferries, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mr. M.F. Aldous, General Manager. 

Department of Industry and Commerce, 
Province of Quebec, , 
Quebec, P.Q. 	

. 

Mr. Maurice Lessard, Associate 
• Deputy Minister. 

• 
Department of IndustrY, Trade and 

Commerce, 
Aerospace, Marine & . Rail Branch, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr.J.C. Rutledge, General Director. 
Mr. G. Hughes-Adams, ,Director. 
Mr. M.V. Colpitts. • 
Mr. L.G. Lochhead. 
Mr. M.A. Reid. 
Mr. R.J. Joy. 

Department of Manpower and 
Immigration, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. H.R. Morritt, Assistant Director, 

Information and Analysis Branch. 

Department of National Defense, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Commodore A.G. Bridgeman. 
Captain R. MOnteith. 

Department of Northern Development, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Dr. H.W. Woodward, Oil and Gas 

Administrator. 

Department.  of Public Works,' 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. C.G. Benckhuysen.  

Department of Regional Economic 
Expansion,  
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. D. Maachran, Director, 
• Industrial Intelligence and 

Promntion Branch. 

Department of Supply and Services, 
Building & Heavy Equipment Branch, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 	. 
Mr. j. Rankine Strang, Director. 
Mr: R.D. Wallace, Director. 

Department of Transport, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. L.V. Leavey, Water Transport 

Committee. 
Mr. A.H.G. Storrs, Director, 
Marine Operations. 

Dominion' Bureau of Statistics, 
Ottawa, Ontario: 
Mr. A.S. Foti, Director, 

National Accounts Division. 
Mr. J.J. Parchelo, Chief, 

Industry Division. 

Dominion Marine Association, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. P.R. Hurcomb, General Manager. 

Dorchester Club, The, 
Werfstrasse 160, 
West Germany. 
Herr G. Bohlken, Secretary. 

Eastern Canadian Section of the 
Society of Naval Architects and 
Marine Engineers, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. D.M. Craig, Chairman. 

Export Development  Corporation,  
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. V.L. Chapin, Vice-President. 
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Ferguson Industries Ltd., 
Pictou, N.S. 
Mr. J. Ferguson, President. 

Fisheries Council of Canada, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. G. Gordon O'Brien, Manager. 

Fishermen's Loan Board of P.E.I., The, 
Georgetown, P.E.I. 
Mr. L. Baisley, General Manager. 

Hall Corporation of Canada, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. A. Pullin, Managing Director. 

Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., 
Halifax Shipyards Division, -  
Halifax, N.S. 
Mr. H. Çonor-Nolan, General Manager. 

Henning;  Commodore  V„ 
'Base Commander, 	, 
Royal Canadian Dockyard, 
EsquiMalt, B.C. 

Hike Metal Products Limited, 
Wheatley, Ontario. 

Imperial Oil Ltd., 
Calgary, Alberta. 
Mr. R.A. Hemstock, Arctic 

Co-ordination. 

Imperial Oil Limited, 
Toronto,  Ontario. •  
Mr. H.V. Copenan, Head, 

Prospects Section, Planning 
and Co-ordination  Division.  

Mr. R.S. Grout, Manager, 
Transportation and Supply. 

International Brotherhood of Boiler-
makers, 
Victoria,  • B.C. 
Mr. N.J. Hindle, Business Manager.  

International Cargo Handling 
Coordination Association, 
Montreal, Quebec. 	. 
Mr. L.J. Stock, Preàident - 

Canadian , Committee. 
lit.- Col.  Earle, Secretary General, 

London, England. 

Island Tug & Barge Limited, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mr. D. Elworthy, Vice-President. 

Jan Furst Shipyard  and Marine 
Consultants, 
St. Catharines, Ontario. 

Johnson, Higgins, Willis Faber Ltd., 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. R. Lyons. 

Machinists, Fitters and Helpers, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mr. Ernest Orchin, Business Agent. 

• Manly, John, Ltd., 
New Westminster, B.C. 
Mr. J. Upex, Manager. 

Marine Industries Ltd., 
Sorel, Quebec. 
Mr. L. Rochette, Vice-President. 
Mr. C. Hawken, Vice-President, 

Finance. 

McAllister Towing Limited, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. D. McAllister, Executive 

Vice-President. 

McKay - Cormack Ltd., 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mr. R. Nesbit, General Manager. 

McKenzie Barge & Derrick Co. Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. D.E. Wray. 
Mr. R.J. McKenzie. 
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Motor Ship, The, 
London E.C.1, England. - 
Mr. W; Wilson, Editor. 

National Eàergy Board, 
Ottawa, Ontario.- 

IMr. R. Priddle; Chief, 
National Oil Policy Unit. 

National Sea Products Ltd., :  
Halifax, N.S. 
Mr. H.P. Connor, President; 

Newfoundland Marine Works Ltd., 
Marystown, Newfoundland. 
Mr. K.M. Clarke, General Manager. 

Northland Shipping Co. Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Captain Russel, President. 

Ontario Hydro Electric Commission, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. H.A. Smith, Chief Engineer. 

Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development, 
Paris, France. 
Mr. N. Bittner. 

Panarctic Oil Ltd., 
Calgary, Alberta. 
Mr. R.G.S. Currie, Adm. Manager. 

Port Weller Dry Docks Ltd., 
St. Catharines, Ontario. 
Mr. G. Black, Vice-President 

,and General Manager. 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 
Ottawa, Ontario. - • 
Chief Supt. H.V. Mossman, 

Director of Marine Services. 

Saguenay Shipping Limited, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. John L. Eyre, President. 

Saint John Shipbuilding and Dry 
Dock.Co. Ltd., 
Saint John, N.B. 
Mr. C. West, General Manager. 
Mr. R. McArthur, Assistant 

General Manager. 

Scotia Yacht Company Ltd., 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. H.J. Bird. 	. 

Scott Misener Steamships Limited, 
St. Catharines, Ontario. 
Mr. R.S. Misener, President. 
Mr. J.F. Vaughn, Treasurer. 

Seaboard LuMber Sales Co. Limited, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. Peter Raven. 

Papachristidis Co. Ltd., 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. P.B. Papachristidis, President. 
Mr. R.J. Truax, Vice-President. 

Paterson & Sons Limited, N.M., 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. F. Dunwell, Traffic Manager: 

•Port Arthur Shipbuilding Company, 
• Port Arthur, Ontario. 

Mr. R.W. Sutton, General Manager. 

Port of Vancouver Development 
Committee, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. Chadwick, Chairman.  

Seafarers' International Union of 
Canada, 
Montreal, Quebec. 
Mr. L.J. McLaughlin, President. 

Shell Canada Limited, 
Exploration & Production, 
Calgary, Alberta. 
Mr. A.W. Henricks. 

Shell Canada Limited, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. J.B. Archer, Manager 

Marine Department. 

Star Shipyard (Mercers) Ltd., 
New Westminster, B.C. 
Mr. G. Mercer, Président.  
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St. Charles Transportation Co. Ltd., 
Quebec, P.Q. 
Captain N. Levesque.  

United Brotherhood of Carpenters, 
Farmers and Boatbuilders of America, 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. J.J. Bayer, President. 

I. 

Steel Company of Canada, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. A.D. Fisher, Vice-President. 

Sterling Shipyards Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. R.S. Cunningham. 

. Mr. R.L. Jack. 

Sun Life Assurance Company Of Canada, 
MOntreal, Quebec. 	- 

• Mr. J.S. Lane. 

Swan Wooster Engineering Co. Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. D.W. Russel, P. Eng., 

Vice-President - Development. 

•Swedish Shipbuilders Association, 
Gothenberg, Sweden. 
Mr. W. Vollert, Managing Director. 

Syndicat des Travalleurs des Chantiers 
Maritimes de Lauzon Inc., Le, 
a/s Davie Shipbuilding Limited, 
Lauzon, Quebec. 

Syndicat National des Chantiers 
Maritimes de Sorel, Le, 
a/s Marine Industries Limited, 
Sorel, Quebec, 

Syndicat National des Employes de 
Bureau des Chantiers Maritimes de 
Sorel, Le, 
Tracy, Quebec. 	 . 
Mr. P. De Carufel, Secrétaire. 

Tariff Board, The, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
Mr. L.C. Audette, ChairMan. 

Texaco Canada Limited, 
$9m.treal, Quebec. 
Mt. F.W. Cowie, Manager and Mariné 
Superintendent.. 

United Steelworkers of America, 
Port Arthur, Ontario. 
Mr. L. Sefton, Director. 

Upper Lakes Shipping Ltd., 
Toronto, Ontario. 
Mr. L.A. Kaake, Vice-President 

and General Manager. 

Vancouver Shipyards Co. Ltd., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. A.M. Fowlis, Manager. 

Vancouver Tug Boat Co. Ltd., 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. J. Stuart, President. 
Mr. A. Cumyn, Technical Advisor. 

West Coast Metal Trades Council, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Mr. W. Isbister, Business Manager. 

Westcoast Salvage & Contracting Co. 
Ltd., 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. M.W. Oakes. 

Westdale Shipping Limited, 
Port Credit, Ontario. 
Mr. K. Smith, President and 

General Manager. 

White Pass & Yukon Ltd.,  •  
Vancouver, B.C. 
Mr. Wm. Hamilton, Sales Manager. 

Yarrows Ltd., 
Victoria, B.C. 

• Mr. J.A. Wallace, General Manager. 
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Country  

Australia 
Belgium 
'Brazil 

Canada 
France 
West Germany 
Italy 
Republic of Korea 
Pakistan 
South Africa 
Spain 
United States 

WAGE RATES AND SUBSIDIES IN 
SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRIES  

Average Hourly Earnings (SU:S.IHR) 
in Shipbuilding 	: 

Yearly' 
Average(a) 	U.S.A. 	Germany 	Netherlands  U.K., 	Japan  • 	Sweden  

(b) 	(e) 

Canada 

1961 	 2.93 	0.81 	0.68 	 - 	0.43 	1.29 	2.00 

1962 	 3.00 	0.93 	0.75 	0.94 	0.48 	1.36 	2.06 

1963 	 3.11 	0.97 	0.79 	0.97 	0.53 	1.46 	2.06 

1964 	 3.15 	1.08 	0.90 	1.04 	0.57 	1.55 	2.18 

1965 	 3.15 	1.18 	0.98 	1.16 	0.60 	1.69 	2.25 

1966 	 3.32 	1.27 	1.08 	1.30 	0.67 	1.81 	2.36 

1967 	 3.44 	1.35 	1.17 	1.34 	0.75 	2.00 	2.52 

1968 	 3.58 	1.38 	1.25 	1.24 	0.86 	2.09 	2.79 

(a) Converted to $U.S. on the basis of average exchange rates 
for the year. 

(b) Transportation equipment industry. 
(c) Iron and steel works (men). 

Sources: D.B.S. for Canada; Shipbuilders Council of America 
for all other countries. 

CONSTRUCTION SUBSIDIES FOR SHIPBUILDING 
IN COUNTRIES PROVIDING SUCH AID  

Subsidy or Aid (a)  

Up to one-third of cost 
Up to 8% of contract price 
Difference between West European 

and domestic price 
25% 	 , 
10% • 
Up to 10% of construction cost 
up to 15% 
40% of building cost 

• Up to 40% of cost 
Up to 35% of - contract price 
Up to 9% of value . 
Up to 55% for cargo vessels and 

60% for passenger vessels 

Direct payments generally prevailing during 1969 to buyer 
or shipyard for construction in domestic yards; does not 
cover aid to shipowners or shipyards in form Of loans or 
modernization grants. 

Source: "Maritime Subsidies" 	U.S. Department of Commerce. 

(a) 
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NEW SHIP TYPES AND FUTURE  TECHNOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES  

Renarkable progress has been made in ship technology 

during the past ten.years. Continuous and unprecedented technical 

development has brought about changes in every type of merchant ship 

and has introduced -many new types of marine craft. There is no doubt 

that these Changes will continue; they are, in fact, continuing daily 

and.will accelerate  as. the  shipbuilding and'shipping industries 	. 

endeavour to solve new economic problems with new ideas and fresh 

approaches. A quote from the Litton Systems report on "Oceanborne 

Shipping Demand & Technology Forecast" is appropriate here, "At first 

the old technology is less costly than the new; as time passes the. 

old technology becomes increasingly expensive while research and 

development reduces the cost of the new technology". 

This Appendix deals with developments expected in • 

the field of  ship technology during the next ten years as forecast by 

the authorities, covered in the bibliography and the many technical 

publications. 

'Bulk Carriers  

It is expected that bulk carriers will continue to 

grow in size and numbers; in fact, the number of supertankers larger 

than 200,000 tons deadweight is expected to comprise one half of the 

world tonnage by 1973. There is, no doubt that the 500,000 ton 

deadweight ship will be built in the  next ten years and some authorities 

suggest that the size will increase to 750,000, although no such vessel 

is planned at this time. 
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Dry bulk cargo vessels will continue to grow but it 

is expected that 200,000 ton deadweight Will probably be the largest' 

bulk carrier in the.next . decade, with the size of the single purpose . 

ship•being considerably less. . The 0.13.0. 'ship for Oil' , Bulk & Ore is 

becoming more prominent and, no doubt, will continue to progress. The 

average size of the 0.B.O. Ship today is 120,000 tons deadweight; the 

-pOssible increase in'size will be up to the 200,000 - 250,000 ton 

• deadweight range, depending on the route and port facilities. 

, On the Great Lakes, developments in the field of 

self-unloading gear will result in increased operational efficiency. • 

The 850 foot and 1,000 foot self.-unloaders presently under  construction 

will have unloading  rates of 10,000 tons and 20,000 tons per hour 

respectively and the 1,000 footer wiltbe capable of carrying ' 

approximately 52,000 tons at a draught of 25'6", which is precisely 

double that carried by the modern 730' Great Lakes bulk carrier. 

11 considerable amount of research and development is 

' being pursued in the design and construction of Liquified Gas and 

Chemical  Carriers, and more especially the insulation for the tanks. 

Great advances have been made in this area recently; it is anticipated•

›that in a few years all major problems will have been solved and the . 

size of suçh vessels will approach the 60,000 tons deadweight figure: 

As a producer of natural gases, Canada will become increasingly familiar 

with these sophisticated vessels. 

The slow tramp steamer'has almost. disappeared and has 

been replaced by modern medium sized cargo liners with speeds in excess 
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of 20 knots and hull forms comparable to passenger liners or ferries. 

There will be an increase in the -speed of such liners, probably up to 

30 knots in the future. • 

The- large vast cellular container ship is already 

in use and may be expected to develop in both size and speed along 

lines easily foreseen, but the high speed ship with both container 

and  vehicle carrying capability may well appear in increasing numbers 

- during-the next decade and may, in fact, be a more promising type in 

the future. In Canada, development of marine equipment as feeder-

lines from major container ports will be required, tailored to suit 

each lOcality. The catamaran type hull ma}r develop to serve container 

transportation requirements because of its Speed and broad deck area. 

The forest product bulk carrier appears to be an increasingly common 

specialized ship type of the future but only in the context of a 

changing market. The chip wood carrier is one of the specialized bulk 

. carriers that has been developed to handle wood chips in view of the 

increasing use of bonded wood chip materials for construction purposes. 

Other vessels which may be expected to develop along 

the bulk handling' lines are cable ships and fishing vessels. The cable 

ship has a ,good future'despite the impact of satellites. The advantage 

of fast loading by bulk handling of cable by Magazine rather than 

loading in the conventional way, will decrease required port time and 

therefore increase the cable ship's ability to take full advantage of 

good operating weather. 
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The advantage gained by the use of ',mother" elips 

with fleets of small trawlers over the "freezer" stern trawler or 

wet fish side trawler is considered tà be economically soUnd.. Two 

%other" ships are used with "on board" processing machinery each 

capable of',.say, 20 knot speed and a capacity of 5,000 tons dead- 

weight': . Such fleets may justifiably be referred to  as  "bulk fishing" 

and  such fleets may well be regarded as a future development in this 

field. 

Car Ferries  

In size; technical design and numbers, ferries may 

well develop considerably in the future, as the provision of deck' 

area rather than deadweight or capacity carrying ability is their 

special'characteristic, in this aspect the catamaran type hull is of 

special significanée.* No doubt ferries with this configuration will 

be built dUring the next decade.• When considering car ferries one 

must.take into account, 	potential competition from the A:C.V. 

(Air ,  cushioned vehicle) such as hovercraft S.R.N.4 and its suècessors 

travelling at speeds up to 70 knots. Some authorities cannot foresee 

the large car ferry trade being replaced or even encroached on by 

A.C.V.s in  the  next decade. 

Car delivery ships and combination vessels  

The'car deliVery ship is another type of ship likely 

to increase in size number and speed in the near future.* However, 	' 

convertible tonnage is  desirable and here again the cellular container- 

ship in a slightly modified form may well be developed to handle, without 

significant compromise of their basic requirement, large numbers of 

completed vehicles as an alternative to bulk containers. 
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Barge Carriers 

The - Lash ship (Lighter aboard ship) is already in 

service. The Lash concept is one of the mOst radical ocean cargo 

ideas to be put forward in modern times. This type of ship is 

designed to carry several barges, loaded, to their destination. .The 

bargè is, in fact, a floating container and is dropped off and picked 

up with despatch. 

- Several other type s .  of barge carriers are foreseen 

for the future. The Portal crane type-is à vessel with a single hull • 

in which three or four layers of barges can be placed cmo Upon the 

other using a portal crane for movement. The Catamaran barge carrier, 

a twin hull vessel with two main decks between the hulls forming a • 

tunnel through which a barge can pass, is quite a futuristic type. 

Catamarans up to abOut 2,000 tons have been built but an increase 

up to 10,000 tons would,tequire a major step forward. The direct 

barge ilotation type is foreseen as a type of design where direct 

flotation is used and no water pumping  is  required. The barges would 

be floated directly onto the deck while the carrier vessel is settled 

' in the water, the vessel is raised by creating an air bubble between 

the side walls and the front and reas • curtains. This design is based 

on the air bubble principle and may not be developed for many years 

to come. 

The Straddle . Carrier  or "thin Hull Carrier with Separable Cargo Units".• 

This type of ship desing is a twin hulled ship forocean going trade 

carrying a number of barges, which can be used in sheltered waters, 
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located and secured for ocean voyages in the centre row of the twin 

hull containing the necessary propulsive and navigational installations. 

'No doubt such shipsWill be developéd:in the next decade.• 

Tugs and Barges  

The use of the tug and barge train has been established 

as an economic unit for river and coastal routes. Ocean towing, using 

the tow type of oi>eration With 20,000 ton barges over open water for 

distances of 1,500 to 2,000 miles, is being carried  out  today in the 

Pacific. The Mitsui Company in Japan has developed ocean-going barges 

of the pusher type and has operated them successfully in fairly heavy 

seas. It is in this type of pusher tug/barge operation that we can 

.expect to see rapid expansion of the "tug barge train" on the ocean and 

long hauls in sheltered waters. The "tug barge train", operating at 

high 'speeds, could well .act as feeders to subsidiary ports from major 

bulk and container terminals. 

.The first tug barge system has been established on . 

the St. Lawrence. 

The relatively low capital and . operating costs make 

this form of marine transportation quite attractive and there is no 

doubt that there will bè an expansion of the more sophisticated "tug 

and barge train" on all waters systems in Canada during the next ten 

years, including the McKenzie River and the Arctic. . 

-Little, if any change is foreseen in barge configur-

ation in the next ten years; however, capacities will:undoubtedly increase 

to 50,000 tons deadWeight or more. 
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Catamarans  

As mentioned previously, the catamaran has a 

'potential future in the ferry trade and also as a container carrier. 

• Other possible future developments of this twin hulled vessel, with 

its advantage of à large deck area per ton of displacement, is in 

the field of research and other special services. The Litton Trisec 

design has ,  possibilities for a breakthrough in ship speed and costs 

which may Tesult in significant reductions in freight  rates,  over the 

long run. 	' 

Hydrofoils  

The Hydrofoil may become more common before the end 

of the next decade for high speed passenger use and as a service type 

craft for off-shore facilities. Providing there is a sufficient 

market for these ships in the transportation industry this craft 

could develop to 3,000 tons at 50 knots speed within the next 15 years. 

Submarines  

The commercial submarine is already in service in 

some parts of the worlcUfor undersea scientific research. These will 

soon appear in significant numbers as service vesSels for undersea oil 

wells and mines and for use in pipeline and cable laying. The most 

likely applications of submarine tankers or bulk carriers would be in 

the exploitation of underwater mineral or petroleum resources or in 

the'movement of cargoes  via ,a  polar route in order to dramatically 

reduce trip-  distance. General Dynamics have seriously put forward a 

proposal to major oil companies to build 170,000 tons deadweight nuclear 

poWered submarine oil tankers for the Arctic trade routes in the wake of 

the "Manhattan" experimental trip. 
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Off-Shore Drill Rigs and Associated Equipment 

. A - start  lias  already been made in Canada in the 

develoPMent of an off-shore oil industry. . This industry will grow 

over the next decade in'eoastal and inland.  Waters including the 

Arctic where  reports of large Oil deposits,haVe already been announced: 

. • Drill rigs of the floating type and jack-up type 

have already been built, but Arctic  conditions will, no doùbt, bring 

about the need for sPecially designed exploratory rigs and bottom based • 

drilling towers. Specially deàigned tue and service vessels will also 

be required, together with special 500 to 800 tons pipelaying barges. 

It is also likely that continuous 'exploration will tincoVer other 

: underwater mineral lleposits which will require different techniques and 

vessels i  such as dredges, for deep-sea mining to exploit them. The next 

ten yearS Will see considerable progress in this field. 

Special Service vessels and equipment . 

' Scientific authorities state with confidence that no . 

• alternative to ships as vehicles for data collection will be practical 

or dompetitive over the next ten years. Based on this assumption, we 

can expect  • o see further technical advances in the deVelopment of ships 

for oceanograPhic research such as hydrographie vessels, tidal and current 

• survey vessels, acoustic-research vessels, and•weather ships, although 

the latter may be phased out at an early stage and replaced by moored 

buoys or satellites.,Continuing research and technological advances will 

•be made mostly in the equipment for these vessels rather than the 

vessels themselves. 	 • 
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IcebreakerS-- Coastal 	Inlaneand Polar 
and. Service  ,Support .Ships  

' The opening npéf Arctic .trade routes will bring about 

..the'need for larger and More powerful - icebreakers to maintain open .  

, 
shipping lanes forlarge..reinforced tankers and other bulk cargo Vessels 

using, these,routes. The PésSibility of nuclear powered icebreakers for 

this  service  is doubtful in the next decade. 	- 

The development of special, shallow draft icebreakers for 

service in  small coastal and inland ports, will be a requirement within 

the next  fie  years. 

The well knéwn lighthotise and buoy tender of the present day 

is now being phased out With the develépment,of hélicOpters providing : 

thèseserVices  more economically 	 . 

. Air Cushion Vehicles  • 
! 	- 

The :A.C.V. hasI . already arrived on the Canadian scene and 

will.inCrease in numbers in a few yeara. Although not solely for 

operation over water, the A.C.V. is best suited for a marine environment. 

provide.,economical short voyagétransport',in the Speed range 

betWeen-30 and 150 knotS:and oVerland are expected to fill thesap between 

ëars  and trains at':.relativelylowapeeds or aircraft at much higher speeds. 

The .usé of the A.C.V. in the.Arcticis i Tilture possibility providiip; it 

is specifically designed Ior,the environment. 

A:C.V.s:are suitable for=many areas which.are, at present, 

inaccessible or in whichlexisting means of transport are inadequate or 	• 

expensive. 'These include ites where combined offshore and :inland 
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• operations are necessary, or on ice coverèd water. Small A.C.V.s will 

be Constructed of reinforced plastic and larger  types of  aluminum. 

Machinery 

• 	 Other than an increase in the number of ships using gas 

turbine propulsion plants, the next ten years should not see any 

revolutionary changes in marine machinery. Gas turbines will increasingly 

be used on Great Lakes carriers where the light weight and ready avail-

ability for planned maintenance during the winter lay-up is attracting 

shipowners. Appearance of the competitive gas turbine and nuclear 

installations for both stationary power plants and Naval ships will 

accelerate improvements in propulsion technology. 

Automated engine rooms and bridge controls have already 

been introduced in newer ships. Shipboard automation will continue and 

will be extended to other aspects of ship operation. The objectives of 

shipboard automation are twofold:  •  

a) a reduction in crew  sise  with resulting savings, and 

b) improvements in efficiency and reliability of shipboard equipment. 

The large number of tankers in the 150,000 ton Class has 

given prominence to the heavy diesel engine up to 25,000 B.H.P. recently 

and more engines of this class are likely,  to be put into service in the 

next few years. More recently the larger tankers have necessitated the 

development of the triple reduction steam turbine plant with shaft 

revolutions of 90 r.p.m. and specific fuel consumptions approaching those 

of the heavy diesel engine. This type of plant will become more numerous 

as the number of super tankers increases.. 
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Since the end of the Second World War, the power for driving 

ships auxiliary machinery has been slowly changing from steam to electrical. 
• 

. The next ten years - will see  the virtual disappearance of the auxiliary bàiler 

•and the installation of ship's-aervice generators capable  of  carrying the full 

ship's load with a stand-by tO take over in case of routine repairs. 

Steam heating also will become obsolete and the use of electric-

heating and.air-cOnditioning coupled with e'all-electriC" galley,.bow thrusters 

and a multitude of minor items will become general practice. 

The electrical and electronic industries, in general, have 

benefited in the field of miniaturization through the research and develop-

ment of aeronautics and space agencies. The application of these benefits 

has already started in the marine field and will shortly become more obvious 

in almost all phases of ship electrics including lamp design, distribution 

breakers and motor control equipment. Manufacturers have already moved into 

micro-miniaturization and before the next decade is over many of present day 

components of substantial size will have been reduced to that of the proverbial 

"mustard seed" 

Cargo Handling 

The cargo handling division,is one Which has seen many changes 

over the past 15 years  but whièh will see'more,and greater . changes in the next 

decade, -_ including an acceleration in the installation of automated or semi- 

automated cargo systems, 	 • 

Shipboard cranes,handling.containers or other bulk units,will 

be pre -programmed and computer ,controlled to perform•specific loading and 

.unloading manoeuvres from hold tO dock and,vice•versa. 	_ 	• 
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.The use of'ConVeyors for cargo handling has already been 

established but to a limited extent. Much 'wider use of this form of cargo ' 

movéMent wilLbe made, together with the adoption nf - new materials handling 

.systema. These'include the: use.of slurries to pump solid cargoes in sus-

penSion -and pneumatic systems for materials which do not len&themselves to 

liquid 'additives. 	 , 

Automation 

.- Due to.the increasing cost of and shortage of Skilled technical 

labour; there wil1,'in the next ten years,.be startling developments in ship 

cOntrol automation and, in particular, a coniiderable increase in the classes 

ships_permitting unManned engine rooms. Thus,. very sophisticated control 

and  monitoring syàtems will.berequired between main and auxiliary machinery 

.components -and ship wheelhousés Or control rooms. 

: 

 

More automatednavigational control will be introduced, including 

satellite and weather information being fed into ship computers tnestablish 

or modify ship  courses.  

Cargo disposition, fuel and  stores  requirements and thus dis-

:placement and characteristics of seakindliness, will be controlled from an 

operationà control office ashore through radio and ship  computer  link-up, 

ensuring best operational ship conditions, 	 • 	• 

Such  instrumentation systeMs have already,been in Service  in  

Europe and their widesPreaduse throughoUt the shipping wOrld is assured. 

Material changes are not qui.ckly accepted in the marine business. , 	 , 

This is probably, in part, caused by the industry's reliance on Classification 

Society standards which are based, to a large extent, on experience. 
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There will be more widespread acceptance of some new materials 

In the near future and we will see more use made of high strength steels for 

some services and low corrosion steels for others. 

The use of fiberglas reinforced plastics is now well established 

in practice for small ships and this trend will continue and perhaps broaden 

if the costs of the chemicals involved can be reduced. Whether they are or not, 

we can certainly expect to see many more fiberglas fittings for ship use in 

the future, especially weatherdeck equipment, guard rails, vents, window 

frames and furniture. 

Another material for small ships presently in its infancy, but with 

distinct possibilities of becoming quite important in the next ten years, is 

light aggregate concrete or steel reinforced cement. Classification Societies 

have classed ships built of these materials and the industry will await their 

outcome with interest. 

,Aluminum has been in use on shipboard for many years but its 

cost, •both for the raw material and for its fabrication, has been so high that 

its general use in the past for other than lightweight superstructures has been 

retarded. The use of plasma-arc aluminum cutting equipment and good fast 

aluminum welding techniques have largely corrected these disadvantages and 

while aluminum remains an expensive material, its use for many applications 

can now ,  be more economically justified and will grow. 

General Commentà  

Simplified forms: A considerable amount of interest is being 

demonstrated at the moment in simplified forms for large ships. This has 

always been recognized in the past and some exponents of the practice have 

achieved results with various types of ships. This however has been restricted 
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to small ships, say, below 300 feet. Serious attempts are now being made to 

introduce straight-line or otherwise simplified forms into quite large vessels. 

Reduction in cost has been the main motive but the use of computer control 

cutting machines is facilitated by hull forms which are mathematically totally 

definable and of course the simpler the definition - the easier the control. 

Considerable interest is being shown for example in the United 

States of America where labour costs are high and the use of automated ship-

yard plants is of correspondingly great interest. Totally developable forms 

for large fast ships are currently being investigated and tested both in the 

United Kingdom and the U.S.A., and straight-line cargo vessels are commercially 

available in Germany. In Canada, the Upper Laker might well be a type of 

vessel which would lend to straight-line development. 

For total developability, a double or multiple chine bilge is 

required and this, in fact, can be advantageous to resistance. 
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